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ABSTRACT 

This thesis attempts to develop an architectural dynamic design method to build a public 

activity space to deliberately evoke an appropriate emotion. It is argued that this emotion 

is evoked by proportional changes between users and the components within the defined 

spatial framework. These changes contribute to a perceptual force- that of architectural 

dynamics. It is assumed that the quality of the dynamics can be defined and applied to a 

certain group of modules within the defined spatial framework. If the dynamics of the 

proposed space can be predicted and the center round which the modules are organized 

can be determined, then those modules primarily affecting the dynamics can be inferred, 

selected and, therefore, organized accordingly. The strategy of this study is to produce 

the modules, design an architectonic space, conduct a survey, analyze the responses and 

summarize the findings. 

The definition of the quality of the dynamics is based on strictly limiting the primary 

factors discussed in 2.2.3. The dynamics of a shape is assumed to be an assembly of the 

dynamics of its visible planes within the defined spatial framework. If it is accepted that 

the human being's body is the direct source ofa reliable criteria to evaluate the space, 

another assumption is that the dynamics of each plane of each module can be measured 

by the ratio of the two relevant dimensions to those of the cube which simulates the space 

occupied by a human body. Consequently, a dynamic value can be assigned and each 

plane of the modules measured. The implication of this is that if the body is indeed the 

criteria used, then the majority of people would show a preference to one specific space. 

Theoretically, the involvement of personal experience in judging the suitability ofa space 

can be dramatically reduced, thus reinforcing the role of dynamics. Given Le Corbusier's 

"The Modulor", a form creation system in harmony with the human body, a group of 

modules can be produced, as discussed in 2.3.5 Quality of Dynamics, and so the 

dynamics can be practically applied. As the modules are without colour or texture, the 

sense of weight can be dramatically reduced, as discussed in 2.3. Moreover, the ability to 

identify the center of a symmetric form comes from man's intuitive perceptive ability and 



man's need to be social, as discussed in 2.2.5. Thus, the proposed space built around the 

center can enhance the involvement of the intrinsic attributes of perception. 

The proposed architectonic space is designed in Chapter Three. This is created by 

making amendments to the defined square-shaped initial layout in order to promote the 

center (see 2.3.4 and 2.2.5). The convergent dynamics of this proposed space is predicted 

to be very strong around the level 6-7 (the convergent dynamics is scaled from 0 to 7). 

This level may represent a suitable space and the dynamics is a collective dynamics, 

emanating from the four chosen modules (see 2.3.6 and 2.3.7), and composed of the two 

symmetric axes of the square space of the initial layout, from whose center the dynamics 

can be perceived. Thus, the dynamics of the proposed four modules can be inferred and 

selected accordingly. Moreover, if the convergent dynamics is around 6-7, then this 

implies that the spatial center is very clear. In this wayan appropriate architectonic space 

can be built up possessing very strong convergent dynamics and a very identifiable 

center. 

The survey is carried out in Chapter Four. Eight identical spaces are presented, except 

for the modules composing the two pairs of symmetrical axes. The subjects comprised 

non-architectural students, categorized by the gender-age factor, and architectural 

students. The three independent variables to be tested include the level of the convergent 

dynamics, clarity of the center and the most preferable space. 

In Chapter Five, the responses are statistically analyzed and in Chapter Six it is 

concluded that there is, in fact, no conclusive evidence that a preferable space is chosen 

in terms of the level of the convergent dynamics and clarity of the spatial center. Thus, it 

follows that the human body itself is not a substantially sufficient criterion to be used as a 

reliable source in order to evaluate a space. The ordinary person did not feel the dynamic 

fluctuations between the spaces as much as the architectural students. In the non

architectural subjects the fluctuations differed according to their age and gender. This 

study does, however, suggest that an architectural practitioner could use a design strategy 

to satisfy his clients depending on whether they are young or old, male or female. 
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DEFINITION 

Module: 
Standard Modules: 

Local Coordinates: 

The shapes produced by "The Modulor" 
A certain number of the modules to be selected from the 
modules produced by "The Modulor" 
The place on the initial layout on which the proposed 
modules are going to be imposed 

Generally Proposed Modules: The modules imposed on the initial layout constructing 
the general surroundings of the proposed space 

Crucially Proposed Modules: The modules imposed on the crucial location on this 
layout primarily affecting the dynamic variable of the 
proposed space. 

Arrangement of Modules in Defined Spatial Framework: 

Ground plane: 
Frontal plane: 
Side plane: 

Most of the modules are imposed on the initial layout with 
their horizontal dominant dimension parallel to the edges 
of the square-shaped initial layout. 
The bottom surface of the modules on the court space 
The surface of the modules facing the court space 
The surface of the modules vertically perpendicular to its 
frontal plane 

Module A: the module to be imposed on point A in the proposed space. 
Module B: the module to be imposed on point B in the proposed space. 
Module C: the module to be imposed on point C in the proposed space. 
Module D: the module to be imposed on point D in the proposed space. 
Module E: the module to be imposed on point E in the proposed space. 
Module F: the module to be imposed on point F in the proposed space. 

NOTATION 

DT ---the dynamic variable of the theme of the architectonic space to be proposed 
Dp --- the dynamic variable of the proposed architectonic space 
DI --- the dynamic variable of the initial layout 
Dc --- the dynamic variable of the proposed modules crucially affecting that of the 

proposed space 
DG --- the dynamic variable of the proposed modules generally constructing the proposed 

space other than the four crucial modules 

Da---the dynamic variable of the module to be imposed on point A, which is the 
collective configuration of the dynamic variables of its frontal plane dfa (the 
dynamics in the length dimension dfal; the dynamics in the height dimension d fah), the 
ground plane dga (dynamics in the length dimension dgal; the dynamics in the breadth 
dimension dgab), and the side plane elsa (dynamics in the breadth dimension dsab; the 
dynamics in the height dimension elsah) 
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Dt,---the dynamic variable of the module to be imposed on point B, which is the 
collective configuration of the dynamic variables of its frontal plane dtb (dynamics in 
the length dimension dtbl; the dynamics in the height dimension dtbh), the ground 
plane dgb (dynamics in the length dimension dgbl; the dynamics in the breadth 
dimension dgbb), and the side plane dsb (dynamics in the breadth dimension dsbb; the 
dynamics in the height dimension dsbh) 

De---the dynamic variable of the module to be imposed on point C, which is the collective 
configuration of the dynamic variables of its frontal plane dce (dynamics in the length 
dimension dfel; the dynamics in the height dimension dfch), the ground plane dge 
(dynamics in the length dimension dgel; the dynamics in the breadth dimension dgcb), 
and the side plane dsc (dynamics in the breadth dimension dscb; the dynamics in the 
height dimension dsch) 

Dd---the dynamic variable of the module to be imposed on point D, which is the 
collective configuration of the dynamic variables of its frontal plane dfd (dynamics in 
the length dimension dfdl; the dynamics in the height dimension dfdh), the ground 
plane dgd (dynamics in the length dimension dgdl; the dynamics in the breadth 
dimension dgdb), and the side plane dsd (dynamics in the breadth dimension dsdb; the 
dynamics in the height dimension dsdh) 

De---the dynamic variable of the module to be imposed on point E, which is the collective 
configuration of the dynamic variables of its frontal plane dfe (dynamics in the length 
dimension dCel; the dynamics in the height dimension dfeh), the ground plane dge 
(dynamics in the length dimension dgel; the dynamics in the breadth dimension dgeb), 
and the side plane dse (dynamics in the breadth dimension dseb; the dynamics in the 
height dimension dseh) 

Dr---the dynamic variable of the module to be imposed on point F, which is the collective 
configuration of the dynamic variables of its frontal plane dtr( dynamics in the length 
dimension dm; the dynamics in the height dimension dfth), the ground plane dgf 
(dynamics in the length dimension dgfl; the dynamics in the breadth dimension ~), 
and the side plane dsf(dynamics in the breadth dimension dstb; the dynamics in the 
height dimension dsfh). 
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remoteness and connectedness contribute to the forces of attraction and repulsion. In 

response, this force also corresponds to some degree of emotion, for example, freedom, 

respect, etc. As the height of the shape increases dramatically, a vertically rising 

dynamic is evoked and this dynamics may evoke a feeling of emotional freedom. At 

some stage, a viewer can feel its proportion to be just right. The viewer might say that 

he/she feels that this shape is appropriate, suitable and he finds comfort with it. This self

evaluated reaction comes from his perception and coordinated spatially according to his 

physical existence. This idea can be followed through. If an abstract architectonic space 

can be set up, and the factors involved in influencing the perceptual dynamics of a shape 

eliminated or limited, the emotion of a space can be primarily related to the three

dimensional changes, the dynamics of the shapes being defined directly in terms of the 

human body, proportionally. 'The Modulor' can fulfill the practical application of the 

concept of dynamics, by which a number of modules can be produced. Moreover, if a 

natural order is determined in which these modules can be organized, such as the intuitive 

identification of the center of a form, these modules can, accordingly, be organized 

within a defined framework. Therefore, it is contended that it is possible to design an 

architectonic space with a reciprocal emotion, by means of the dynamics of its 

components. The concept of dynamics may, therefore, be adopted as a suggestive design 

tool in order to design the proposed space. 

Additionally, this thesis is an attempt to explain an abstract idea or emotion in a 

rational and practical way. This can only be done by limiting the factors and narrowly 

defining the space. Architectural dynamics is used as a bridge between the relationships 

of each of the shapes, which are systematically and integrally organized in terms of the 

dynamics, within a defined spatial framework. It is nothing more than a logical design 

method from a realistic point of view. This is one way to design an architectural 

space, the other way is historical, which is for these purposes discounted. These seem to 

be the basic ways of approaching an architectural design3. The creation of the proposed 

3 I fell into these thoughts; of which, there were two ways to be delivered; the one historical, by description of the 

principal works ... the other logical, by casting the rules and cautions of this art into some comfortable method: where 

of! have made choice; not only as the shortest and most elemental, but indeed as the soundest. (Sir Henry Wotton, 

The Elements of Architecture, 1624) 
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architectonic space within a systematic spatial framework can be seen as a logical design4 

rather than a realistic exercise. 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Although the perceptual dynamics of shapes playa significant role in the psychological 

behavior of man and his surrounding, in terms of architectural design, there are 

surprisingly few works available on this topic, and the few that there are do not give a 

systematic explanation of this relationship. One of the major reasons might be that there 

are so many factors functioning simultaneously, especially those to do with the mind. 

However, this study attempts to explore the seemingly yet profoundly intangible 

relationship existing between human emotion and the surroundings. 

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The research objective is to establish a dynamic design theory that might assist a designer 

in designing a relatively suitable built environment in terms of the dynamics of the 

shapes. 

In Chapter Three this theory is applied to an architectural space design in order to 

examine it. This space is presented to respondents together with a number of other 

architectonic spaces constructed under similar conditions and this is dealt with in Chapter 

Four. Whether it is proven or needs some adjustments can only be answered after 

analyzing the data. 

1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY 

This study attempts to explore a relatively countable relationship between man and his 

experience of the environmental space, in an attempt to evoke an appreciative emotion 

from that space. 

4 Wilenski (1927), insisted that an architect's "business as artist" was with "the definition, organization and completion 

of his formal experience by creating a concrete object. (Mitchell, William J (William John), The Logic of Architecture, 

Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1990, P25) 
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This proposed built environment focuses on a typical public activity space and the 

development of this space is based on an architectonic space to be defined, and the 

relevant factors in building up this space need to be explicitly specified (Architectonic 

Space Defined in Chapter Two). 

The factors involved on the human side include the human body, the mind, weight 

sense, visual perception and coordination and the viewing point. These will be 

specifically discussed under the Definition of Dynamics in Chapter Two. These factors 

are used to cast the relevant hypotheses. 

1.5 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 

Six hypotheses have been drawn up for the purpose of this dissertation. Each of them is 

positioned in the relevant part of the context (Figure 1.2). 

Hypothesis One: 

The dynamics ofa shape is an accumulation of the dynamics of its visible planes that 

assemble this imaginary shape in the defined spatial framework. 

Hypothesis Two: 

The dynamics of each plane of each module can be calculated and measured by 

comparing the two relevant dimensions to those of the cube, which simulates the space 

occupied by a human body, within the defined spatial framework. 

Hypothesis Three: 

The sense of weight does not function in the modules generally imposed (refer to the 

relevant definition) in the defined spatial framework but in those with vertically dominant 

dynamics, crucially affecting the dynamic variable of the proposed space. 

Hypothesis Four: 

Personal experience and background will not affect the ability to be critical of the 

emotion evoked from the defined architectonic space. 

Hypothesis Five: 

There is a center in the proposed architectonic space at which point the dynamic variable 

of this space can be perceived as the people complete touring this space. 

Hypothesis Six: 
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The dynamic variable of the architectural theme for the proposed architectonic space 

should demonstrate a relatively stronger concentrated dynamics than the others that are 

built based on the same available shapes in the same condition. This dynamic variable is 

seen as the more appropriate dynamic variable. 

Personal experience Appreciative 
Hypothesis 4 emotion to be 

criticized by a 
visitor 

(12) (11) 

The modules 
organized around 

- the 'dynamic' r-
center: hypotheSis S The proposed exterior 

(4) 
spatial environment 

The standard modules Definition of Dynamic Gravity sense: Dynamics of 
the proposed 

produced by "The Dynamic: measurement Hypothesis 3 
architectonic 

Modular' including - 1-
Hypothesis I scale: space: 

the ground panel Hypothesis 2 Hypothesis 6 

(1) (2) (3) (5) (7) 

Constructed based 

- on the initial layout - (8) 
spatial framework 

(6) I 
General attributes The theme of 

of this kind of this proposed 

architecturaJ space architectonic 
space 

(9) (10) 

Figure 1. 2 

To summarize, it is proposed that an appropriate dynamic variable can be installed in a 

proposed architectural space. Therefore, a relatively suitable built environment can be 

built and, consequently, the proposed architectonic space for this study can be established 

by dynamic means. 
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1.6 METHODOLOGY 

As the objective of this study is to establish a suitably built environment, the complete 

process involves setting up the design theory, designing the architectonic space in line 

with this theory, examining the feasibility of the theory in terms of the responses, making 

any necessary adjustments and forming a conclusion. These five main aspects will be 

illuminated in the relevant chapters demonstrated in the context structure. 

Context Structure 

A brief description of the methodological process of this study can be represented 

graphically, as in the figure below (Figure 1.3) and indicates in which chapter each aspect 

is discussed. The dashed lines correspond to the relevant chapter and the solid rectangle 

inside each dashed line indicates the description of each section. 

Chapter One, the introduction section, sets up the skeleton for this study. Chapter 

Two, the dynamic theory section, comprises the hypotheses and definitions of the 

relevant concepts and this chapter is the primary core of all the chapters. The proposed 

architectonic space is designed and built up in terms of this theory. The design theory is 

examined by means of the survey and this is dealt with in Chapter Four. Chapter Five 

analyzes the data collected. The recommendations and conclusions in terms of the 

findings are made in Chapter Six. 

Chapter 2 

,------------------, ,------------------.. 
: Chapter 3 : , , : Chapter 1 : , , , , , , 

: Introduction ' , Architectonic ' 
space Design 

,------------------, , 
, ..... _-----' ~ _________________ J : Chapter 5 : , , , , 

Chapter 4 
I Data Analysis : , 
L _1._-_-__ -_-_.,._-_-_-__ -_-_ .... __ J 

Survey 

1-------- --------, 
: Chapter6 : , , 
: Adjustment and III!!':--____________ --' 
: Conclusion 
t _-_-_-__ -_-_-_ -__ -_-_-__ -_-_ ... _ J 

Figure 1. 3 
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Dynamic Theory 

It is argued that this emotion is evoked by proportional changes between users and the 

components within the defmed spatial framework. These changes contribute to a 

perceptual force- that of architectural dynamics. It is assumed the quality of the 

dynamics can be defined and applied to a certain group of modules. If the dynamics of 

the proposed space can be predicted, as can be the determination of the center as the 

spatial order, those modules primarily affecting this dynamics, can be inferred and 

selected accordingly. 

The definition of the quality of the dynamics is based on strictly limiting the primary 

factors. The dynamics of a shape is assumed to be an assembly of the dynamics of its 

visible planes within the defined spatial framework. If it is accepted that the human 

being's body is the direct source of a reliable criteria to evaluate the space, another 

assumption is that the dynamics of each plane of each module can be measured by the 

ratio of the two relevant dimensions to those of the cube, simulating the space occupied 

by a human body. Consequently, a dynamic value can be assigned and each plane of the 

modules measured. 

Given Le Corbusier's "The Modulor", a creative system in harmony with the human 

body, a group of the modules can be produced from the initial system, and so the 

dynamics can be practically applied. As the modules are without colour or texture, the 

sense of weight can be dramatically reduced. Moreover, the ability to identify the center 

of a symmetric form comes from man's intuitive perceptive ability and man's need to be 

social. Thus, the modules of the proposed space can be built around the center and this 

also enhances the involvement of the intrinsic attributes of perception. 

The proposed space is built up by making amendments around the spatial center of 

the square-shaped initial layout. These amendments can be coordinated in promoting the 

center of it. The convergent dynamics of this proposed space is predicted to be very 

strong and this level may arouse an appropriate emotion in this proposed space. This 

dynamics is crucial and represented by the convergent dynamics collectively released by 

the four chosen modules composing the two symmetric axes of the initial layout and 

perceivable at its center. In this way the dynamic 'quality' of the proposed four modules 

can be inferred. The modules can be selected accordingly. Thus, the proposed 
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- architectonic space can be designed in tenns of the dynamic quality and evoke an 

appropriate emotion. 

Since the establishment of this type of architectonic space is based on conditional 

generalization, this design method might be seen as a reference to guiding those 

architectural designs supposed to have similar functions and emotional goals. 

Architectonic Space Design 

This proposed architectural space is built up according to the concept of architectural 

dynamics. The design is the practical application of the dynamic theory. 

The establishment of this architectonic space is divided into seven steps and is 

specifically illuminated in Chapter Three. They are briefly introduced here: 

Step 1. Programs Study and Initial Layout 

Step 2. Theme Synthesized and Dynamics of Theme Fonnalized 

Step 3. Module Generation, Standard Modules Selected and Dynamic Assignation 

Step 4. Dynamic Framework and Coordination of Proposed Modules 

Step 5. Dynamic Inference 

Step 6. Proposed Module Detennined 

Step 7. Architectonic Space Presented 

Survey 

The survey is covered in Chapter Four. The objective of this part of the study is to test 

whether the emotion evoked by the architectonic space designed in Chapter Three is 

relatively more appropriate than those of others. This means that this proposed space has 

to be presented and compared with a number of analogous architectonic spaces. The 

questionnaire is provided with 'closing' questions in order to collect the data. The 'quota 

sampling' method is used to draw a representative sample. The respondents include 

thirty non-architectural people and ten architectural students from the local architectural 

school. 
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Data Analysis 

This section is covered in Chapter Five and entails the statistical calculation process. 

Data analysis is carried out to see whether the hypotheses are accountable or not. 

Conclusion 

Chapter Six concludes this research. Any adjustments and recommendations fonn part of 

this conclusion. 

1.7 SUMMARY 

This chapter has outlined the general skeleton of this research, section by section, 

including the introductory background, problem statement, research objective, scope of 

the study, and the research scope, research hypotheses and methodology. 

In order to proceed, a three-dimensional model will be set up using a number of 

modules produced by "The Modulor". These modules will be organized according to the 

dynamics concept. An experiment is set up to justify the design. Findings will be 

detennined from the results of the analysis and recommendations made. 
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2. ARCHITECTURAL DYNAMICS AND ITS APPLICATION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this chapter is to attempt to define the "quality" and scale of the 

architectural dynamics and present how it can be applied to the architectural spatial 

design. The factors involved in defming the dynamics are divided into two main parts 

discussed in separate sections: Architectural Dynamics and Architectonic Space Defined, 

respectively. The Dynamic Three-Dimensional Framework and Architectural Factor 

attempt to apply the method of architectural dynamics to the spatial design. 

2.2 ARCHITECTURAL DYNAMICS 

2.2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Within the defined architectonic space (to be defined in 2.3), emotions evoked by a space 

can be primarily related to how the mind evaluates the perceptual surroundings, reflecting 

and coordinating the spatial coordination of the person in this space. 

A number of hypotheses will be made in terms of the relevant factors, such as the 

coordination of viewing points, visual perception, the mind and weight sense and the 

human body. A number of modules can be produced by "The Modulor" in terms of the 

basic spatial volume occupied by the human body, being the reference cube, with which 

the modules keep a proportional relationship. The "quality" ofthe dynamics of the 

modules can be defined, and then measured in terms of this reference cubic space. There 

is a center, either a form or a space, intuitively perceived by a person, round which the 

modules may have to be organized in terms of their dynamic "quality". 

2.2.2 DYNAMICS OF SPACE AND RESULTING EMOTION 

Perceptual dynamics conveys its host which is the "shape". It can be said that a shape is 

the vehicle carrying the dynamics. To be seen as expressive, the shape of an object must 

be seen as dynamic. 

Since matter creates space, there must be a dynamic presence in an architectural 

space as well. The dynamics should be clearly presented, without causing any ambiguity, 

since, psychologically, the appearance of the frame of a building needs to be as simple 
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as possible in people's mindss. No matter what kind of space it is, a space has to be 

created by something that gives clear character to the space, according to its relevant 

arrangement. This is perceived as people experience the space and perform their 

activities. The character of a space is clearly determined by its surroundings. 

Surroundings appear in a decisive situation and space in a passive one. Naturally, 

designers hope the character of their design will evoke an emotion that the users feel 

comfortable with. 

A space, however, is not just empty, as it has a certain quality6. This quality is 

evident from the shapes that create this space. A visitor perceives the space and this 

space evokes a certain emotion of comfort, discomfort or indifference. The figure below 

demonstrates this quality within the spaces' (Figure 2.1). Ifit is assumed that these 

r--

r0-

m n n 0 

Figure 2.1 

S In spite of what spontaneous perception indicates, space is in no way given by itself. It is created by a particular 

constellation of natural and man-made objects, to which the architect contributes. In the mind of the creator, user, or 

beholder, every architectural constellation establishes its own spatial framework. This framework derives from the 

simplest structural skeleton compatible with the physical and psychological situation. Under elementary conditions the 

structure established by the architectural layout as a whole may rule uncontested. (Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of 

Architectural Form, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1977, pp. 18-22, 13). 

6 A good way to demonstrate that interspaces are not empty is referring to what may be called their density. If one 

makes small models of our two buildings and moves them back and forth, closer together and farther apart, one 

observes that the interspaced looks looser and thinner as the distance between the buildings increases. Conversely, the 

interspaced becomes denser as the distance diminishes. (Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Form, 

University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1977, pp. 17-22, 18) 

1 Interspaced n will look smaller and denser when compared with 0; it will look larger and looser when compared with 

m (figure 2.1) (Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Form, University of California Press, Berkeley and 

Los Angeles, California, 1977, pp. 29-31,18). 
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shapes keep on shifting in this way until it is felt to be the right position at that moment, 

then this space can be said to be relatively more suitable than any other. There is a 

particular ratio of remoteness and connectedness users feel is ''just right"s. Although this 

spatial "quality" is vague in that it cannot be measured, it can be represented by the 

"quality" of the shapes constructing this space. 

The subject of this study is concerned with the exterior court space holding public 

activities and attempts to explore whether this particular ratio exists or not. An emotion 

might be evoked by the dynamics of its surrounding. A positive emotion will be aroused 

from the proposed space if the expectation of the public coincides with the intuitively 

expected9 emotion. 

The psychological properties of verticality and horizontality are the basis of building 

symbolism1o• This means that the dynamics of the surrounding is generated through the 

process of visual perception while the surrounding is interpreted in symbolic images in 

three dimensions. The condition of a person's own existence means his body physically 

and temporarily occupies a space, which is a fundamental criteria source referred to as a 

spatial framework. This space can be viewed as a small cube. There may be a 

proportional relationship between the three dimensions, the symbolic images of his 

surrounding and this cubic space. If there are a number of modules, the proportional 

relationships of these modules and this cubic space can be established, enabling the 

dynamic "quality" of the modules to be calculated. 

8 The inter-space, then, establishes a particular ratio of remoteness and connectedness, which affects the architectural 

complex as a whole. When we considered remoteness and connectedness are not simply metric distances but 

dynamically, we find that they depend on the forces of attraction and mutual repulsion: they want to be moved apart. 

At a somewhat greater distance the interval may look just right or the objects may seem to attract each other. (Rudolf 

Arnheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Fonn, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 

1977, pp. 36, 18-4,19) 

9 When the environment appears and behaves as expected, i.e. ... this generally produces a positive emotional response 

in the perceiver (assuming of course that the expectation was for a pleasurable, comfortable environment). (Lam. 

William M. C., Perception and Lighting as Fonngivers for Architecture, McGraw-Hill. C, New York, 1977 pp 39-45, 

34) 

10 The psychological properties of verticality and horizontality would hardly be worth our attention if their dynamics 

did not greatly contribute to making buildings into symbolic images, in which man sees fundamental conditions ofbis 

own existence. (Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Fonn, University of California Press, Berkeley and 

Los Angeles, California, 1977, pp. 13-16,64). 
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A proposed architectonic space can be set up in tenns of the dynamics. Firstly, all 

primary factors involved in affecting the dynamics are confined or eliminated except for 

the proportional ratio factor between the person and his target basically contributing to 

the dynamics. Secondly, the identification of the center comes from the intrinsic intuitive 

visual perceptual attributes of the mind. This identification is further reinforced by the 

ordering of the modules for a proposed space. An emotion can thus result from the three

dimensional dynamics. Thus, an emotion can be the response of the human body relating 

to the other modules within the defined spatial framework. Consequently, a desirable 

emotion, evoked by the proposed architectonic space, can be promoted by establishing 

the appropriate dynamics of its components. 

This study attempts to design an architectonic space which will evoke an appropriate 

emotion by utilising the dynamics of the shapes. It is felt that this can only be achieved if 

a very specific architectonic space is defined. In 2.3 Architectonic Space Defined, 

factors, for example, how such a space is generated (Figure 2.2), the initial layout of the 

prototype, the source of the production of all the shapes/modules and the relationships of 

the dynamic variables of the contents, are described. The primary factors involved in 

these dynamics are also specifically discussed. In this attempt to define and rationalize 

the concept of dynamics, there are a number of factors involved in influencing perceptual 

dynamics, and these need to be strictly defined. These factors are noted and discussed 

later, and include how the proposed space is generated, shapes, space, order, the dynamic 

variable, co-ordination and viewing points, visual perception, sense of weight, the human 

mind and the human body. 

As the concept of the "quality" of dynamics is defined, the process below indicates 

how the dynamics can be utilized. The dynamics will be applied in conjunction with the 

definition of a center of the proposed space. The center around which the modules are 

organised is discussed later in this chapter. This center is made prominent by the force of 

the dynamic connection of the "local" modules (Figure 2.2). The four local coordinates 

are detennined by promoting the center and these coordinates are the points on the initial 

layout on which the proposed modules are crucially affecting that of the proposed space 

(see 2.3.6 and 2.5.5). 
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If the dynamics of that space can be clearly specified, the dynamic variables crucially 

affecting that of the proposed space can be inferred, since they can be assigned to the 

group of standard modules in terms of the definition of the dynamic "quality". These 

dynamic variables can be compared in terms of the defined dynamic scale, which is 

defined in accordance with the human body, as noted in hypothesis four and discussed in 

the Scale of Dynamics. The two dynamic variables have to accommodate each other and 

this is the basis for selecting the properly proposed modules. Thus, the proposed modules 

imposed on the architectonic spatial framework can be selected from the standard 

modules. 

In summary, an emotion emanating from an architectonic space might be evoked by 

systematically organizing the modules in terms of the "quality" of their dynamics within 

the defined three-dimensional framework. An appropriate emotion for the proposed 

architectonic space might be evoked by the dynamic variables of the modules crucially 

affecting that of these proposed spaces, which, if the "quality" of the dynamic variables is 

properly assumed, can be organized in a certain order within a defined spatial framework. 

Initiallayo t extracted from the 
typical subj ct form 

The modules to be produce 
by "The Modulor" 

[ ~ 
•••••• includes the ground 
-----...... pane!.-l __ -

-+---local module 

Prototype ---------- final design 

Figure 2. 2 
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2.2.3 "QUALITY" OF DYNAMICS 

The dynamics of a shape can not be defined unless an architectonic spatial framework is 

defmed, within which the scope of all the primary factors affecting the dynamics of this 

shape have to be systematically set Up11. Only then can it be defined. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 

The relevant factors can be demonstrated by presenting simple graphics showing the 

person and the central area of the public space where a viewer is standing (Figure 2.3). It 

is assumed that there is a viewer wondering within a finite boundary and standing in front 

of a shape that could be shifted freely horizontally, either forwardslbackwards or 

right/left. The shape, intrinsic visual attributes and the mind form the basis of any 

perceptual dynamics. A spatial frame has to be defined in order to pursue the rationality 

of dynamics. The spatial coordination between the person and his ultimate position in the 

space affects perceptual dynamics, and this coordination is determined by the position of 

the shape and/or the location from which he is looking at this shape. Personal experience 

and background will be dealt with later. All these aspects contribute to the perceptual 

dynamics and the resultant emotion. 

The basic factors involved in a person experiencing and appreciating a space have to 

be summarized in order to define the "quality" of the perceptual dynamics. Human 

existence, experience, perception and knowledge are the fundamental factors in satisfying 

II Clearly, there are no fixed bounds in either space or time for any object. But relativity should not deter us from 

attempting to describe architectural objects with some precision. On the contrary, given a defined a framework, the 

interaction between the object and its context has objectively establishable effects. This framework must include not 

only the conditions outwardly presented to the perceiving mind but also those prevailing in the viewer himself: his 

mental preparation, his intensions and goals, his way of looking at things, and so on. For a valid analysis one has to 

make explicit both the frame work that is being considered and those potential influences which are being bracketed 

out. (Rudolf Amheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Form, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los 

Angeles, California, 1977, pp. 10,68) 
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one's needs in a certain space12
• This helps infer the necessary factors. In order to 

realize one's own existence, a human being needs a physical space and to be conscious of 

one's body. The spatial layout has to be presented in a certain way in order to compare 

the contents, as well as the type of shapes that construct the space. Thus, an architectonic 

space has to be defined and the human body plays the role of a hub transferring spatial 

coordination into a kind of emotion. The proportional relationships between a visitor and 

his targets are obviously essential. Theoretically, the architectonic space can be defined 

letting this spatial proportional relationships play the primary role in establishing the 

proposed space. A group of buildings can set up this mutual relationship with the human 

body through human-sized buildings. This point appears to influence the general layout 

of the proposed built environment. The human-sized block has to be frequently presented 

and this can keep a proportional continuity between a visitor and his surroundings. The 

continuity can help human beings mutually interact with the buildings 13. This is another 

of the important factors. Moreover, as a visitor is experiencing the space, the relative 

position between him and his targets keeps on changing consistently. This spatial 

coordination between him and his targets is, no doubt, an important factor. Furthermore, 

as the space is experienced, his visual perception and his mind process a very 

complicated process involving perceiving visual information and outputting the relevant 

emotion. Furthermore, the sense of weight is an intuitive consciousness of which there is 

no doubt. Thus, the primary factors are the architectural space defmed, the coordination 

and viewing points, visual perception, human mind, weight sense and the human body. 

12 Thus the threefold contact of our human existence with the spatial datum of nature---pbysical experience of space, 

sensory perception of form and intellectual appraisal of size---give rise to the development of an architectonic space 

comprising inside and outside, of an architectonic form comprising line, plane and volume. Space, form and size then 

reflect in the house the three levels of human existence, and experience, perception and knowledge in their turn find in 

them the support they need. (Dom H. Van Der Laan, Architectonic Space, Copyright 1983 by E. 1. Brill, Leiden, The 

Netherlands, pp. 17, 19). 

Il If human beings are to interact with a building functionally, they must be united with it by mutual continuity. Huge 

though a building may be as a whole, it can make contact with the visitor by providing a range of sizes, some small 

enough to be directly relatable to the human body. These human-sized architectural elements serves as connecting 

links between the organic inhabitant and inorganic habitation. (Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Form, 

University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1977, pp.20, 133) 
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perception needs to be made. This is a simplified description of how a pattern of light 

converts to electrical chargesl6
. 

Basically there are three stages in the visual perception process: the attributive stage, 

expectation stage and the affective stage. In the attributive stage, the raw data from the 

eye are interpreted, classified and given meaning by association. The expectation stage 

allows us to create extensions of the visible world in our minds: it is expected that a red 

sign inside a building which manifests the visual pattern 'EXIT' indicates a means of 

escape in time of danger, and the affective stage is concerned with how each stimulus 

affects our emotional or evaluative response to stimuli. It is the intention of the 

researcher to look at this in an abstract manner and not to deal with the process in any 

depth. Actually, the visual perception of a shape is the imaginary physical shape. 

According to biological evidence, an image pictured in a retina has a two-dimensional 

effect and a shape has a three-dimensional one. The third dimension is projected through 

one's imagination17. Thus, a shape may be seen as an imagined whole, grouping in 

people's minds. 

A shape can theoretically be seen as an assembly of a number of planes 18 into an 

imaginary whole. Perceptually, any change of a shape has to be seen dynamically. 

Consequently, the dynamics ofa shape can be assumed to be an assembly of the 

dynamics of its visible planes. The dynamics is the result of a visual mechanism as the 

16 Let us trace a somewhat idealized and simplified fonn what happens to a visual stimulus as it is received by the eye 

and converted into a perception. A pattern of light passes through the lens of the eye, which focuses the image on the 

nerve cells that make up the retina. In and of itself, the pattern of light and dark and color has no inherent meaning 

despite the fact that it could be quantified, measured, and described---so much light of such and such wavelength here, 

a darker area of such and such a size there, etc. The cells of the retina convert the pattern into raw sensory data----a 

complex matrix of electrical charges of various strengths---and send them coursing along the pathway of the optic 

nervous system to the brain. (Lam. William M. C., Perception and Lighting as Fonngivers for Architecture, McGraw

Hill. C, New York, 1977, pp. 33, 31 -3, 32). 

17 The third dimension in space gave the conventional theory trouble. The third dimension was not conceived as 

representable on the retina, since the retina is only a two-dimensional manifold. (S. Howard Bartley, Introduction to 

Perception, Memphis State University, Harper & Row, Publisher, New York, 1980, pp. 11-14,281) 

18 The first major realization to be made regarding the texture-gradient concept is that the concept implies that all 

surfaces function as components ofa rnacrotecture of the visual field as a whole. Many surfaces are themselves 

physically differentiated in some way and are thus seen as textured. (S. Howard Bartley, Introduction to Perception, 

Memphis State University, Harper & Row, Publisher, New York, 1980, pp. 22-27, 283) 
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visual perceptual system manages oncoming visual information and there might be some 

intrinsically legitimate principles in the process of this management. This could have 

common attributes of human beings. 

In summary, the impression that the dynamics of a shape gives can be synthesized 

and assembled by means of its planes. This leads to the postulation of the first hypothesis 

that the dynamics ofa shape is an assembly of the dynamics of its visible planes in 

configuration with a synthesized dynamic impression. 

Human Mind 

If asked to give opinions on an architectural space, people would probably respond very 

differently but if the target/architectural space is restricted to a certain kind of space, then 

the diverse opinions may become more contained (Figure 2.5). The involvement of the 

factor of personal experience may be dramatically reduced by strictly defining the subject 

and the other related factors l9
. Using this analogy, the space studied hopefully limits the 

responses in terms of experience. 

In this proposed architectonic space, the factors involved in influencing visual 

dynamics are strictly defined or eliminated and only the three-dimensional changes of the 

verticality or horizontality of the shapes contribute to perceptual dynamics. Human 

beings perceive everything physical in the world as due to the intrinsic attributes of visual 

perception, such as shape and size constancy. Through the visual perceptual 

process, there are eternal physical transfers to psychological properties of verticality and 

horizontality. There could be some common intrinsic attributes to help them become 

recognizable information. Moreover, if the fourth hypothesis is correct, the human body 

19 In trying to clarify these relationships for myself, I have been greatly helped by a simple diagram (Fig 2.5), in which 

T indicates the utrget viewed while A, B, C, D are different observers. If we restrict our analysis to the cultural and 

individual conditions prevailing in the observers, we proceed without any knowledge of the perceptual object they are 

receiving; and we are left with the absurd and distressing conclusion that since they all see different things, there can be 

no shared experience and no communication. If on the other hand, we restrict our analysis to the target T, we ignore 

the substantial modifications introduced by the point of view of any individual or collective observer. In this equally 

one-sided way we can get at the common core, but we cannot tell what happens to it in a particular instance ....... " 

(Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Form, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 

California, 1977. pp. 21-38,5) 
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may indeed be a reliable reference from which analyse surroundings, from this restrictive 

point of view, in order for people to react in a similar way. 

In raising the fourth hypothesis it is assumed that one's personal experience will not 

have much effect on analysing the appreciative emotion but that it comes rather from the 

intrinsic attributes involved in the defined architectonic space. 

It is assumed that the internal visual mechanism is basically the same for every person 

and that this forms the basis for establishing an impression of an architectural space. It is 

further assumed that personal experience will not interfere much with dynamics. 

Figure 2.5 

Weight Sense 

Downward gravity weight sense is an intrinsic property of a perceived shape. In this 

study, all shapes are rectangular, defined within the spatial framework and without 

texture or colour. Thus, the changes in the sense of weight of these shapes only come 

from varying the three-dimensional sizes of the shapes. What the impact of the sense of 

gravity is on the dynamics of the shapes is postulated in the third hypothesis and 

synthesized in the section under Dynamic Type below. 

Human Body 

The human body can help a person understand a bUilding2°as his body is a direct and 

20 We have carried heavy loads and have known pressure and counterpressure. We have collapsed on the ground when 

we no longer had the energy to oppose the downward pull of our own body's weight. That is why we are able to 

appreciate the proud happiness of a column and to understand the tendency of all matter to spread shapelessly on the 

ground. (Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Fonn, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los 

Angeles, California, 1977, pp. 6, 212). 
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reliable reference for appreciating a built environment and it serves as an interpreter of 

the emotion as expressed by a shape21 . 

Furthermore, from the architectural point of view, a physical human body can be 

seen as a cube measuring 2260x2260x226Omm3 and this measurement is seen as the 

fundamental unit reference for the other modules. "The Modulor", referring to this unit, 

can produce a number of the modules. There are three reasons for the specific size of this 

unit. Firstly, the height of an average person, with the arm raised, is 2260mm according 

to 'The Modulor,22. Secondly, the size of the initial square is determined from the 

module production panel23 (or see Figure 3.1 c). The 2260x2260x2260mm3cube can, 

thus, be produced and used as a fundamental reference24 to the other proposed modules. 

The process of creating images in one's memory is similar to that of a laser 

scanneis. Analogously, it is imagined that there is a spatial framework, which is a huge 

cubic space with internal planes scaled at 2260x2260m2 (see 2.4.2). The image of the 

planes of the shapes imposed on this framework appearing in such a visual field can 

proportionally be compared with each other. The relationship between the human body 

and the other modules can be interpreted as a proportional ratio of the relevant 

21 Wolffiin bases his theory of perceptual expression on the assertion that " the organization of our own bodies is the 

form that determines our apprehension of all physical bodies." He further proposes that the "fundamental elements of 

architecture, namely, matter and form, gravitational weight and force, depend on experiences we have had within 

ourselves. (Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Form, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los 

Angeles, California, 1977 pp. 6, 212). 

22 These three measures (113-183-226) define the occupation of space by a man six feet in height. (l)footnote: 113 the 

solar plexus; 182 the top of the head (relationship 0 of 113); 226 the tip of the fmgers of the upraised arm. (Le 

Corbusier, The Modulor, Faber and Faber Limited, 3 Queen Square London, 1954, pp. 4-5, 65) 

23 Figure 33 &Figure 34 (Le Corbusier, The Modulor, Faber and Faber Limited, 3 Queen Square London, 1954, p. 85-

86) 

24 The series RO begins at zero and stops at 1.828m. (72inches): the series BL starts at zero and stops at 2.26m 

(89inches). They culminate in a unit by volume---a cube with sides measuring 2.26m. - which, it seems to me, is well 

worth taking into consideration in matters pertaining to building. (Le Corbusier, The Modulor, Faber and Faber 

Limited, 3 Queen Square London, 1954, pp. 18-22,84) 

25 A laser scanner, as used for the input of images to a computer, provides a clear model of this. The scanner treats the 

visual field as an array ofsmall, square cells (pixels) and scans it to produce a corresponding array of numerically 

encoded intensity levels. (Mitchell, William J (William John), The Logic of Architecture, Cambridge, Mass: MIT 

Press, 1990, pp. 27-31, 2) 
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dimensions, by referring to 2260x2260x226Omm3
• 

In a design process, the proposed shapes are organized in terms of a certain order and 

the local coordinates can be determined within the defined spatial framework. In the 

second hypothesis, the dynamic "quality" of a shape can be calculated between a 

proposed coordinated shape and the reference cube, by comparing the ratio of the two 

dimensions of the relevant parallel planes. (The relevant planes of one of the proposed 

modules and the reference cube are always parallel to each other). 

The human body is also the dynamic perceptual center, since it is the carrier of 

perceptual and intellectual facilities that are used in experiencing the spatial environment. 

Different types of architectural spaces have a particular arrangement of space according 

to the activity performed. The center of an architectural space should be where public 

activities are most experienced. Thus, the area of the major activities experienced in the 

space should coincide with the central area of the form of the proposed space intuitively 

expected by people. 

Definition of "Quality" 

The three-dimensional changes are the primary factors that cause a shape to change. 

Three-dimensional changes ofa shape can represent the dynamics of the shape. 

Geometrically, a ratio of two dimensions of each of the planes can express the three

dimensional changes of this shape. The formation of a surface can be seen as a continued 

movement ofa line from one edge to the other in either dimension, disregarding its 

direction of movement. Surfaces of a shape can be represented by measuring their 

edges26
• Geometrically, it does not matter what direction the movement of the line takes. 

However, perceptually the ratio of two dimensions of a plane gives a visual orientation 

tendency: dynamics. Two dimensions of a plane can be thought to represent the two 

dynamic tendencies compromised in a single plane. 

26 Volume is not bounded by line directly, but only by way of surface; we know the size of a volume by the size of its 

bounding surface, which in tum borrow their size from the measure of their bounding edges. Thus here we meet not 

with a dyad, as with space and form, but with a triad: line-plane-volume. Through the union of these three elements in 

the squared form of the mass the conflict inherent in measure is over come. (Dom H. VanDer Laan, Architectonic 

Space, Copyright 1983 by E. J. Brill, Leiden, The Netherlands, pp. 32, 18-4, 19). 
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The "quality" of the dynamics of the modules can be defined within the scope of the 

study and the defined spatial framework. This definition is based on the first and second 

hypotheses that, from the architectural point of view, the dynamics of one of the shapes is 

an assembly of those of its planes (ground, front, and side planes) and that the dynamic 

"quality" of a shape between a proposed coordinated shape and the reference cube can be 

calculated by comparing the ratio of the two dimensions of the relevant parallel planes. 

The definition of the dynamic "quality" can therefore be summarized and the surfaces of 

a shape can be represented by measuring the edges and it can be collectively represented 

by those of the planes. Practically, the dynamic 'quality' of planes is more directly 

perceivable and applicable than that of their host. However, the dynamics of the modules 

can only be accountable through that of its planes. 

A simple example shows how the dynamics of a module is represented by the planes 

(Figure 2.6). The dynamics of the front elevation can be calculated. It can be expressed 

as the ratio of Length (L) I Length (the reference cube) and Height (H) I H (the reference 

cube) in two dimensions respectively. Those of the other planes, that is, the ground and 

side planes, can be expressed as a similar ratio. The dynamics of the modules becomes 

the imagery of its accumulated planes. 
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The motivation for doing this is that the dynamic "quality" of the modules can be 

compared and selected in response to that of the proposed space assumed (the number of 

the modules, the local coordinates and the order are determined). 

If the coordinate on which the proposed module is going to be imposed is pre

determined and the dynamics of the interspace predicted in terms of the architectural 
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theme, as well as the group of the modules, the proposed modules can be selected 

accordingly. 

An extension based on the second hypothesis can be made. The stronger the dynamic 

"quality" in one prevailing dimension of a plane, the longer the dimension is, 

disregarding the actual dynamic tendency. This point will be applied in inference to the 

dynamic variables. 

DYNAMIC TYPES 

Dynamics can be divided into two types. The first one is the dimension of dynamics, 

which is the focus of this study and is influenced by the proportional changes of a shape 

itself and orientated in three dimensions. The other is linked to the sense of gravity, 

which is a perceived intuitive sense. It is also affected by the three-dimensional changes 

of a shape. However, the height of a shape is its major influential factor. 

Dimensional Dynamics 

Any changes of a shape contribute to this kind of dynamics appearing in three dimensions 

and is greatly influenced by the changes. As in the first and second hypotheses, this form 

of dynamics can be rationalized in terms of its proportional changes within the defined 

spatial framework. 

Weight Sense 

There is always an intuitive vertical downward sense of gravity or weight sense of a 

shape and this is primarily related to the height of a shape. Downward gravity weight 

sense is an intrinsic property of a shape and it is always downward due to its attraction to 

the center of the earth. 

The dynamic impression ofa shape is a synthesis of the dynamic performance of the 

two types. Dimensional dynamics is the focus of this study. However, the impact of 

gravity has to be considered since changes of a form can shift the reallocation of its 
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weight center and this shifting stimulates the dynamics of a shape27
• This indicates that 

proportional changes of a shape can result in a different impression of that shape. 

The intensity of weight sense and the weight center can be changed dramatically by 

the factor of height. Height is always an important element influencing the weight sense. 

If this factor consistently plays a very big role, then vertical dynamics is more dominant. 

A change in an object's height changes its visual weight. The weight relationship 

between different parts of a building depends on its height, and therefore the 

compositional place and function of any element of an architectural design has to take the 

factor of height into account, especially those shapes whose vertical dynamics is 

dominant. 

However, the impact of gravity can be eliminated from some of the proposed 

modules. Firstly, for the purposes of this study, the modules are texture-less and 

colourless and the impact of this sense of gravity is incorporated in the third hypothesis. 

Secondly, the number of architectonic spaces presented are very similar and built on the 

same base except for the modules proposed at certain local coordinates. These proposed 

modules do not differ much in size and the impact of weight sense on most of these 

proposed modules can be ignored. 

The third hypothesis contends that the sense of weight does not function in the 

modules generally imposed (refer to the relevant definition) in the defined spatial 

framework but in those with vertically dominant dynamics, crucially affecting the 

dynamic variable of the proposed space. 

DYNAMIC PROPERTY 

The properties fundamentally describe the character of the dynamics. Orientation is one 

27 The weight center established by the column itself is sometimes made explicit by a swelling. Examples are the so

called bud-and -cell columns, imitating bundles of papyrus reeds, in Egyptian architecture. The swelling is greatest 

well below the column's center and thereby emphasizes upward movement. (Rudolf AmheimThe Dynamics of 

Architectural Fonn, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1977 pp. 12-16,51) 
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Verticality 

Vertically dominant perception means that a shape has a sense of upward orientation. The 

dynamic tendency of a shape is the overall impression of its planes. This orientation 

tendency is determined by the dominancy of one of the two dimensions of the plane. The 

world is three-dimensionalt as is the proportional changes to the modules. For examplet 

in Figure 2.7 t the ratio of the two dimensions between the height and width of each of the 

planes of (a) is much bigger than that of (b). The vertical dimension is in line with that of 

the height of the shapes and the vertical upward dynamics of the column in (a) is 

stronger than that of the column in (b). 

Verticality defines the other dimensions and acts as a reference for all other 

directions in space. In verticality vision takes the upright position. The vertical 

orientation is primarily related to the height of a building and is divided into two 

orientations: upward and downward. 

A proportionally high building can ease the gravity of its weight and evoke an 

emotion related to this symbolism. A typical example of this is the great symbolism of 

the upright figure used powerfully in religion3o• 

Horizontality 

The horizontal is the realm of activity. Most activities are performances parallel to the 

surface of the earth. Almost all the space that provides activities is horizontal, except the 

effort spent in vertical movement. The surface of the earth is horizontal t the ground is 

horizontal t and so is the floor. A feeling of safety is felt if activities are performed in a 

horizontal space, because of the familiarity of this orientation. It is not possible to relax 

while stepping up or down, as it is necessary to keep one's eyes open to watch the 

movement, in an effort to keep a balance. Thus, horizontality is an enjoyable orientation 

presenting the emotion or feeling of the presence of nature, of stability and the 

involvement with physical experience emanates as the primary subject of the design. 

30 William Golding's novel, ''The Spire", tells the story of a medieval churchman who adds a spiral tower to his 

cathedral as a perilous monument to his devotion and ambition ... Golding's story shows, first of all, the dimension of 

verticality still intact, visually as well as ideally. Only because the tower alone reaches beyond its environment into 

virgin space can it serve as the architectural fulfillment of a climactic aspiration. (Rudolf Arnbeim, The Dynamics of 

Architectural Form, University of Cali fomi a Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1977, pp. 20..32,64). 
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Any horizontal changes in a space result in a relevant dynamic change corresponding 

to emotional changes as well. A change of distance between two persons can evoke 

emotions, thus a change in distance brings about a change in emotion as the personal and 

social attitudes can be affected by spatiallocation31
• The change in the horizontal 

position between a person and his target also represents emotional change. This depends 

on the architectural arrangements. If there are a few shapes in front of a person that are 

different in size, in the shorter distance that person would feel the dynamic pressure of 

the biggest one to be stronger than the smaller ones in the longer distance. 

Degree of Force 

Dynamics conveys a kind of degree, either extremely strong, strong, or weak. It can be 

expressed as a "quality" of the dynamics, but the so-called degree is less precise. In the 

hypotheses, it is postulated that the degree/quality of the dynamic force ofa shape is 

represented by those of its planes, and its orientation follows the synthesized orientation 

tendency of its planes. Although the degree of the dynamic force of one of the planes can 

be collectively represented by the ratio of its two dimensions and the dimensions of the 

fundamental reference, the character of the dynamics of a plane always follows that in the 

prevailing dimension. 

EXPRESSION 

Dynamics of a shape is a kind of psychological effect and, therefore, also discussed 

possessing three-dimensional properties. This is in line with the psychological 

properties. The psychological properties of verticality and horizontality greatly 

contribute to making buildings into symbolic images in which man sees fundamental 

31 In recent years, especially through the work of Edward T. Hall, attention has been drawn to the psychological and 

social connotations of spatial distances between people in daily intercourse. How close together or far apart people are 

expected to be when they meet depends on their personal relationship and more generally on the social conventions of 

the particular cultural settings. These "proxemic" norms influence also the choice of preferred distances between 

buildings. What looks oppressively close to one kind of observer may be welcome as cozily protective by another. 

These personal and social attitudes overlay and modify the specifically perceptual factors I am discussing here. 

(Rudolf Amheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Form, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 

California, 1977 pp. 4, 19-8, 20). 
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conditions of his own existence. Since the dynamics represented resorts to three 

dimensions and each of the two dimensions of a plane synthesizes all the lines along the 

same dimension, a plane can be thought of being comprised oflines. Thus the symbolic 

three-dimension may represent the emotion that is supposedly to appear. The dynamic 

orientation can be expressed in symbols (Figures 2.8 a, b, c) and this may help a designer 

to analyze a design in terms of the dynamics. The spontaneously perceivable analogy 

between the visual characters, the behavior of an object and the corresponding mental or 

spiritual character and behavior relies on very generic attributes, such as height or depth, 

openness or enclosure, outgoingness or withdrawal. 

Every form has its own either horizontal or vertical orientation. With the input of the 

horizontal and vertical dimensions to a receptor, the visual perceptual system can be 

sorted into an array of physical stimuli and the output can be a corresponding array of 

symbols, stored in the memory and recording qualitative and quantitative attributes. The 

array of the dimensional symbols stored is the internal basis for triggering the relevant 

emotion. 

n 

"'" 1 
" 

a. Equivalent b. Horizontal dominance 

Figures 2.8 a, b, c 

Form a: no dominant orientation; 

Form b: horizontality is the dominant orientation; 

Form c: verticality is the dominant orientation. 

~~ 

~, 

c. Vertical dominance 
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2.2.4 SCALE 

There are two scales to be discussed. One is for the modules and the other for the 

proposed space. Their relationship will be discussed in 2.3.6 Dynamic Variable. The 

general concept needs to be discussed first, before the specific ones. 

Scale is the assigning of numbers to objects according to a rule. 

OBJECT 

For the specific purpose of this section, the objects for the dynamics "quality" scale refer 

to a group of modules produced by "The Modulor". The objects of the dynamic scale of 

the space are the number of these architectonic spaces. 

RULE 

The fundamental unit of reference, the cube, as a rule, simulates a human body. As in 

the definition, the dynamic "quality" is assigned in terms of this reference unit. A linear 

scale in conjunction with the level of the dynamics of the proposed space will be 

constructed. 

ASSIGNING OF NUMBER 

What is a measurement? An example could easily be drawn to explain this concept. 

However, the researcher is more interested in the accuracy of reflection ofa measure 

rather than the concept itself. Any measurement has a relative degree of 

accuracy in terms of the relevant matter to be measured. This diagram can be 

representative of any measuremene2 (Figure 2.9). 

~_~ _____ T_ru __ e __ M_e_a_sur __ e _______ E_rr_o~~ 
Figure 2.9 

32 any measure could be represented as shown in the figure below. (A. N. Oppenheim, Questionnaire Design, 

Interviewing and Attitude Measurement, New Edition, Pinter Publishers, London and New York, 1966, 1992, p. 15 ). 
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The overall shape represents the reading or observation; the true measure is that part of 

the reading which is required - it is an indicator of an attribute of something or someone, 

for example, length, musical ability, blood pressure; error is that part ofthe measurement 

that is not required. The wavy line between the two parts indicates that there is rarely any 

certainty about the exact size or location of the components. The diagram is an 

abstraction; it shows that the measurement is known to be "impure" or "contaminated" 

but by how much or in what way is not always known. 

Since the linear scale is one of the most recognizable scales, it is used in this research 

making it approachable and user-friendly. The linear-scaling model is used as the 

structure of the measurement scale. This supposedly meets the basic requirements33
• The 

establislunent of the measurement scale for this survey is associated with these 

requirements and in this way it is hoped that such a measurement scale can be set up to 

rank concentrated emotion. 

In association with the objective of this study, an overall shape is required to create a 

measurement for the dynamics of the modules and the architectonic spaces. For example, 

the true measurement is the reading of the levels of the convergent dynamics of the 

spaces that act as an indicator of an attribute of the architectonic space. Error is that part 

of the measurement that is not, in fact, required, and this error could result from many 

different causes. The relevant architectural theories are used to construct a number of 

architectonic spaces each of which supposedly evokes a level of convergent dynamics. 

As the perspectives of each of the architectonic spaces were presented to the respondents 

and studied by them, the researcher required to know what they thought about the level of 

the proposed convergent dynamics, and if the respondents thought one emotion was more 

preferable. After looking through all the architectural perspective presentations the 

respondents ranked the convergent dynamic levels by means of the measurement scale. 

Moreover, the objective of the study is narrowly defmed to evoke an appropriate 

convergent dynamics. Hence, the necessity of setting up a measurement scale for ranking 

33 1. uni-dimensionality or homogeneity, 2. reliability" 3.validity, 4. linearity, equal or equal-appearing intervals, S. 

reproducibility. (A N. Oppenheim, Questionnaire Design, Interviewing and Attitude Measurement, New Edition, 

Pinter Publishers, London and New York, 1966, 1992, pp. 28, 187---27, 188). 
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these dynamics so that the rational relationship between the concentrated emotion and 

dynamics can be identified. 

Dynamic "Quality" Scale 

In terms of the definition of the' quality' of the dynamics, the assigned number for the 

dynamics of the modules is basically the ratio between the reference cube and the 

practical module. Thus, the scale of the dynamic variables of the modules can be seen as 

the proportional ratio of the relevant planes to that of the fundamental unit, being that of 

the cube measuring 2260x2260x2260mm3
• This scale measures the dynamic 

measurement between the modules so that the dynamics of the modules can be compared. 

The "rule" or fundamental unit is the cube of 2260x2260x2260mm3
• There are two 

reasons for this. This study focuses on the relationship between emotion and proportional 

changes of the shapes. The human body is a reliable reference to intuitively analyse 

surroundings. W olfflin bases his theory of perceptual expression on the assertion that the 

organization of our own bodies is the form that determines our apprehension of all 

physical bodies. Secondly, this cube measurement of 2260x2260x226Omm3 should be 

the smallest volume within the proposed space and it is considered to be the fundamental 

unie4
• This helps set up an entire spatial network3S

. Wolfflin then went on to discuss the 

ratio governing the dimensions of the human body and to propose that the dimensions of 

a building are derived from the basic module by using a system of ratios related to that of 

the body. This supports the fact that the human body can be viewed as a cube and it 

relates to the measurement. 

How is this done? Consider Figure 2.10. The four shapes of the two-dimensional 

panel of the boundary are produced by "The Modulor". In this example, shapes Band D 

are two cubes using the fundamental units of 2260x2260x2260mm3 respectively. There 

34 This fundamental unit should be the smallest reference in this system. To take points as the primitives of a design 
world is to initiate an exploration of formal possibilities in a very low-low, atomistic way --- much like considering the 
physical world purely at the atomic-- much like considering the physical world purely at the atomic and molecule level, 
painting in a pointillist style like that of Seurat, or examining a building in brick-by brick fashion. (Mitchell, William 
J(William John), The Logic of Architecture, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1990, pp. 6-11, 39). 
35 The Greek, Vitruvius, suggested "a correspondence among the members ofan entire work, and of the whole to a 
certain part selected as standard." (Mitchell, William J (William John), The Logic of Architecture, Cambridge, Mass: 
MIT Press,1990, pp. 25, 27 and figure 2.1, 2.2). 
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is a figure imitating a person in front of the modules. The planes facing this viewer are 

the front planes. "H, 1, and b" represent the height, length and breadth, respectively. The 

coordinates of these modules can be pre-determined in terms of the proposed theme of 

this architectural space. The ratio of La : 2260mm to the Ha : 2260mm of the front plane 

represents the dynamic variable of the front planes of module A in two dimensions, 

respectively. Similarly, the dynamic variables of the other two planes, the ground and 

side planes, can be calculated. 

He boundary 

C h 
Ha Be 

La 
D 

Le 

Figure 2.10 

The dynamic "quality" is defmed in terms of the proportional ratio of the relevant 

dimensions between the cube 2260x2260x2260 mm3and the modules. The scale of the 

dynamic measurement is an extension of the second hypothesis. The dynamic "quality" 

is naturally comparable in terms of its definition. If the local coordinates are determined 

within the defined spatial framework, each of a certain number of the modules can be 

compared with each other. One implication of this is that if the fundamental unit cube 

acts as a reference, it should be frequently present in the construction of the proposed 

space36
. This will be applied to the practical design in Chapter Three. 

Comprehensibly, if there are a number of modules, their dimensional dynamic 

"quality" can be calculated and represented by means of numerical quantity. These 

36 The fundamental unit will appear in the proposed architectural space in a relatively large numbers. This will 

reinforce the dynamic relationships of all the other modules. When the architect discovers proportional sets that have 

become meaningful to users and reconstitutes them in new environmental contexts, a link is formed between the 

experiential resources of the users and his environment. (Herb Greene, Mind & Image, The University Press of 

Kentucky, Copyright ©1976, Kentucky, pp. 2-17, 139). 
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quantities can be ordered, say from the biggest to the smallest. and from the strongest to 

the weakest. How many levels there are depends on the number of modules to be 

compared 

Convergent Dynamic Variable Scale 

This scale looks at the dynamic measurement from a broader point of view, normally a 

group of modules in a space rather than one single module. It is set up by a group of 

modules peripherally allocated on the square-formed ground. This is specifically 

presented in 2.3.7 Convergent Dynamic Variable Scale. 

2.2.5 CENTER - DYNAMIC ORDER 

The existence of natural law in the universe cannot be denied and almost everything in 

the world has its exclusive order of visual properties organized in terms of the 

presentation of its features. This applies to architecture, too. A building should be 

designed systematically37 in a certain order. Order plays a fundamental role in 

architectural design as does form and space. It is the basis of organizing components of a 

design framework38
• It must, therefore, be understood as indispensable to the functioning 

of any organized system, whether its function is physical or mental. Just as neither an 

engine nor an orchestra nor a sports team can perform without the integrated cooperation 

of all its parts, nor can a work of art or architecture fulfill its function and transmit its 

message unless it presents an ordered pattern. It is a universal law that there is a center 

round which relevant matters are organized and the center of a form, especially a 

symmetrical one. can be intuitively identified. Therefore, along with ~e objective of this 

37 Almost any architectural setting is a highly complex constellation of such spatial systems, some subordinated, some 

coordinated, some bordering upon each other, some crossing or surrounding others. At its comprehensive level the 

setting may be the shape of an entire city, composed of distinguishable boroughs, each of which is made up of isolable 

parts, with these ....... (Rudolf AmheimThe Dynamics of Architectural Form, University of California Press, Berkeley 

and Los Angeles, California, 1977, pp. 4, 15) 

38 Order is possible at any level of complexity: in status as simple as those on Easter Island or as intricate as those by 

Bernini, in a farmhouse and in a Borromini church. But if there is no order, there is no way of telling what the work is 

trying to say. (Rudolf Amheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Form, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los 

Angeles, California, 1977, pp. 10-21, 162) 
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study, the center is seen as the fundamental order in this study round which the proposed 

modules are organized 

Center of Space 

Almost everything has a center. The sun system cluster has a center as has the earth. 

Prominent matter usually performs at the centet9
. However, not only can a dominant 

mass be perceived as a center but it also can be a point of a space which can be physically 

invisible. A center of a form or a space can be perceived by using intellectual intuition. 

Therefore the center of a form, especially a symmetrical form, can be identified without 

any indication there40
• For a circle, the center is indicated geometrically as the point 

where the diameters cross. But distances, connections and locations are invisible; they 

are made visible only through objects. They can give a center perceptual or intuitive 

definition by inference and construction, but they cannot make it directly visible. It takes 

dots, or lines, or other suitable shapes to do that. No matter what an object is, the center 

of a plane can be intuitively induced41
• The induction of a center of a square can be made 

39 Cosmically we find that matter organizes around centers, which are often marked by a dominant mass. (Rudolf 

Amheim, The Power of The Center, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1982, pp 4-

5, vii) 

40 In geometry, I said, a center may be determined without being made explicitly visible. The same is true for 

configurations organized and held together by intuitive judgment. The center of a circle can be visually present without 

being marked explicitly by, say, a black dot. The black dot would give the center 'retinal presence'. This means that it 

is represented in the physiological pattern of retinal stimulation created by a corresponding pattern in the physical 

world. A black dot in the center of a circle drawn in ink on a piece of paper will be registered in the retinal projection 

of any healthy eye that focuses on that paper. Such a registration, in tum, is the physiological precondition for the dot 

being perceived as a part of the line figure. This is what is meant when the black dot is said to be 'really there', as 

distinguished from the center introduced into the visual image indirectly, by induction. Induction is the perceptual 

process that enables features to appear in a visual image without their having retinal presence. (Rudolf Amheim, The 

Power ofThe Center, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1982, pp. 21-34, 3) 

41 As long as one is dealing with a pattern in a two-dimensional plane, the center around which the whole pattern can 

readily be detennined by intuitive inspection. This is true for drawing and painting. It is also true for architecture as 

long as we are looking, for example, at the centerpiece of the fa~ade of a building or at an obelisk marking the center of 

a square. (Rudolf Amheim, The Power of The Center, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 

California, 1982, pp. 1-3, 7 and Figure5). 
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just as well and this is also an intuitive judgment. Some intrinsic attributes of visual 

perception help recognize what a physical shape really is, such as its shape and size 

consistency. Moreover, this intrinsic ability of the human being can also be applied in 

architectural space. The prototype of the initial layout of the proposed architectonic 

space is basically a square-formed layout. Some of the attributes of perception such as 

the shape and size consistency help people recognize this form as it is. The center of this 

layout can be configured in this squared architectural space. The identification of the 

center of this layout is, therefore, an intuitive judgment. 

Matter is naturally clustered around a center. The identification of the center is 

dependent on the matter that defines it. If shapes define a spatial center, the identification 

depends on how strongly they are connected through the central area of the space. A 

strong dynamic connection can be perceived between two prominent centers 42. A more 

identifiable center or an induction of a point can be established by two pairs of blocks 

strongly connected. 

The fifth hypothesis, that there is a center in the proposed architectonic space at 

which point the convergent dynamic variable can be perceived, is raised. In order to 

enhance the identifiability of the center, a strong dynamic connection of the blocks or 

strong convergent dynamics defining this center has to be set up. 

Organized Around Center 

A good architectural design itself is a visual balance. A well-set visual pattern with a 

higher-level center can be subdivided into a group oflower level centers43
• As discussed, 

a center can be either a physical matter or invisible yet perceivable when referring to the 

other physical matters. The overall balance is created by the imbalance of the local 

42 Around the balancing center to represent it horizontally. Every visual configuration, however complex, possesses 

such an overall balancing center. A strong dynamic connection tends to develop between any two centers. (Rudolf 

Arnheim, The Power of The Center, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1982, 

pp. 21, 5) 

43 Any reasonably complex visual pattern is a hierarchy of structural levels. At each level the centers of the higher 

level subdivide into groups ofa lower order. (Rudolf Arnheim, The Power of The Center, University of California 

Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1982, pp. 5-7, 6) 
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center44 and a strong dynamic connection is set up between the two local centers45. 

Within the defined spatial framework, a strong dynamic connection between two local 

centers should be at the nearest distance to the center of the prototype, the strongest 

connection across this space being linked by the two points in opposite sections, but in 

the middle of the two edges of the square space. Theoretically, two pairs of dynamic 

connections can perceptually coordinate the center of this space. Thus, in promoting the 

center of the proposed space, the local coordinates, which are composed of the symmetric 

axes of the initial layout, can be determined 

An observer is the dynamic perceptual center and a balancing center is normally 

close to eye level ifhe/she appears in a small cubic space46. Spatial orientation tendency 

from the shapes can be comprehended through the human bodyr47. Moreover, the ideal 

touring route for this proposed space is defined. Thus, the predicted dynamics for the 

proposed architectonic space can be perceived at the central area of the proposed space. 

Scale of Identification of Center 

The scale represents the probable range of clarity of the center. The measurement will be 

used to measure the level of clarity of the center in the survey and will be presented in the 

questionnaire. 

44 The overall balance of a visual pattern can be, and often is, obtained by the interplay of directed tensions created by 

the imbalance of local centers. These local centers enrich the structure of the whole, making it alive. (Rudolf Amheim, 

The Power of The Center, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1982, pp. 35-41, 6) 

45 A strong dynamic connection tends to develop between any two centers. It is owing to such induced connection that 

we may see two dots as a line or three as a triangle. In this sense, the lines we draw with a pen to actually connect the 

dots are redundant. (Rudolf Amheim, The Power of The Center, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los 

Angeles, California, 1982, pp. 20-23, 5) 

46 Since he himself is a center with its own field of forces, he may have to move around a While to compensate for the 

effect of particular locations and perspectives. Even the final result is likely to be influenced, legitimately, by the 

viewer's presence as one of the centers that constitute the architectural experience. Whereas the center ofa small cube 

may coincide with its geometrical middle, the balancing center of an architectural interior may be located closer to eye 

level. (Rudolf Amheim, The Power of The Center, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 

California, 1982, pp 23, 7-1, 8). 

47 Spatial orientation is truly understandable only if one considers an additional dynamic center, namely the observer. 

(Rudolf Amheim, The Power of The Center, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 

1982, pp. 35-36,). 
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There is a similar discussion in 2.2.4. The linear ranking scale represents the levels of 

clarity of the center. The scale is divided into three classes ranging from very clear, quite 

clear, to the least clear and is numerically labeled in the same order from 3, 2 to I (Figure 

2.11). 

3 2 1 
very clear : ............ : .............. :least clear , / 

V 
The range of clarity of the center 

Figure 2.11 

2.2.6 SUMMARY 

The dynamics of the contents of a space is greatly associated with its emotion. The 

"quality" and the scale of the dynamics of the shapes are both defined, based on various 

hypotheses. The center of the space is identified as the place around which the shapes 

should be organized. Consequently, the dynamics of the shapes can be organized 

accordingly in term of their dynamic "quality". A designated emotion of proposed space 

can be aroused by organizing the proposed shapes accordingly in terms of their dynamic 

"quality". 

2.3 ARCHITECTONIC SPACE DEFINED 

2.3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The definition of the architectonic space forms the basis for studying the dynamics of the 

space. The definition entails the scope and function of the space, the ways of establishing 

the proposed space, the modules produced, the relationships of the dynamic variable and 

the dynamic assumption made for the proposed space. 

2.3.2 SCOPE 

The type of built environment used for this study focuses on an exterior public space, and 

the prototype of the initial layout can be extracted from its typical spatial arrangement. 

All the shapes used in designing the proposed architectonic space are the standard 

modules produced by "The Modulor" ofLe Corbusier, a generally recognized 
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hannonious construction system. These modules, as well as the square panel on which 

the modules will be laid, are produced by "The Modulor" and they are rectangular, 

texture-less and colorless. 

In terms of the aim of this study, the built environment is assumed to be seen as a 

whole, rather than isolated singular subjects. In other words, an ideal route for a visitor, 

except those with visual perceptual problems, such as the blind, can be set up in such a 

way that the visitor, in touring the space, looks at each of the shapes within the space 

equally and completes touring it from the entrance to the exit. The implication of this is 

that the locomotion of the human body, in this instance, can be ignored or discounted as 

being an influence on visual perception. 

2.3.3 FUNCTION AND FORM 

This is an exterior public activity space so that the function itself does not make the 

form48
• However, dynamically, this form may be extracted for the typical type of 

layout49
• An initial layout ofa prototype of this kind can be extracted from the general 

layout and is the basis for the progressive development of the final design product. 

The horizontal ground provides the spatial activity. Since the shape and size of the 

intrinsic attributes of visual perception remain constant, a person should be able to 

recognize any shape, even if it is horizontal. The dynamics is derived from comparisons, 

both physically and psychologically. A building environment is always within a finite 

boundary. Different forms transfer a variety of perceptual forces to a visitor. It is 

assumed that different forms will transfer a variety of perceptual dynamics. 

From the design point of view, architecture is concerned with rectangular forms. 

48 Clearly, expression is not identical with a building's physical properties: a building may be soundly built yet look 

flimsy and precarious. Nor is expression identical with what the viewer, rightly or wrongly, believes the physical 

structure of a building to be. (Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Form, University of California Press, 

Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1977, pp. 21-25, 254) 

49 Expression, on the other hand, relies on what I have described as the dynamics of visual form. Dynamics is a 

property supplied by the mind spontaneously and universally to any form that is perceivable, i.e., organized in such a 

way that its structure can be grasped by the perceiving nervous system. (Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of 

Architectural Form, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1977, pp. 21-25,254) 
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From the dynamic point of view, since the edges of a square are equivalent to each other, 

the dynamics of a square-formed ground has no particular prevailing tendency over 

another. Theoretically, this dynamics does not interfere with the amendments to be 

made. Thus, this is the base on which the modules are built and it does not interfere with 

the dynamics of the amendments to be investigated. Moreover, a square shape coincides 

with the intrinsic acquisition of a center that is drawn as one of the entities of the 

architectural theme. In fact, the center of a square form can be better coordinated than 

any other form (Figure 2.12), if the rectangular forms are considered to be more 

frequently used in architectural design, as in this study. Furthermore, the square used as 

the base for designing this architectonic space is produced by "The Modulor", as 

previously mentioned, because this square-formed ground is known to be in a 

harmonious interrelationship with the human body. This has generalized significance in 

terms of the aim, that is, to promote a harmonious environment. The size of this square 

can be determined in accordance with that of a practically proposed project. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figures 2.12 a, b, c, d 

2.3.4 WAY OF ESTABLISHING SPACE 

This section (Figure 2.13) illustrates how the proposed architectonic space is reached. 

The method of design can be seen as being from the general (initial layout) to the specific 

(by making amendments). The form of the initial layout can be extracted from the 

defined type of space and the amendments made in terms of the proposed subject. The 

amendments seek to break the initial layout and impose the relevant modules. The 

amendments are made to the initial layout progressively in order to finalize the design. 

This method uses the perceptual dynamic changes between the initial and the final design 

advantageously by using an exterior court space and this meets the requirements of the 

spatial form that are intuitively expected by the public. This is basically to open the 
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initial layout and this should deliberately coincide with the theme of the architectural 

spaceso, Figure 2.25 shows the process of the production of the proposed space, 

... 
_Iru_'ti_'m_I_~_o~ut~o_fili_e ____ ~ ____________ ~~~l_Are __ hl_·~_w_n_jC_s_p~ __ e __ ~ 
defined S~e - " proposed 

'1\ 

Initial Layout 

The Amendments made 
by breaking thls Initim 
Layout and imposing 
modules 

Figure 2.13 

The form of the initial layout can be depicted from the typical layout of this kind of space 

and people's experienceSl
• The square ground can be produced by "The Modulor", 

Furthermore, the sectional size of this form is 2260 x 2260mm2 
• Thus, the squared 

peripherally allocated form on the squared form ground that is produced by "The 

Modulor" can be viewed as the initial layout (Figure 2.14). 

1\ 

_·C --B- D 

A 
.' 

! 

Bi 
I B 
i 

Figure 2.14 

so The perceptual character of openings is strongly influenced by a difference between types of buildings, to which I 

referred earlier. A building is thought of either as a closed container, into which holes are punched as needed, or it is 

set of units---boxes, boards, and posts---added to ...... (Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Form, 

University of Califomia Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1977, pp. 10,226) 

51 An understanding of the archetype becomes critical when a designer appropriates a visual model from the past for use 

in the present. An archetype or ideal type that is used must elicit meanings consistent with the patterning of 

associations established in previous experience. (Herb Greene, Mind & Image, The University Press of Kentucky, 

Copyright ~1976, Lexington, Kentucky, pp. 1-11, 150) 
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Amendment 

Amendments are the proposed modules to be imposed on the relevant local coordinates 

on the initial layout and these are made at certain points (refer to Figure 2.2). 

These amendments include the two types of the proposed modules, generally 

proposed modules and crucially proposed modules (see Definitions). These will be 

specifically discussed in the section on Architectural Geometric Factors further on in this 

chapter. 

Architectonic Space Proposed 

The architectonic space is reached by making amendments to the initial layout. 

2.3.5 MODULE PRODUCED 

A number of standard modules are produced by the "The Modulor", being the basic 

architectonic datum52 in order to design the architectonic space. Before carrying on, 

there is an issue that has to be clarified. There might be a little confusion about the 

relationship between the initial layout of the defined architectonic space and the contents 

mentioned here. Actually, there is no such contradiction. The initial layout is the 

prototype that has no more significance than a frame on which a number of progressive 

amendments are based. 

Not all the produced modules are used, but the chosen modules are referred to as the 

standard modules. Firstly, the size of the modules produced by "The Modular" change 

progressively in three dimensions. The dimensional sizes of some of them are too close 

to be easily discriminated by means of perception. The objective of the study is to 

investigate the relationships between the three-dimensional changes of the shapes and the 

relevant emotion. However, some of these relationships are not so strong. Consequently, 

the modules used in this context need to show relatively big differences in terms of their 

three-dimensional sizes. This should help the respondents to distinguish them. Thus, 

only modules with great differences in their three dimensions qualify as eligible modules 

S2 There are three basic architectonic datum for architectural space: bar-fonn, slab, and architectonic space. (Dom H. 

Van Der Laan, Architectonic Space, Copyright 1983 by E. J. Brill, Leiden, The Netherlands, pp. 1,9-12, 10) 
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for the contents used in the architectonic space design. Only after the modules have been 

produced can the standard modules be determined. 

How does "The Modulor" generate the modules for an architectonic space? Three 

steps were used to generate these modules. Firstly, the possible range of the proposed 

architectural project needs to be determined. This means that the range has to be 

previously manipulated in response to the "The Modulor". This range can be found in the 

table called "A Demonstration: Values and Exercises" in Appendix 1. The numerical 

value of the bottom line is 2260mm as defined by this system. The range of the supposed 

architectonic space is 25000mm, the numerical range for this space being from 2260mm 

to 25069mm when referring to the table (only the Blue Series: BL was used). Secondly, 

the panel of production of modules needs to be displayed (refer to Figures 3.1 a, b, c, and 

d). Thirdly, in terms of the fourth hypothesis, in order to determine the coordinates of 

these modules within the spatial framework, the dynamics of each modular plane is made 

proportional according to the ratio of the sizes of the relevant dimension of the planes to 

the cube. The cubic volume, 2260x2260x2260mm3 
, imitates the spatial volume of the 

human body from which an appreciative impression is evoked which directly relates to 

his body. It follows that the two dimensional panel of "The Modular" could be given a 

third dimension of 2260mm to the plane of 2260x2260mm2
• Thus, the modules can be 

produced in three-dimensions. The size of the reference cube within this system, the 

minimum size, should be the smallest one at the lower left comer of the marked square 

panel. In order to generate volume, a third dimension had to be given to this panel. 

Spontaneously, the height of 2260mm can be assigned to the cube. Consequently, in 

terms of the size of the volume in the table of "The Modulor", every volume in this panel 

can be assigned a specific value. Thus a three-dimensional image is generated. 

Now the modules for an architectonic space have been made. A dynamic value is 

assigned to every module. This whole process is practically presented in 3.2. 

The contents are classified into three sections: the squared-formed panel, the 

fundamental unit and the standard modules. A square-formed panel is a two dimensional 

plane on which the defined architectonic space is based. While producing the modules, 

the form is produced by coordinating the size according to the table of "The Modulor". 

This size can be specifically determined by monitoring the size as indicated in the table 
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and the proposed architectural project. The fundamental unit acts as the fundamental 

reference for the proportional comparison in three dimensions within the spatial 

framework. In the discussion on the Dynamic Scale in Chapter One, the cube of 

2260x2260x2260mm3 was concluded to be the fundamental unit for reference of the 

comparison of the shapes (modules) within this system. Standard Modules are the 

modules that will be chosen from the initial modules produced by "The Modulor" from 

which amendments on the defmed initial layout can be made. This is detailed in Chapter 

Three (see Step 3, 3.2 Design Process). 

2.3.6 RELATIONSHIPS OF DYNAMIC VARIABLES 

The relationships of the dynamic variables involved throughout the design process will be 

discussed. These act in an abstract and overall manner and will not be discussed and 

analyzed individually as the interaction of each item would be neglected. 

As previous discussed, perceptually a shape has to be seen dynamically as well as a 

group of shapes. Making amendments to the initial layout produces the proposed space 

and the dynamics must come along with the amendment (Figure 2.25). The types of the 

dynamic variables are roughly classified in terms the different amendments. They are 

generally categorized into two parts: the generally proposed modules and the crucially 

proposed modules. The generally proposed modules can be seen in Figure 2.25 (d) 

constructing the basic layout of the proposed space and the crucially proposed modules 

are indicated in Figure 2.25 (e) comprising the two symmetric axes. Thus, there are two 

main dynamic variables evoked by the amendments made to these two types of proposed 

modules. The initial layout presents the third kind of dynamic variable. The fmal goal is 

to set up the proposed space and this space, constructed by all the imposed modules, 

presents the fourth dynamic variable. The development of any design is based on the 

precise extraction of the theme of the design and the dynamic sentiment can be extracted 

from the architectural theme. Thus, there are, in total, five types of dynamic variables 

including the architectural theme, the proposed space, the initial layout, the generally 

proposed modules and crucially proposed modules. These different sections are indicated 

in Figure 2.15 (also Figure 2.25). Their dynamic relationships are illustrated in the form 
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tli" IlIO! (I 1,1,'1,' Ily pmp,,>c.1 nlwuk. t ,,;fo \() Ocliniljcn;j, Thc la}Oul ~unsuu~lcd hy Ihe 

~~llt·r.lt ty prq><l>ctl mod ulc I I.' Inanlr"blctl kccrnng as f"" cr ,'h"l1gc, .1. po~s'h!C un the 

'f''' ' ~ I lay""1 )X'rcC;>lIInlly ;IIHI 111" " ,II he ,h;'::I1>~nl III 2 j J Con~>l \lentl}. the 

d~ l1alm;s of Ihe lIIiuJ I I,,> (luI 1)),) ilprf\)~ IlIlalc~ that of the g""~1 ;111 ~ pr('lpv>eo.l " ,odoln 

10 , '" Ud Thu.,. IhI., dyn31111C " mahle 01'111<: gC!l<""II,' jJl"po)<:d rr l<)<.iuic . ,a ll be .~cn J, 

a cOllSislcnc~ Th,,~ . • he dyn;Jlnic \'ar;ahlc "i lhe P"'I")~ .. d ' I'~c~ I 0 ,.) ~ ;Itl l~ 

apPIO,,"1.IId} n:pn:>Ci1tcJ b} Iho>l.: o f Ihe erue lall) I'roPtJ~d nw!!u Ie, e.)ln pri ~ , n~ 1 h .. 

!\\ o 3\es(l\ ) 

\' ari ~"'t· or Cruri~U) I'ropo~~d :o. l odule~ (1)", 
As 1["(""C<l. lh" \ ;11 mbll' ,'O'1'\{" (,,"" "". d, ·. ,, 'UIIS oflllo.: mcdul~'$, one laid ft1f 1M: 

o"crall layuul Iv,.,) :rnll Ihe other iD, ) (uf.he crucIal m,ldu k- .'P'C' I 'k'alt~ l'umP\l)oCd of 

til<' ')'''1I11~1I k ,,, ~~ uf Ih" SI'JI ~ Th.: nu.;.al l1Iotl\lk~ ar.; ~1 Ihe ((lcal o,;tldrCrnalc, 

I!ldicat~d ~l polin., 1\. O. C and [) rn Fi!,[urc 2 25(c) Th<: rdal1ofl,hl[" v(lh\.' d~,o;J""c 

\ '" "Iblc~ ,Ire ""I,e.,lt,.1 til I' ',0:" 11.: 2:0 1 he ,,! Iiall IIC \'a l I ~bk u( the crucIally l'r<lro>cll 

Iml<.lulc, IS collect;, ely rcrr ... ,~mcol h} lhnl of en, h (If Ilj(! film tlli li , .dual> "'Id Il " 

c ~rn,:~,c:d as 0, . D •• ~ O. I DJ 

.. ,,-~ ........ , l~ .... ,""" .... , 

.~ ~ ......... " ,.. .... 
U ........ ' ....... , J"~.' ' .. ' .... ,' 

'>,-".'"'''''' "' ,-.. ~ ,,, .... 
~ .. _ ..... ,' .... , .. 
•. tI."~"' '''~ 
'''''''' , ..... ~"" ' ....... '. ' ....... " Ik~,. ' .... ,. 

"' Y.., ..... I ' ...... ." 

"' ... n. '"~''' -I ."-,-",. \ ... ..., I ,,' """"I: II of ......... 



Th~rd"',,~, ~u ~b'(nld ~4UIV3k"IIIIOOC II II ~bt 3~~UII~ thaI ,he uY1I31!Ue. ufth" 

J1r~e{\ spxc is rcp:1!~ented abstracl ly expre,sed a,: 

Or",O,'Db'D, D, 

hlleml~ of the sixth hYl'mhem, Ihe d)namic .ariallie of the proro~d ~ra;::e i~ cruciall) 

inlluenced 11) Iho~e (,Hh,; )lropo~o:<l mOOuln tu tht 10.: .. 1 ,"OOrdl1lales l'Ompo..:d u f thc 

1"-0 ') 111111\'II"K a "'~ of th, < IIlltial layoul Th~ equ~u(\r, alxlVe can b,:, eX pbir. ..... t hy ,-;rtuc 

ofthc fJcl that the uvnam,,' ' -&nabk, Qf thl; pr<.'I>os<:d wax c311 bo; c~'lk""I1\d} 

rcpre~cntcd hy lllO,e of ,he modul"" al Ihe rour crucial local coordinates ::om)lri~:ng the 

two ~y!llUlcln,' axe~. 

2.3,7 CONVE RGENT DY:-;,\MJC \ ",\ RIABLl SC,\U; 

The bJSIC c<)l1ccpt 01 the $;al<: has i' lready been ,1I:;cussed m 2.2" Tills S(ale nI(:3$tlf"e, 

\h~ cOMer!.!"n! dyl\ilmio ol"ule prOp<J:.\.-d span. 

I, should lx: 110le,I that 1 he length (,f the <;fr:ught ,iflucd hne. a< .... ell :;1.< the "pace 

bc;ween the two m~rk.5. 1I~¥e nv nre~nlnl!\. II "jJurdy r", ranklf'lIthe Ic"cb vr ~'vn'ngolt 

d:'-lIami,' s Mod 11". 15 pre'enle,1 a. a ~Irnight d«ted hue. Tilt: ~cale 1< ope"II---enc1w Thj~ 

dynamiC mcasllrcmenl M:ale h~~ 11- linea: r.udong seak repre!;Cntmg Ihe 1e"el~ of a 

,','o"crl:"1\1 "111"1100. rhe <,'ale ,I dl\'ide() tnt,'~'en cla ... \~ Of ille central emotion 

r~ngln~ from t'trl1I1d~ sHung to 11""1,, ,Irung 10 11I.·ll h~,. ~Itons UUf "e~~ (Of 111.'1 

~1'i'IICllhlc), tlJ qulle "e.1k. e\trcmely " 'eak and dn...-n In nothir.g and i~ numen.:al l) 

labl:kd in the s:am~' Qr.it-r flQUI 6, 5, ~ , J, 2, I .nd 0 Tin: "0" Io,;,'d I> ["'1 I'o.vpk "IIIJ 

I11lg!1I 11,'t l"eel a cl'n'ergent eI11OIlO': at all (I' 'gme '2 21 i, The .<p3.:e ()\'e' lhe ranl 'Ii' 

repre5C!Il~ Ihe ~lfVn!::<"'t cun"e:~cnt emIH,,'" lind 'I' I) the ",'~kcst unc, "Ilh 'Z, j ". 5. 

gr •• wlng rrom .. eaker 10 stron&er The Ilrack ... lon Ihe Sl:alc repro:"CtllS the proll;.tble r'Jngc 

ul ,'vn,,,,"g<:nl d)llamh':' 

6 , ) 

'---~ 
l"<1Il\<'r~<:nl DYUllOlI{; seal" 

hl;urC 2.21 

, 
" ,'e,,~c<1 



hum Ih.: Jillumcnt, In CtuplC"15 T wll 3.111.1 Th«:C", 3.lkl ,n ac.:", dallCC" " 'Ih '\.1m.: 

1011111" C ~1l\1 t>.1"~ Jrdlll~'1;IUra! "\Hh.:~Jlb, a hnk bcl" cm ~ pubh~ nlC"llor 3~1""~ ~rJ~': 

JIlIl a nllll ~rg~nl dynamics CJn be .. ,13bh,h ... j TIl1', d) nan1!~ ,>,:~I.' h,,~ no ulll..:' fun.:non 

lh~n rall~ 109 I h~ II;'TI:, of Iht .,;"* c. ;;~nl d\ nanm;s. Tile mC3.Surcme:ll "':::ll e ,,,<:1 I I~ 
Up.:II, the numocr.; m~rdy ITprcr.o:m the r~nl mg !c'1 d, ~ml Ih,' ,altlc b<:1" ~CII Ihe bIgger 

aJld ,malk .. IIUlObcr~ due, nUllepr~~cnl Jny m~th.:m:ltlc~1 mcamnE. Ff\r .: \~m j'lk, ttl~ 

numcn .. al value ditlbcnce I, nOl comparable. II Cllu l,1 he '~1,1 1h.11 '(.,1-1 > ~·J -2 ' lit 

lin:. ,cJk Tho:,;: \ Jlue~ jusl :'1!1!pl~ reprc5cIIl the ICI'cI of cllnvcrgcr,l <I}n,L1m" and I~t\<., 

Ilu Id,ned laluc iml,licatiull 

D,II lH !\i ,\MIC -\SSl l;\ WIION 

The ass umpuun aboul the dj-nalllll' urtable i5 bJ,>ed on I h~ Jrc hilcelur::t l theme of Ihe 

prvp.>,C{! ,,,dllll'ct\>IJlC S p,,~I.' I" tcrm, 01 1111' dYllal11k ~~~k Pll'Wllh:Il, II call hi: J'>Ullll'J 

thallhc dynalllic~ ofthc rroj'lll~cd "pace (D~) rrc,enl~ very <;' nlng (','n"erg,'nl rlyn~n""~ 

~I ~l'Uullh~ 6_' k,cI." hl~h" ,olh.\.'llvl.'l) 1I.'I'(-':"~nll'll b} \11Il"~ (D,) 01 the l;':'ur I:flIel~1 

module'S. 'I hi~ IS th~ m.th hypmheSiS 

Ll,9 M i\I' IA IH 

Th.: ""u~hlj-" 31111 s(3lt: of II,,' ,],U3mIC" ur rhl' n>o.Klul~~ '''lhIl1 1h,' ,klincd.patlal 

lr~m~" o>,l arc Itlcm<.cl.cs dcfinL'fI, ae .... ell J~ Ih.: ~~n!er "f Ihe 'P'W': aru llntl which ItIC 

nmult"). ~n: ~u\O!,! to be' III 1!'''''It:d, r rQlI! 11K: Jrdnll.'clur:al 'pace point of \ IC", Ihe 

C1c,n.::I\!< , dJI,':II IU dC'<I~r""1! Ille 'flnel' arc Inllllcd, ~'f><.'o;I ~II) I Ix- rehll"n~hlp" of the 

<I) n" mll' ';l.n~bll'~ uf lh~ "'I\-',Inl ,ubJ\..;h Ih", Jr.' ,,'I up, l llt: ~sx:nfi..: 1\-, d ~,r 

,'On, "!lCnt .. hn~llliC'> of til.: Jlfupv!>cd ,ra~e IS :b~uml.xI IU be In linc "lilt the an:hllL't:lural 

Ih.mw ~!h.111 ,~n "', rCI""CnlL-.-I Il} Ih""e "r 3 cC!'t.J>n n",nhe. of ,he moduk ... " .. he 

Impo-.,-d un Ih.;: Inlh;\IIJyuul Th.: IIlIplol'Jliun ~C'l.'Ill' lu bl' IhJllhc' ~pprup"~It: 'f"l~C lOin 

IlC <1c~lgncd In Icnn\ of the Ie\ d of the con' er~cnl d) nJIllI!:'> and Ih,' ciani} of Ill.: c~nlcr 

W 'Ihln tlll~ ~p.l\ln! rr.lfn~" ,'"" ,he I"''P',~,-.. I ~fl''k:'" can bo; L'('ln"rlICk-d b} \ ~ '"l'n.l: 

\;011\ efl!CIll ,j~ uamKS: Ihll" Ihe ,b"1\ u\ Ihe eCnll" cvul,J be \ cry dl~llIlgu,~lubk 



U 1)" ''' \11(" IIIIH r.IlI\I~;:""H."AI H{,\'I t:\\OI{K 

2 .... 1 I :-:TROUr("T IO~ 

Allhou)Oh Ih~' JYI1:II11IC!> PIMI olht., IcJa l~d (\fl,'q'h haH' l><.-Cll ddirlcd. Ih"l~ I) ~ rl, .... d Ii" 

Ihe 'I'JC\:' Ii.., ~p:llint fr:lnlC" mk 10 pr:lo:h~a1J) bl Idt!~ and pc~f"nn the ~()nCCpl (I f dyl1ami~\ 

a"J IhI: Iklillr.'\I aldHI~~lonll' 'II;I~"" 

,\n IIll~gll'W.'d :-pallal fr:IIT1C\\Or~ b );orng 10 be ereclcd. The c.,lablr.,hmcl1l oflhi~ 

.p~Ir~1 II n,r'H.'\\ Il!~ " • uti bu_c,l on (he lcglllll1;ll .. t!revry (,,' -'nil' MoJ lIh)T" rcblllig to Ih .. 

h) I'mht,t~. Th l ~ >pace can brin!; lOgctllcr the inl!; a II ) de fined an;hi tectonic 'pJCC and 

'rll;~' lflcJII) 111001 fy Ihe d} nallllC- "f a "hal'c in ,I "0.: mtlon "it h Ih(' ddlllr.'\J ~ldlHcCIl,, :o 1 

theme. Thi, ,patinl frame\\nr ~ " tn further modify tile prniOusly defined an:hllCe\,)f1lc 

.'pace. ealled the lIu lla 1 la F 'ul A ,{)I1I1'~II)l)n uf Ihe l11Wuk. lit Ihe r:llll~'ul;" nXJnJlI\~(e~ 

can he ,h,,,,rl} pcn-'c lvcd ,In Ihc Inlcrnal ,ulfa(c Mlhl' frnmc"(Ir~ 

Th:,; .p~~c i~ ~ bug,· cubll' 'I'~'" \\jlll ," IIlIcmJI _u!f:r~'C._ u'U\,~ afl~ ",d:lCc 

ma!",u l ... , (h,: marerial i' nfll Im["lrtall! rilr Ih,s ~tud) Th~ pf",iuu~!) ddincd mina] 

13) ,1111 ,h<1uld Ito: In Ih!i 'pace anll enl} Ih,'n ,'alllh .. ~ l nCndlll~lIl~ IJc m"J",·lv II Thl~ " 

thl: b~';I~ vI' 1;()llIp31"',)11 (>f rho: ," nabi!u>' or the ",,,,Iuk, 10 Ix: ,mpo,C(1 at the n'k,-anl 

p<><lIlor._, MorcOH·I. HI Icnll ~ of Ih,' pfc\'iolh J,,~u~>lvn Otl Ih,- ~'O'I~"P' l,r Ih,- Ilql~IT,,~-j 

01' ~ ~h!lpe ::u,d the rrk\'an! h>llOlheo-e" each Of lhe Internal ,,,rfocc> (If ,1'15 ~ub,c 'r;ICI' 

~'C 1IIill ~cJ b., I he 22f"Id:(,OnHn' ~id (' iln ..... jUCn' I~, caeh p!~nc can be mca'lIfe.lm 

!~·Hll- "rlh" "-,,Ie and (he ~UiN ... quenl amendmcnb compared 

U .l TH REl: · lII'1i::'S IO:'\A L FI{ '\IE\\ OR"': 

The Ihll'C·d llm:n~ional fr.un""\lr~ fUI","oll~ »0 Ibt th.: >kfIllL'd Inl t l;rll"}{)IlI 01 II,,· 

archu"etural 'f'Ilcc can be practi~ally 131d In Ihl~ 5P.WC. and the partl<'ular n>vduk> 

.... ·I~n"lIlcd nUill Ihe lIumbcl of llw mod ule, ,an f'lC rcc"-3ht~ he compared m Icnn~ nf 

Ihell dynlmk, Thi~ n:\jU ""~ :I ~pa' I ~l li"aJnc" 01 ~ anti 3. -.cHic fOI lb,: p~I I'P()','~ of 

",~",131 1 '>C'1I or' !he .IYIl~ml'" Th(' ~p;r(,al franl!.·\\ ork h imagined and it, cslJblbhm~m 
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hgun:s 2.22 ~. t> 

.. ~II o!hoT • ...-1><<>.,"""" Iy,ns (J'''''n.: ,he: Ironul r1a:l<·fenn ar<n:d ,n'""" In rl>< """.,I Im.gc Tho: .i""" ....... 
.. luo:n mfcc> oIIh_I\" .,..<1. ., " ""II u..,"'n. U1< ru'.l"", <1'_U "I '""t .•• urf"" t> j!':"",o-.nc oIJ \' m"rc: .-;'Iqc< 10 the 

VI""''' I~ ... , .. rOJO' 11<.. f .... 0,",,'1"' . ." "," ko"., d<'~, OJ tl'" n ..... ......- ~, .. '. r"", ~'" ~Ul" I .,., .1""",! in I .. 

',~·,~' I "I .. " A, w, ,,,, ,,', ,I>< (J...,., r,r:l"" iJ}(! r.~J"" n o) (,"'" ,,,,,,', r,,,, . ...o"~u.'~' IJOC:'-""", Ifo".. I ..... h 0.' 

""OS' 11>.11. ov. ,"" Clc""",,,, (of ,,,- II"", ('Inom I><WIII< .moll« 1M "" , 11<, 11><" '''' , of,,,,,,,", ..... ·n ,,,. .. ,,,,, "",.., 

m.""~ taprn~ of I.'>: lox tu", o!' Lhc ",,,n.' 'm&!«. 1!'''T< .. m~ dl!l&<><" . .... ",.,.,mg u,I,~ u;ty oi ,-'c"'''_s F-. I!>< 

0,) 1'«",.." l",(~"'" '''' .. ,,~ ,0 , ,I" (,,",,, l l"'"'' "\J ~""" " ... "<.~I,~"" ""'r ..... " I''''''''~~ '" F, •• " 1111, I" U", r,~"" 
11>< ,~, .... "-,,,,, .r< "" ',d "n' " <,,,,,I >P<'<<'~; h~ "',"I;'~ Ir"'" ,I", ,uf .. < '" , ... ~" TIl< P",1",,,,<! ,n1>1I" "f 

,h. "~I"'" ~.I""" 1,10< n,~" ,,,("" 1 " • ".",nod '","." '" ,he ",,,,, I "''''I;': F,~ .. .,. I: I.' .i.,." lho: ,.m. """ of 

""""" ,, ... , " \ " ... cd~, 01>< r<'""'''''' n, m< ""tum " ",or ., \t-.- ~'. II ,r.d It-.- "p"""\ 'e,L;,,~ " 10'" " L'Ie 11Wf 

.. "",r~,! I,,,,,, "'CO, ,I" V"""",,, ,e \'"' ,.., '1 IS Il~\\ .. d ,1>",'<\'. In<rod ,.,,,,,,, ,~ 1',,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Morr,!"",. ;-;,,« I ,""'<r< ;!). 

i-lL'l""" M"" _ ''uhl!.tKf. ~"'" 'lor ... ,~~u, PI'_J:. 2X I·~';:~I) 



Sp~ti~ 11 r9me 

The: ,lc:lim:d ,,,clutn' I"'lI~ 'P""- I, b,d <>n ~ Ihn:~-dn llcn sional coof(,hnJuon ;;pace and 

""",,,,lm~nI ~ "T~ pmg""'~" ely m.,d~ 10 it The (I~".l'" i~ """abies or 11K! I'"n,,' ul ar ;h~llC' 

an: l h~n a.,'lHTll'l.l ,m;,] .:uor,j,IlJIl-d. Thl' ,'.'Iabl , ,limcnl of Ih" ~p~li" I rr.llllCI' od i~ b~,,',1 

on "lh~ \1<>t1ulor" al),.1 lh~ hYI'''lh~ .... , ., ""b.;: 'r~~e COl,ld b,' tl g"r~d J.' Ih~ '~h"r-:' 01 

thl' lhn·.:·d'I1I.: "~:on~1 rrJ"'':wv, ~ I' ,th I oc ~,,:o,: or 'h gnluIHJ uc lenmned b;. I he praCllCJ I 

'''I' oilt..> pmposcil Sp lC~. 

A ,h~pc is In nnaglllahon Ilflhe a>"';!1lbl~ of ii' plal1c~. '\5 sia lcu in th,'lira 

h} rolhc~", Ih('" Jyn;II11l( ~ of ~ ,hap<: ,':111 b<- hyp"l h"~ 1 "'d ,"' t h~ til ,..,,,1 P"'IX!! l1vn ~1 

asscmbl~ of Its planes. Conscl!uc"tl~. a ~ubc Sp3CC can be' imagined "l1h c~~h sun'a ~e 

r,:pr(."'..(."um'g the I'bne~ ,,( a ~ildl"! 10 be l111[lOscd "111n 1 1l1~ frnnw\\ "r~ 1\-1"",,,, ,'to I he 'HI" 

of tile edge Oflhls 'P~I , all rJmC\'o'k I~ th.: ,;.;mlC a.~ IIJ~( "f 1111: gnlund pand on \\ hich (he 

dcfin~'fl un ' ,:II b}ollt ;"iI ... t~ ~nti \\ hi, h I~ gcnel1't~,l hy M 1 til' Moo"I"," 

!'o~:o": or •. ramc" or!; 

The Jnll of the ".;ale I~ 10 ,",om pare Ihc IUdl ,itiUJI d)'llamic "JnJhl~ nf the mJldulc~ \\' nil 

lhe 11;,,(," "f lho«' 01 Ih<-" p1:one~. ,n.1 ,pc"'II~ "'IO"lm,11('"d " ';"Ill"'" ",(hin Ih,' ,pa~,' III, ' 

IS In hne " Ilh th~ h\lJ01h"'l~ ,d~llfl!; 10 Ih" ".;;ole of the d,'narnin 

Fmm IlK: rounh h~pothe'''.;1 ,~,mphe,llt.,l t l\c reldllOlhlllp o(th" llyn;",!', .... ,jr vi 

lhe slulJC"" I. ~n Ix- n:pr'''''"T1lnl III ..I th .... c·dllne"~ton;!1 ~~1!,,1 fra1Ucwllr~ " llh cal. h i merna! 

plane Ill.lrled b~ ~21,ud2hOmm: The presence 01 1111, s.:al~ enahte< e:t;' h or .he,,~ 

Int~n",1 'u'1:...·e~ .,(' (Ik' ,'ub,,' ...p;.",. 10 be m~,h-d al 22(.u, ~2hi lrllHll HI th" rl:IlIICWO '~ ' 

The ,l~ romll< of the ~h;:apc< ~ rc pen. ell ,'d, n~J~"rcd and ~l)m[l.1TeiI "~ I til<- r,t'-dclernllncil 

cooHlmawm hy loc ,nte rnal sp.l'C~ n(;Jrl cd In 22M), ~~~~mn" in the Ihro:.:·d!!Uel'''"mal 

'P"'·c and Ih< possible I"oduk Is ..... le~I~,j "' a~ ",lion '" Ilh the l\'rr,,,111 d\'n:Il Il IC 

e\p<"'ldt ,nn 

I he.- Jl~.nal ~p.l~e ,,,,,,"Plc,t h~ a ('I:NIn. ~!N) ~21c,(l· 2;Mhllnl' (U~. rcpll''>Cm, I h!' 

fvnd.;"llenlal chn."C-"hmen)tonal no(,J~(JrCJll('nl ".;~ te unll I Fia;un: 1 2J), A ~rol,lp of shJpc'i 



Thus. IllIs rranll'WOT~ 'cHlforn~ Il!e rdalion~hip of si7e Dctween lhl~ nul! an(! Ollwr 

moli"le, ,mll C'11l1dl"l('c~ I~ muh.l.l! '!l..nal n:lnn ... ""hll" "f 1M,' 'ha I)\" .HIII 1111111311 I>vuy 

22(.0 
221.0 
~260 

""" 12M 

-
2260 ~lh() 

" '-,~ 

( ';Q ( : 
" ' . 
" " , " 

.,t ,,,-~ --:--) --fiY/ ~:------Y 

22/10 1~(") 12N'~~~('()>.221>I'''"I1 ' 
~2bO 

2261' 22(.1 , 22("-) ;':2(,0 2~M Wil) nnG 

Tile fin 01 Image or lh:s three dimC'nsiml.ll framc'" Ml. 1$ CI cnl1",lly fi\r1"cd Il~ ~i7e 

~Mul<l ,·"II'C"t..' II Ilh Ihe "Ie <lfllx- e,I~..: 01 .Ix- $j'J": I h~1 '~)Uj))"~I .. d 10 lx, dl''''::IICJ ~Ild 

e , ... h ""e I!H.S."Jtt-d b~ 1:6U<'2(>\llIlIn~ 

1 he .. ,I. unt:1j!;(' ,.( Il!i~ 'fl.l1Iill (r,UlK:'''' (It~ l~ II'MI I he ,i}n • .,nl(" "f 111" UlOJU!."" l "n bi: 

.J,rcell~ ,UlJ !K-r,~"abl\ ""UlI,arcl,/ 

2,4,.1 lIT1 U ;.t'.ATlO"'; 

" he ,\..'Ii ned 111 11 IiII lu YOH I rul fill~ I hI< I hrcc,dllll<;n~,on,11 f""""\\01 k I heR- IS It mllg,' "f 

~h~~~ PH,uUC"J b} "The ~ l lIulllur" auJ I h,- po)~lb1c localluf" can be cou,JmalCu 

.Ic(·ordillg 10 lhe ~r~lIilCClur", faClol'S m conJullCtion ", ill! Ihe tllen)\' Oflh.: propo~1i 

'pa,;~ :\(:<';(\<1,11 ),. I he d~l1.1nllC ';lr,,,bk: M "~dl ,,( the I'I ~ne, "f th" n~ .dul"" ,'an b-c

m""MII'..:J In ":'IU~r,IlIU"" Il h 11H."ICl'hll..:dllrJ'I'I1:h'rs 10 bi: J,>oCU.,XU In 2.5, ll!e 

ulI I11,ltl.1[1 1T1\ /)I\'~s IWO a'pcc"' : Sp~''': LJld anil AInClldmcnl~ Made, 1'11.< ,,; pr.~II.:~11 ~ 

npl'li",111l (Il"pll'r 1 hl('~, 

"'" ,~""~'), • '"" .... "'l: ~ ,II m", ......... ,,, h·", >"( 1) 'f "" co" " ..... 10'" ... , .~",,.r ,', ,""""' ", .... "I~",., ~, oil 11-.. 
",j~" ' ~,"",If \,»1 ... ", 'II", I')n.",''''-'' f "",I; " '~I " "" 1 ,'" ,1""",,", .,(, .10(,.,..,., p",,,,, !',,~et.~ """ L ..... 
\"",~~,('I,r,~"," I-"-,f'!' i l _lJ M I 

,k. ", PI, " ... ,,,,,<,,'"., "~I; A" lUI"" 1'1 '" I< ,rM I 



!<. j)>lC ... .\ Uoca lro 

'fh~ Inui:ti la~ (lUI of llx: an:hlll~.'IOl1!' "Jl3,e I""" n:u)l} ddirl~t! umler Ar,'hilc<'wmc :'.ra~'" 

"itl 0.., nnp< • ..et! "" lh" lhn;<·· ... ;m ... n~illn.al frame" OI~ Iklng d,.. .... 11T1l' _It ... d~ It..; ba~ ... 

ground, lhal IS. lhe ,nmal la} "III ~nd II,,' h.t ..... 01 Ih" !hrt'l:-ull" ... n~lOna I r ra rile:"" "rio,. lhl ~ 
iuilial L,}vul c.\acII; lib '''Iv Ihl: spalla1 frJ'llC',luck (rigun:: 2 1,,) Thc .... ,,, '1<1 ptl.blcw 

I\uh Ih\.' ",icnlal,on filling Ihe I~youl fh,. 11lIl!allay"ut'~ "0" rt:JJ\ lor ,uu..,ndmenh h. 

b;: 'nadc 10 n. The silt "rlhi~ Mlu"r!! ,',111 be Jelcmllncd in ~.:~"nt""':'" " uh IIiHI ullh", 

pr .... ru-c,1 pmj"cl 

f- A' 

.c -mg " t -• , , -
J) 

Arm." ndmcnh i\l3dc 

me o..·,i);11 or Iht~ ,lrdlllcclol11C space n: hes on the p""lgrc'~1 I'e ~!Ilcndmenh mndc h' the 

dcrm~d muml Li) ,1111 "[lhm tk lIlfee-<llnlcn,ie>n,11 II J IllC" UI 10... Till' al!lcmll11enl.s 'n~~c 

d\;ln~_ to tl". nnll~1 IJy<,ul :n l'lJlh ~I'C and wacc (refer tu J .I 4) 

TIll." J,n\;nd,m:nts m.iI&: 10 Ihe 1OJU31 laynul II III tie 'i'C"fiCd 11) (11....:,,>.;,:,1 undCI 

ArchuC\:uual 1-:1<;.0", In Icmh ot Ihe lI) ;\lI1lI!l' ,'~'U 'l1ptl"n ma,J,.· lu th ... IIIl>Jul~, 

>UIJIIl!.-cd! ~ '1II11U~C" on ,-,,'n~ 'n !ocilllon_. Ih ... lI}' lI;ulllC 'anablc~ of c3,h of Iix' mooular 

pin nc~ ~rc d l 'pld}~d on Ihc 'n(em~1 ~urfa( ... of Ihe rillcl" 't, ,"C"n~loJ"dl flll"'O:" or~ II 

lX" r~c ,\ ~bly lie 11''' ~~'ord",atc I hc' ~kl !tnl muoJuk. IU I:>c lU'llO>.<:d 

Thl' JynJ'ni~ \ aria hl c uf the nHlduic, ~all be pc:l:cilahly c()mra.-ed" '111IrI thl' Ihrtt_ 

dUIlCllS\mml frame " nrk. The dynamiC ,·annhlc. or the ,'-"" .bndlrd ",.,.dull·s can be 

lhffu..e,t InfO lhe" ... uf II> I hlcc plunc, ro' c,cUlcd III Ihc lII\cm~ \ surf ~\'C~ or Ihe Ihree 

JII1 ... ·u"""a 1 rr;.1I1c" lJrk C ul1'>C4ucml)". Ille l1lodulc~ ,an nc compared in (Cl1llS "f I he 



tl~ namlc '31Ial!lc~ (.f Ih,' Ill,,',' 1,1:lI1e, F"rlh..-ml{'lo.:. Ihe tl} Il~m',;~ 01 lhe mo.Jllk_ 

"ppcanng on {he InI~Tn:J.1 surf,,,"c of 111(: lhn....:·dll"ensioll~ 1 fr,lml",' od call he percel' ably 

l"1.'mJld~d ;, 1111 {h ... "lo:>um,'tl.J}Il.LIIH" of {lie UlO.JIli<-., nUl_. 1he mo\ll1k~ 10 he 'ml}(>~ctl 

~I a p.1mclllar I"'_iulln can t-.: Ilclcmlln~1I h} the- CI'I1lp.1rl.'lOfI or lhe It} n~mlcs of Ih.: 

motluk"s 

1 ........ SC\ j \ jt\ R, 

rk ~p~II;1 1 f'am.:""ri.. h ...:1"r Th~ inl11:ll la~"lll eM he I~id and 111~ ~"oIUl i {ln of 

rrotllK:n!! Ihe rrOj)lO~d "1'<i\:C ".tIl 1 ... ·);ln 

1.5 ARC IlIT ECTl:l{,\L F,\CTOI~S 

2.S. 1 I"T IWI1UerION 

The a"h 11~"\:lural faclop; "Ie ",,,,\I {(' 1ll'''I'');~ til\.' 111111111 l:l~"1111 "" th~t Ill\! I)WIIO":.J 

ard'l1CClnlllC ' I '''c~ C'In C' "h e Tlll"»e ra~It),,; 11l,lude the 0f't'nn~'Ss :tIld c lusur", the 

~"nle',' and Ih~ axe" The tlYllam'c '~nJt>ks or Ihe f'I"I"''''\J m"\lu!e,, I"r m~kl n~ It..: 

aI1 1eIIJr1'enl ~. npl·.:iJllj Iho~ 11'IV<l"k, CO"'I,,),~I ,.flhe I"" IlM~, can t>c Inferred In 

(enlt, of the COlIl",;' genl d~1\3mICS pflxilcled fl~ Ihe Ilrt'f".~d ~ ... c~ ..... Ihat [he"!>,· mO<iuln 

~l<1l he -cicele\l ac,Onl'llgly, 

I n order 10 dear I~ lIl\lic~h: [ho;: Ilrl't.'e,,~ or t>ull.hng up Ihe l''''I'''<ell ~; .. \,·e. a M'ne'~ ,'I 

s'~ ~t"",l<I plans ..JIO\\ II!,; ,·,,,11111011:11) ]lr~o!-<.< flonllh~ inlilat 1~}"U11'\ Ihe rough 

(:('o!r\lln3tiul1 \lflh~ modulo imposcd U'i~urcs :?:?~ a, b.l'. d, e, n as "dl as FI!o'utc:? 15 

Th,' )(ju:tr,: 1I1\1lc:tlc~ [he b.,'UlllIar) Oflh,' ~1'3<'C I he t>lad, "'Ill""'" ~Imlllal~ the 

fillldarm>fltal unn aoo Ihc symmctnc a~e~ arc pr~n\..-.J ii' "ell 

[ 

L " 

,\'us I 

-jo-__ -f __ -I\',C\X is 2 

B 

(b) 

D 

I: I 
~ .. 
~ ~' 

.~ , 
" ~. 

B 



A~I~ I 

TlI" g"n~r~lI} I, proposed 

(<il pmpo.>cJ mOOlllcs ( I) 

15,2 OI'E i";~ ESS '\~ D CLOStRE 

I" till' ,,"'e\Inli. tl!" "P(" I 11£' \' I II b,: roughl , cT .... rd,loal<:J un II!~ ,,: III ~ I b) nut (,cc 2.2..\ ~. 

h. ,'I, ll\~ ,'hao'g,'s an.: " ,a,k t,llhc ,nillallny"'!l a, a ll1~al l \ nfgc"crall!'g Ine pnlpn-,,:ti 

~p~~~ , Th(~~ ..,pen 11lg> ;,,~ In~d~ IlJ prl"""!<: lh~ ... ..,11' cr!,:cnl d\"lI;Inl I<:S flJf Ih~ PflJP(l~cd 

'P;j~c. ,' ,,,-',' I h~ nrent1e,~ :",,( clmen~~' or hlnch ~nn 11:," i"flr.:~ I h" dy"nnll~' l< 

Tv..., f(..,~ i ~ ILn\c 1(' Ix f,'al"i.~J n,~ ('~I go;.1 I) to l!rc,,~ Iii" lay..,"t '" ()rJ~, t.., 

,Ic:ee" the cUlln :;pace. The ~C()l1J one is!ll ndJust tnt' 'pn~cs he t .... ~~r. Ihc nH>duk~ ~Iong 

Ih~ ""Is" "rill, ~u~rc-limtl~J b"ull(bry Wh~", th" layoul I, blu~"" up. llire .. f~~tlJr'i 

ha\c nn clfcel ",1 Ihe dynarnl~ (hangc~ rcganhn~ the opcnir,g~. ",ullle iy I1umhcr. ~ l le ,,,,,j 
'(J<:~I'''t1 Tho" Jr~ Ih~ l>a",' "'d"~ ddc'''HU1ln.\: Iii" I'rc-"m"'gp1l~nt for the ~c:~,,:;,e, to 

tli( prol"l, .... ! WjL~. 

L. \ YOF !" L .\II) 

This mi!lall~youl,s ma",,!,:cd ,,,thin 110" lklincd sp~lIJ i frarnc\\wk (s~c 204.2) 

.\cn:ss SI'ACf: 

rmm Ih~ point llf ,",C" of tlll:i study. the number of ac(cs~ srnas is nOI Inc rrimary 

" .~" 1,00: r"I" '''''' ",,'00"" tru ;) ,,,h:,<,',",,1 cnl) ~ "'n It " ('",,,;.J,,,.,J Jp:."",."II:. "II" ";,",1 " '""'" .. -.1 <I"",,,., 
or !",Id , "~, (W"t, 11 ~~,h"rn "11><' I~, ',",,,, •. , or A",~·,o<" .. 1 I """ . \ " " "',HJ MC,:,(,.,",,, Pf<'>,. B"ld9 ""J L", 

.-I.to!,Ic,. C, b'iIm", 1'1"', PI' o. n)I 



'''IIC Tho: l,'OI1,'\,rrI h..·r~ I ~ h,,\\' Ih..· \)pCl1n~,;; IIfT~CI.IIi,' i.I~IIUI!IH;" Ufl!!,' a r~hll~CIUrJI 

Ih~mc of this ~ '"11 ()r.~fl~C~ F nl' Ihc ~al,: or con, ':~lel1CC. and .n 1('ml~ 01 I he m 1I1IIllUIll 

r'4L11l'1.'lIu;nl) .• , \\ U) Je~l .. ki.l I ... 11IJ~C 1\\(' OpCllltlgs 10 the intlia \ \a~oul The .i/c uf Ihc 

~C':<"~. II' \\d\ ill- lite ~ r~~~' t>.:1"c~n Ihc I'rOf'O,ed modld~, a l ,m~ one "I llie f",n nlge~. 
IS dl '~USM:1l 111 1m: follu\\ IJ\S !.'.:Cllon . SPill:C Juxlap"s':i.I' 

Tlte ImplcmtntPllOIl of Ihc n~~'C ... ~ ~ 11 ~;:" I~ 'cry IMlr,,)rlalll 001 h fi!H~IIl)nlllly and 

d)'n3ml~JHy 311d so empha~l/e~ li s role on perceptual dynalTlIc~ . Thi~ ~pace can be 

~ 1"': l ti' J II) ~uvrdl1\dI'-..I Oil Ihe 1l1I11,,11~} uu1. The h"~j" pnll~lrk, f,,' ,,.,,UI IIlS Iii" al'~n' 

~c rull~ parnllelln Ihe .<,:I mc idea or creal lng Ih", ~OIl;'crgcnt dynamic, mid il~ role j~ I" 

I'\.'Ul fun:e Ihe I'roro",,-.j " .... ,1\ r:rgCI\I dYllanll~s_ llw J~ lI"nll,~ ... f Ih~ ~I'~~~ ,~n be dlall~~i.I 

\'1~ cuher Cf{\$..<m£ or C{In' ~r£cnce" I Figure 2 2(,) Tne iml'r!!$;ion (If ~<p.1'C is 

c,tJbli»h.:tI at Ihe '''') l>cS"Hlill~ .... f Ih,· b-,", ... rthal ~PJ':C A~ SOUI\ U' ~ "~Il\.'r 'I~p~ inl .... 

Ilu, p1te\\ a}- ~I'acc h,~ ~'YC alll01l1illiCali} grnsr-~ I he surrmmd Lng> ano! ~nl1 uhdne .... ul Iy 

.. h\.:ltn~ :m lmi'f"Cs..~nlll Tile im;:I11:'55loo of a ~UlI1p!cIC ~p;1~C I~ an a~"UmU I31l\lll U r c\ cry 

l1l~rnur.tbk c\ enl Ih"l lou,'h.-..I Ihe pl'r"lln \\ 1.,1" 111 111<11 '1"1~C 

.JL 
"lr 

, , In ..... ""<' "'.~ rtOCl<m .~""'_ c ... be 1-u"'~'I, .... '''':l ... d ..... ~ ,,,< I~o • ...xro~Oo;n' 1t . . ..... ~, .. <1 'r< u~t,. .... 1 

," • ;;"", """<'II, ,,~ .. ~ .!<fi ..... " ..... 'of ...... I' r'" "."",.~ ... , ' •• 'O"f"'" • ~.~"'" !.~~, ,~ •• >"'" u ... l, ''''''jI< 
'''''" ... ,'''' ,.,. •• "",1 , "",,, ..... r It>. ~ ... , ......... ~'IJ'n~' r .. ~ ,·r ~I." ~, _j'" '~'.' '''u "'" ..... 11. ".,I<j~ .. \t, • 

....J ''''J d " ............ (oc-...... _~ "" , .... , .... "~"',·,, ... I, .... , .... ' ..... ,~ ' ... , ....... ,,,~, n ............ ~ ,·1,." 

0\" 'n.',,, • ""A /<JIa«J '" • I",,",,·~ 'c''''''''''' .. ""'<1"'NI. ,r .. !uh lilt ,,,,,, ... ""'Id,~ •• • " ",n", ,,,,,,, ... ~"i., 
...... ' ... " .... ,~., ..... ,~ """, \'I ... ..., '-II eJ~", 4 -.J ". "''' .tt.... I h • "","4\ tn\I ... , .. ,"JI ,_1-, '"" .... ' ,,.,,, 

f,~.", ''''0'' ~( ,,.,, ,,.,.., r..,~I,,'lI> ,~..J"" ... "'!>c, .... ..,.. 0],,.. M'" I ... 'h' .... , .... 1 r ... o, l """"'. (.( { .,.~ .... '" 

P' .. , " .... ,""' •• ., I '" ~ne:<I<" ,·,ht_. I~-~ 1'1' 1·1" ~:J 

,~, ,''"' 1\ 0\.\' 1>\ ~,,,J(.' "'" " lUI' , t 1"1 II,,. Y" I 



In urdcr In ~elc.: 1 a plau,ink: I()l'alioll "fthe 3CC~\, ~flacc." numbcrtlt (he 

~cmb"l"l!un~ Itd\ ~ 1(1 he pr~.'~rllcd arid ~"mpa,.ed, A Illllllt>cr ~,r the I\: •• ;"IKHI. for Ih~ 

,KCC,."c, ~h(m ld 1101 be ~llocall-d. as th~y would dr-lin Ih~ prop0"..,.,] ~orwcrgcnl dynami~, 

Tho.: ~\."~'5 I ~ "~lIltcl "",de III lite nH<Jdk "1,,,.,,11 of III,' 1<1[I! ,'\l~o "nlte 1I1111J I I~,· oul. 

~"r al Ihe I"canon, .br~clly fae ll!! eJch Olher 

A Ilumb!;r ()r,l)mbm"lll'n~ ~,.c l'i'c",,,I<:d below I ~ I~Ui'C 2 ~: a. h. ~ II I TIlc' bbc l 

"lUdfC I~prc .... nt' Ihl' possible all"c~llon of the ~ccc,<~< . 

", ", 

,,) \~ I 'hi 

'" u' " , II , 

( nl 

1-1£1111.', 22~ ,I.!:to~. d.~. r.).! . h ••• J. ~. I. Ill, n 

,,,-, ,lIrH rco" "I' "'II, -"""C,C""",.,.',C,'"","",",",."""--",,, •• ,",,C,'.' .• "',',,.,_",'" ~ ~"':, AM', M ~~ In" "' 



Th~ ,dec'(um ur ~ PQ~~\bk pa((~m slHJuld Ix: ba.,ed on (he l,romOlin" or th,~ 

elll]' el);<:1\1 dVl\am ICS r('l 1 he I'I'Dpo><:d Sp'K". T" ° PU' nl~ ~,.c IlI1ph c~(..:d The fi r~( fXJ' nl 

i~ Ihal Ihe f'~nphcrally ~IIOCJ(ed linear hlocb .,hou ld be ~<; Lntce,r.I1~d a, pn'~ ibk 10 a' oiJ 

<1,,_, ',>,,011 d"I"DIi Ihal .... Quld .... cil~Ln 11><.' Imk <'flhe pari' and Ihu, drain Ih..: prvpo"cd 

':011\ NgCi1l dynamic~. Th~ >ccond rn,l11 IS Ih'lI Ihe po"ibdllY of I he JCC~~S ~)lJ~6 h '~111 g 

'I'\~k (0 each O!he' ,hou ld be 1l1ininlaL Thu;. Ill<: l ~yuuI PJllLTn' ,,(the ligure~ 2.27 (e). 

(J), {c),l~), (I, ~Ild (m) cnnlx- dl~rCUIl I ~d, Ihen ftgurt"s 2,21 (ai, lh). lO. (h), (I), (J) alld 

In) can he filtered OUI and the pa1!~m orflgur~ 2 , 27I~1 is .,upcrflum,' E,enluall),. l! can 

bl' deduced 11131 f ,gure 2 27 ( ' I ha~ lill' gre3le,1 alhalling" O"Cf Ihe oliwr' Thcrd'Oll', (hi~ 

pallem or IaYOUI i, used to al locale Ihe acee~s spaces, 

SI'ACE .I UXTA I'OSEI> 

l"hnr spac't, are I!"I\\ ~e]) Ill<: ~Hpp'-~dly Iml'<}scd mod Ilks alld 110<'>' Oft mod~ ~~ 

t>",~li ng Ihe ",il ial layoul m J numrn-r of poiots. They arc pcripher~11 Y spr~ad along I he 

euge "I'lh~ "Iu~rc pa!l~1 and 3n~ nol al (I", II I'Uulc 31\01 comc, pOIl\15 (SCt Figure 2.25 bl. 

II ,~imrn"ible, al th ,.' stage, 10 Sol> prcdscl; ho\\ many 'p~~es lhen.' will ~cI\lall!, 

lx' As 'n Ihe I'""iou, d ,~n'~~ l olI, ,t I~ as,"lllLd lhalll) ma~':lg ameliUmCIIl>10 'I, (he 

,'0'" agem drnamic vartable of Ihe proposed ~PJce \\ i II not change .Ii gni n~al\t ty . as long 

:IS Ih~,~ ,paee's uo 1'01 cau5C ", g,"1icalll dr.Jill~ g~ (\ r lh~ d} '1~1l1 k'S . Ho .... ~\ ~I. II \, dear 

( h~1 Ihe (0:0 ,'~, gt"HI d! na\T1 In .... III b,·ron1t" sl lOngcI ~s II~ g~p b"I" t<'n II~ 11l0dlJ k~ 

progrCl;:;i\ ely moves closcr 10 Ih~ juxlaposed ~pa(es and Ihercf()rc' lhey shout (1 be jOl"aled 

,,~ do;~ togel!ol'r 11> lhcy "all t",'" J( !1o<'s~ g~ I" iJ<:come 10(1 tlllnr.!:l"\l, I hl' blod, un'Ollle 

k~; fU'H.:I"Jnill a, ~ p~rl i (ion I" ["rm Ihe "ourl ~PJn:·' I . Fvr e.xamp Ie , (ill' ~Oll "erg~l1t 

dynamICs of a :;pace ded:ne:; as Ihe gap inn~asc, alQng Inc bOltndm'Y or(he squarc-

", \\'1 ... , """" . ,,1 ,'1"",.1 'f'><'C< ,~, g" '" """.1 <1\:0,,,, ,I" cffw " of . "ce,' n ~ h~"" "",,,,,,o j,-, I """",,,.1 ... : 

. "op" pr,,,'od<. ,h< ,,",« ,,; ,h, h ... . ).t, ,\& • .."b ,,-,,,~ '1'3'>SO''''.'''-' tKu.k,li Amlle .. , I"" I)"",m", of ~,,'hH"'''.",1 

h"., . , ""'" ><'r .,fl',I. f", .. , I',~", I< ," ~,"~ .,,1 "''' !I,~,b. ( . 1. ,,,,,, ., \',"' P\'", ,2". -'.:71 
., n< <fl'<, I 0' ,; .... ,h """" .1'1""", 1, ,'" th' ,,>' il it)' of'h"u ',,",," ",el , """,I '1'<'" 'u ,., "1',,11<, "> ","">"", ,, ~h,,'I' 



IVlm .... 1 II\llIa I 1.1 }'l)1I1 rile COI1\ er,;el,1 dyn~mlc' pC"H'r "kn,'a,c, !rOlll F ,~'" n 2 .21<, ,' ~) 

and {b,\ 1ll thJt In J' lgure l . 2~ ic) '111<.: cOllH'rgcm o.lynrlmicsoftl1c cOlin '~ I,acc 'n hgure 

1 2X lOll b Ihe 3lmngesl 

••••••• 
I' Ic \ al ' ill1 

GrounJ ,., 

••••• 
1 1<': ',,111,,11 

Groulld 
(bl 

I' igmes 2,28 ~. b, C 

• • 

(ir()lIIlJ 
\~) 

• 

I he ,Ilb,~ "I'''c(' "r 2l('lh.21N) • .220<.Jmm 1 can r..: u:;cd h, m~a.'lIre IlL)" c1o."C Ihc.'c 

J lI~la)lOSed ~racc., ,hmild be III ICnns or the l1ypothesiS, In order to accoTTllnodatc Ihc 

theme lH )~'OIl1UI'l1g (he convergent dYIMm ,(·S. 1 he 51''' ''('.> J II~taposed by tile l'fO;><J,;ed 

rmxlulcs l1a\'~ 11) be kepi ;15 ~TTlall ~s pr.!"sJbk ..... illl rercren,'c 10 Ihe size oflhe cube. 

!.5,3 CORj" ':R 

nlLltiuics {,dcr to FigLl.rc 2,2'; dl . Tht.: do,ure alloc (unlcrs is e'S<.'l1lj~llo .1,'1 up IOC 

'I'""e ill "I'd,'r to arollsc Ihe c"n,,~rg('.1lt d}'I1:III1l~S I toe prnp",;cd 11l,,'!uic. t lind F ale 

ho rIWIII~II)-- do,mnanr lrlh~' ,nwlIks 10 be 1 I1'l~"cd ~t po"'l~ E am! F .... c,,- thc olhcr 

'-lay round 11 wnu!d nill rn.1~~ any ,iiffcrcncc. sInce il docs n,lI aha In.: raet Ih~llhcre I.~ 

,!II ~~lIal ,-,h.1IKC "rtll<: ~CC~S,; 'P"c~ 'land,ng.1! the 01r.cr h\u CumerS, I he ;,nxc>s col' 

speer fieJc iLm ronhc flI'''p<),;cd modllic., <:~n be imag1l1~d a,\ ~ progressive gro\\ Ih in Ihr<'e 

,!imcnsinn" FIr,11 y. the pr.!'S ' bl~ 1\\ n·d imcns Inn al :llTa'lgemCllt "f tile,n IS 1" ~~entcd. 

~"mrar~d Jnd Jd~IlIIIJl~J , S,-nmoJl)'.;1 rough ~po:"'fkauon (li'lh~ I"'~ge ~all be ,nali<: 'n 

lerm., ofth~ dynall1l(' v.1rrabk·" inrcrTcd. Thu~. th~ rough image orthe arrJlIg~me'" oflhe 

I" Lll',),cd rn()(ju le, can he made 



Ihc I'OsSlblc arr.mgcmenl of [he (Yon propmcd module':11 ilo.)lni' .. ,11:..1 ~ "IHltlld~"J III J 

h"Kl lOlt"n<:QIIJI ."lt(HUI Ihgure~ ~ 1<) ... h_ .. I. The I ..... ·," toordnMlc, of r ,lIld I· J re 

~hlmn J( lhc (110 loc<l(ion~ a( "hod: :hl' (YoU pn'po~"xI mo.iulc\ dI"~ <I,lInt! hI h.: 1!1Illf'I\coJ. 

rh~ 1 'h' SIIMII ... :Clarigu iJr fum', ~ ",,"l.,(c 111,' r,~U1,·s..,1 IIH.· «H' Ilrof'lJ"'(] ,1lOlIulc~ 

r'::l~ltl\'cl~ and the} .arc a1T'Jllged at poinl~ r unll ~ 10 ""llT h) ell'''' ....... I 1,lau'lble 

l 'o~)il>IUt~ 

The primary d~ruJo\l .. "unable of Ihe modu les pr~lr')'C<J al roil11s I, ur I· ,.,..e~m 

IWr1(l"II :1I (]~n:un,,·'.lIn" II ,,'~ I'><)1h (]"UIf,uW'lI!('llII'w lorn" Theil I"'''-',bk lJ.y""I' ~". 

d,lpb}c,ilfl hgurc5 2 19Ia). (bl aUd (e). 
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b.: ruu,,(],',,'u Till" i!",m;:cmrm ill Fig""{' 1 .1') (h) "'''' be ".I,,,I,lt,'d u, til!; pr,kn;nl,al 

IJ}'oul III I,·ml.' of Ihc ~ud~. The JJJ usullen! of thc t\\ u d; IIIcn~ ; OilS of Ihe rroros~d 

fi, rml. r 3",1 f . 3r~ m.di<- r;"~p"d "'~ly"nrj Ih~) ~n: p,.e'Clll~I! ~( r~r:II" I ~ II' ~Igu""" 2 :~U 

lill. !hl. !e l "H,I (.1). hUlhrr po"~lbk ,' ombllIJtl(lIlS "r" b3,,,d un Ih ,j. 

,~, .. "" " .... , 'n ~ ", •. .., , .. " ,~" .,., .... , ,'I.'" ~ sr.\! [ ,,,,I'IlMi ,,~"'~"~"wr~ll,t"J~ "" 
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I"h ... arr.lngcment. In Fi~u,e< 2 J I (31 ~nd \,.1) ~3n bC"3b.lndoncd OCC3l1~ o(l ..... i, 

"ml(4111~_ '~srI1C ,helr.( ,ffcn;,nt , .. r.ln~emcn' rherc ~"., ,,,0 ~n)~, h~l f' m~T" ' "~ Ihe 

[IO,nt of :k"C'~ 10 II ... • 1'101~-..J ~I'." " \~ 1111 rc.<:~ l1.lto Ihc unpOI I.lun· of It-..: ~(,CS.~ Sf"Ie ... 

10 l'<'n:epllI~1 .1\ nalm,~. Ill..! ':ynamic< of [he brr:llhh dlmcn~ion o( Inc form a[ ""m~r ,

,'an Cl1hllC" Ille ,Ult" of Ihe 1''''' 1O)C(l m<'OJ,,1\' \ III h puc :; J I (,,) ]I11),:h IIIo.e 111411 '" 

~omel F m F,!!un: 2 .. \llb) The 11m' of the hon/om~l JynJm:c, pcrlormt'd Ii} Ihe thm 

torm 10 F,,!ure :' .JI (q i~ slX'mmgl} '''Iu:ucd .norl' ,,"'tably than .h.lI ofh!!we?:I 1 (b) 

hr.,,,,, gcnCf;l ll'c'n:cp luat 1'<'''11 ". "e". Ii ...... " F In F.!!uIC 1 31 I..:) wk,', full ".I, ~"I");" of 



ih leoc;uion. 300 ,m:ngthcomg th~ h"nlolnt.t l d}l"lIt"~ n"" II hi,'.], rcmf(lren Ihe 

~c""[lllj,tl coml<'Ct;on N-t"C'"1l remus A and B TI,us. ItI.: aITJngcm~nI 111 rigur~ 1.11 I ~) 

""~o"""~ IhC' most p<l:fnahk 

IIIIIW 1I1 .\IE'SIO-': "uDEn 

Th~ third J "nCH'lOn coo~IJe.c.I tS ol('r,;ly e~unl,lt~d Th"'f [lI'Ofk'f d~tetm"",;,,)n h,', 1<' 

CU"WIL'f (Jther ';1C"'" ~,~I I he,..:, " K".If> h~\ c to (h' COInm<.>llaW "arh oll>o-r For cUlllplc. 

I n d~tnminl n~ th~lr Iwighl. Ihe t\'latlon. of dIOse of I~ i'ffiflMl.'d mod\l l~, i\ . Fl . (' ",hi I) 

mU.II r.e C'ln ,,~~rcd 1 h" I\:,,!(J t;1 Ihe I'r.,CII..:al mwuJ<:, 

Th~ lIIal nsln'alll ()f Ih.: 1I) 11,,1111 ~~ ur Ihe 11I"I>oscil Itlodule ~ n oonzool311l doml0301 

~.\r~pllh~ one al point A. " ~ 111 figllrc~: .11 (h) : .. ~I (e / , the 11 .. ", uflll<.· ,UC'JUltnJ,: 

horilUll(:d d}IWlHCS "I ~ 1 "ll~ I· Itt I"ilure 2.3 \ i~! IS much bcH~r from the pom( of, I~" 

ufae~ .... " Thi. "" 'ans IIJ.lllh.: ilYllJnlic \ ' uriahle ~ of,,~ (tontlll pLtne. ,It are IlVt :oS ~trunl-\ 

as the dyna nll~ \anahlc< (If It- (ronl ;" pLulI:. d j, Tlw ("cllII!,: "I' t1q)th. II hid, ~\l )11}Qrt' till: 

o>cnll dOl1l1 nanl ~hap<: '\, I~ I,\I>CO by ,hJIl<: F lit I'igur" 2 J\ Ie' ) nl lhcr (han lit r:1 ~ (jr~ 

:!.111h) This implt.:s Ihallhe d} I ~lmIC '·.'n"f>rc '.lru..., ,,,je pia lie . d" l ~ 'Irull ~L:r \h ~n Ihl! 

"r the ~Ide "lane d T hl,l,," Ille plVl'urnunal rel3l10n>hlp of the t ..... o d I III~ n.",on~ r.Jn be 

rou~hl}' ~~lIm3Ied . 

2.~A ,\ X I S 

Thl~ l\m " ,m, "I 'Cnll ll!- up Ih~ .... 1"IIOI .. I"p "I Ih,: d~ m l1l1': > .. n~bk~ Jl,,1" "cn lhe 

prUll\l~l'd sp~~~ anJ the prot)O)C!J (our moduks primanl} aifc.:llIlg ,I Th",. Ihe ,I}"''''',e 

'dr'"h Ie, Ilf I hc~c prop<>-.:<I Il .. ')(\uk, "'"1 be 11I1c.m,,) and il.,: ... • IIl fcrcrll:~' an: Ihe b3M~ lur 

~L:k,"I"'~ the rdna r.t ", ...... Iuk, Irolll Ib,' ,I.lndan.lllloouk, B<X Table} I) 

D' ,' .·\ :\ ll ('S or AX!:S ,\, 0 TIl ,\ T OF I'IH )!,OSF I) ~f· ... ("E 

(;e.)olC\Tlc.IIl}. ,," a" I" " ,,11 ,,".1);" ,cd I, lie It nk",,, \" (I P"LI'h Ih3\ ~~ml11"mC3U } J, \ tde 

mall.·, Ttt.., appc:lra ro:c urlhi. can be made ~ilhcr by a serie~ (If concrete ,h.Ip.:S "r b) 

I'''') shapes Till: 3., e,~ 10 thi s "lid) ate cOllll""td of(our I'Wr"J,c<lmoduk, lind th.,,· ne 

" lil .lled III Ihe foOl 1''''.lUUS .\. Il <: and D. ,\luch ~r~ Jt \I, ~ rllH,hllc i.l rc:tch ol'the fO llr 

,'0.1):'" 0( 11", "'lW,,··r~""K't1 tnl1i~t layout lFigurc ~ 31 a. h or f"igurc 1 I ~ ,. I he 1''''1",,,,'(1 

,., -H'lI (-n.~ \' P\" '~II('S ~,o "t;1T ABU: r"'~""""" '" -,","""",,, i.""'"C,,",,,;;,i.,.,,c,",,> •• "'>">'" "'0'" ... 



mo,iuir, arc then imposed Dn A, [J. C and J) r~sre<'lil ely 'I h~ g~naJI allo~atHln 01" Ihc 

prvi)(Jsc!.l "'V,JUt~~ as well a, ,J~tn"'''lIn): III~ dilT<:rCnl ",vdul~, ~an b~ rd"crr~,J to In 

j·,!>u lc.l _~ 

1 
c- ----·----f-D 

A.~ I'; I 

,--ft ,------, 
I , 

c -r - , 

-----1: 
A,,, 1 

<hI 

1· I~" rc, 2 J2 J. b 
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I"ho'c o/tlt,: lOur PI\)llI,>scd 1l"~U Ie, pnmJrl iy alTcel lh, l'on\ ~r.~tTl1 ~yna", ,,-'S or th~ 

p"lf><;>l:d ~pac~ F , r~l!y, the uniqllc four [oc~l coordonJ tc, A, Ii, ( and j) make them 

phy~kally ~ml di~tlnctt\cI; [>\:r~("~~k ~tld r~tilJnall: )",hd tu ~J(h vther"'. Th;, IS 

hn,cd (>n ,orne ' til rtll " ~ nltn h"I~~ or "Isu~1 rcrcepllon ~"ch n, ~h;;.p~ ~nd ,I/(' c"~'''ten~y 

and th~ inluII ,n' pur,uil L' J ~ ~cn l <:r_ Shape ~lId "J:~ {Ull,t~H"y hdp t!i~' ~p~!I~1 byoul III 

he rcd)gnm:d as 11 i~ ph}'~,,'al l y. a, the c~tabli,hmenl or an entire irnrrc~,;uln of 3 'P:l£C IS 

w>ed lin "" J"clnNy of a 'am:l~ oj s,-cnny_ r!it \ I",,,d pa ttl'rn. of au; pl'<.tIJ\l~rd ,p~"c 

are dl\ "kd into fom major pan, in tern1, of the co~dillon 0(,1< s"rround,ng~, J~d Inc 

,"IUILl\ ~ \"l,"~1 per~~p1l0Jl 1.11 lh~ n"mcr <..1f cadI ('f tile four part> "oJlIl~ "k5 "'Ih Illl'SI: Ivur 

locnl coordinates. The hi~rJrchical I Isual p'llt~rn fvr the £st3blisnrnenl ofth~ "pat ,al 

'Tntcr i, (,llm"l tly ba.~d "11 the four h_lC~1 e~nws_ S~c"lld i y. n s1r(mg dynaml,-

C()nn~~llVn ,'an b~ llrUI",J , ,J by L'~ L h vrth~ I\\'0 ax~, ~nd Illl~ conn~cliol1 CJn be I,,-,rcei\"~d 

a, n 'lraightltnc (hgur~~ J JJ J, b,~)_ (,col1lctricall" Ihc .,hortest ,,-ay 1(1 wordtnatc Ihc 

local ,'cnl~r of ca,-h or l h~ to"r cJ~c, ii> by C l1 h ~r ,,J[ the two p~,r;; of axe" r-,-lan IS lhe 

p~r~Cr"lal ~cntcr of l'isUJ I dynuill ir~ _ i'en:cpt '-"-I ll y, I "ion JI \\"u Y' ch()IJ,c~ the m(),( 

n'onom i (' ~ J "ay to rCl'ol!ll '/e 1 ,,,, ,(ll1n,cl~d ""lilcr fh~ ~()11 neel )(111 h~lw,""n an 'Ih'("r\'t'r 

., A "~,,I r,"",)(l_,h'r <'" "" doc,,,",I, r><r,','",d "" Iy ~ ''''' It.< '1;0 r>""'" \0" >r,' P''','>'I ,to ,~, <am, i.,,~, 

. ... 1 ,,,,,;,,,,,,d ,,[< I I~ , ... 11,- tlt"ju ll Am "O\J!\ , t" I"l).r~"'''~ ,.- ,,-,,-h"«:TUi-.t t-...", Ln,,-«,,\\- ,.,- t .I"on". ~m~ 

!k<~ <l" "," 1.0. ,\ ,~o <>, (, I 'OJ"""- I''''. ;;p. ,; -J) ,II 



;<nd 1110: lal)!l'l I;; 10<: shur1nl, ",usl l"unUI~lIcal uncM TII ];Il,.1 ~Iron~ ,On\ er!,lenl 

:I) l1.1ml.'S ,an b~ Imposed On IlIl s propoJ!.et1 ~pall.'_ 111l1dl~, Ih""re1>, all) . :a O:Cl1lrr, II" 

11I311,'r " 1I< .. lh.', It 1$ \ I>lbk or 111\ I>lbk. cuuld "', cUlllpn;ho:ndn l ~s " p<11f11 and II Clin 

.. lIoc,ne,ll,)" X and Y ,,,th,,, th" S)~I"111 [II th" l;nh h}jl<JlhnlS Il lS ~ssuml'd 11I"l lhal' IS 

;] celli'" III the proposc-d an:hllcctonie 5paec from "tlleh lh~ d}namic \'anahl" ~an t>.,> 

o:unnectlun can be M:lllp 1I<:1\'",,,n p.,lInl,:\ and IJ alld betwcen C and 0 dIs regardIng their 

,,,,11 \'idual f"rm Th" 1,1",,11 fila110n of I he "",nler or Ini, 'pace ,h.,,,,ld loe al 3 ,cry 

d"ungulsliahlc ..... '·d. so Iha l Ihe convergent ,jynaml~s of the pwpmel( 'pa.:" ,'an hi:-

The illllll\\'lfl!; c.;ampk clan I,,,, Ihls The 'hapc~ wnc imposed at four p<l ln" A. B. ( 

and I) nle d~ namic cond'l1"n b.:'1\\ ~n ,hal"" at ,\ 311(1 Ii I, ,"ml"r 10 lilal of C and Jl. 

The laller ml~hl be: ~C'fl a., Ihe p<llfll 111 "'hkh 11 numhcr of ,hapc! Will be UllJX1"':'\ If 

O:' I";m'IIl:~d "oolt] ,ary a, I},,: shap"s ,.llelllal<' III I he pla,'III" <JI' the t\\'<J po..1mt, Thc 

dynamiC I'rc~surc ~n:cilcd fmm Ih,' rom ~h~fl"~ mCr.:a",', from (a). (h) and (elln Ih~ 

"3~r ,,1 Ihe Ihrr.;-donl~nsl(lnal .:: han~·1" "flh~ ,hap'~, (~I!lure ! 2 J..\ a. h. ,.) nUl" 

•. '" .. ,t.,. , .... u.",,,,,"" ",,,I..,,.J,,.,' ,I'<: .", ... "" :.rn.<, ... lnm",,'f IOJ 11.1 "'~"" "pn.< , ,,~ .. , "'''w' I, .... 

in ..... n<lol< ,Iu, ':0'\1'''''''''' ,,,,,IJ ",,-, ... ) . .,"'" ""'Ol'~ ., ,"r.,,,~ rumb<r 01 ,'"" <~ , ~ " .... ,oJ loof" 01 J>< mo~ 

"'" ......... ~"o< " " """","".1 ,' 1, ,, . ..,, o. ''''' ~ ...... "'" """",,, ... , " '" ",,,,,,,,,''')' .'1"'"'''''' ~I ~ ... "I1I""""h,,,/ , 
I" .. 11' " ur , . .."h.~" "'. I"''',m ( .. ,,"", ... k,,,.,,1 ,,' ",I ... "'.l h~'11r "'" ,," 'I'''''' ~ i;j ". ... 'i'n~": .> '"" ~" '" 

.. ~\d."",,-, rem,,' " ( 00011 Ami"""" I'll< lh~.:I,,"'" "I Noll"'''''''1 I . ...", LM'<ro,,,, "' I " ,torl'." I~'.«, Ik-,,'I<~ 

~,oll<h \"~<~,. ('" ".or''''. 1" - '.1'1' n · ,~. I I I 



theoretic'ill> the (on'crgC:ll ~namic~ ,11 IhJ~ .'~nler,~ cn !,,,~cd, ~,\ ,I c"" IJ I", ""oj lhal 

lh~ tv. <l pau">\ of au'" ~""Id cnli'Il;:C fum "JI!.<~'Cl! h,!;Illy, Ihe ",ilt: r pnll'lIscd mmlu Ie.;. 

oliln III:", the mu,Juks <"Qmpmlng the IWO a.\c~ hI be lmpo.~erl kepI b<llh h~rn1<ln"'u~ 

~r, LI i31 r~bl l on, 1\ I I h lh" hum.tIl bod)' andlhe, r ""')'h"'~II~}, I r II,cn: arc a nu mbcr uf 

3rcilllc,'I"!I '~ ~ r:tc~~ "r jh ,~ ~ ",Il 10 bc bllll!. The dynamiCS m \ o!\'ed In affecl in I' I hJI ,If 

Ihe prnposcd ~ra.~c ~an he ' !.!,!I<lrc;\ 

Th,·,\"f"n'. '" ,ullll""ry. the h'm pn'f'O:.<.'1l mot.lulc< J l r(!Olnl~ A. n. (' ~nd l) 

S} mmc\rtcall~ composc,1 () r the II, (\ pa,r" flf a,,~, '''~.C~h lhal .he} "nmard} .lfl<-_ t Ih.: 

1·,'lk~I" .. I) J.:II\'crnl b) Ihc.<c li'ur nH)du le~ rcpn:~cnt" lhal "fthe pr''f'<hrd ~I'~c" 

c,'MC'<tUC'!llly. I~ d}n~nhe \ ~nahk, <.If Ih,·;c foul' m,,,lu]n ,:"" ~ ~"m:rJlh Inferred 

li"", 11uI "r lhe p!"Ill'u,ed ~p;tc... TIn; I mpilcs Ihal Ihe idem ific3\1"n fir 1 1l~ .:('m~r "t Ihl~ 
,p3~e call bo.' clllwllecd as 11K" It", el of Ihe ~I)m "'genl dynal11 ',~ "I lilli' ~l'a~c 1I'l:fCJ'CS 

In'i" , .. ;\ II CS OF AXES MiD ;\ IODLl.ES I'IW I'OSio:l) 

II h~, :lrg,,~d Ilia: II>c .tynanll'" ,'f Ih~ 1''''I)o.'~d .1)hC'C can Ix: rel"l:SCllkd co! kl'llI ~ Iy by 

II",,,,, <,1"1 11 " I\.>"r "l",I"lc~ ~"'lll'n"n!; II", 11< 0 ~y lf)tlK"l r,c 3:1.C.' and. I1llh~ sixlh 

hypolh('sis. ill.; posllIlJled Ih~1 Ihc d}m.mlc~ oflhe l'0'f"",.d ;l"'tC ~ho"ld aru"<~ v~r~ 

,'mn g cun "ergcllI ,1YT"'n"~' Th",. 1/,.. ,l~n:llnll' , .• r'Jbk .;"111',, IW Iy prescnlcd by Ihe 

",ur prop<.>",,·d ml>Jull'~ ,lxJuld ,klh Ct vt"r} :.erong COni ('rgcnl ~"'3m.cs and !l1I< nlc3n, 

Illal ca,'h ,. f Ihc fou r pml'",cll Itli.d'ltc, h .. , c I" ."\,,), k .. "';.'.clhc. al II,,'" I'renll" ,11 Itl 



FI\J1Il (hc !o;clICf"dl polll i ufl IC", clI,h pWI'Ol.«! mooule i~ <;«nllS ~n UltCKf~II',lIt of 

Ihe "lillIe The dyn,1mlC perfo"nl~n~e 01 [he pi a ll~'~ ofl:""l:h uflhe propose.:! modulo:,o; ie 

"cell i IIlq:rall y "llhlll (II,' ddinoo fr~me" url. As the flN<\ hyprulh''''~ ~uggest s 1b.11 Ilk! 

dynamics of ils planes fund.:!m~nlally a rre~LI 111.11 0 1 e~ch IIKlII I(!ual J)""juk, ~,; (m: 
I,rrlper dell' ery Ilf Ih.~ Jyn.ami,'~ oj (;, ... 11 ..,1' Ihe proposed modules dqx:nds on Ih(l<;~ of 

c .. ,',h uf it~ plancs, As H1dkat~d in Ihe scope of the , (lIdy, Ihl': conlents ,-,f Ihe w ac'e arc 

6~n 'n1cgr-allj ml~f than as parH ofllle" hulc [h is IInplll"S Ihm Ihe dCVJllnnS of come 

uf the module5 can be.- ch.;:n~e.:! to II!: Ih~ olher "ay roullo:I Jll rl l\~ :he 100 rillg Prt"'CS', Fur 

cuO'pk,lIl lhe Man oC the 10llr the !NIlI .:Ic' alloll or lhe mooule can be sh,fted to Ih~ 

~IJ(" ,'inalion of the \.ame mOOuk, The pl~nes of cull of the I"H'f"y<ed moduic.s c'an 1.Ic 

loOTIed, The cle\'3110 R< fa, 'ng the coun 5J1a ~c ~ fe ,nlll'd Ironlal plan<:s (cinlllioJU/ ami 

Ihe Oll~ bcl\\ceLllhc r ... ,.Jul<.-' Art; calkd lhe Si\ll' plaroc:s Idc\ 3 UOIl~ I, All the m('>llnies 

t!emorulr.lI~ horizomall ~ domm~ol dynamlc~ c~cel"l for 1'01111 A llll.lthc ~lca,-I) 

Idem'tinbie center is prumlMC<l 

Dillcrcnt planes ha, ~ til m,'rem !)1X'S of dyltllmlC ~rfom'3nce,; III USOI:lauOr. .... ,I h 

InClr Indi,idu31Iocallon (Thl< I~ dl~CIl~~e,! '1l1erm, ofthc tour \XIi ub A, El, C and D 

re$[\<'<:li~cl)lJ and thi s l~rlorman,~ bft ~ l~all>' prllmul!.', Ihc propose.! mooulc. Accordlllg 

to Ihe pillpt;rlin orth~.!) namks, there are Iwo·dim .. n~;ona l d}naml~' WIthIn a pl~n~, 

ellhcr venltal or nOfl7onlOl, a~ wcll fl ' n ce rta lil ()c.l:r<~ of t~'r~c. Th~ <.1y naml~ s of the 

pt~ncs is tht.: sy nth~"si zed <:mhodmlcnt oflho,e of it' I"", dimenl'0n, in ao,o,:,aIlOIl ",Ih 

I h,~ ~'fl'PC'rI: c> -The froma! pIMU" S .o lllnbol ~ 10 determimng Ihe local coordinate where 

IllS supp!lM!dly 100 be impolieU and Ihe flow of lhe d)l\3Jllll";, e, ' her upwMd :dow""ai d Of 

\\t'll" :~n-ong J r Oll'~ o f Ihe \ha~ O' igurt'~ ;?, 1~ p, b) ~1dnJ~ \\-H hlll a ~ p~lla I fr .. ml'" ork 

and Ih r.onlal plaJle~ , upp;.., ,'dt} IlIl'rca",' Of Ik"t'":1:ll5C: III c" hcr horizom .. 1 or \ crl lcal 

dimensions "';IOOU[ changing II~ locallo n, !h~ ImP'fl"l',iOtl of lhl ~ cube IS <ecn n ~ siuble 

poml I'logre~SI'~ly dlMgl1l~~' " ell. The ~round pla~ LVntnbUI" 10 the t.!}'naml~s 

cnher ~U;!"~Tg;II~ tuw~rd~ lI,e (elller or nowlRg a!ong each orthe edgC'~ orlhc hI'lllmbf) 

of tm.' layflul "hcr~ It siands, The side plane o.!elem\lR~ Ito" 't hIck' Ihe prOllOM'd 



module is and lhls dynamln. ~Ionl! lhe brcadlh dimcll:;lOn. rUl1llamc luJlly con1nhulc~ 10 

Ill" ctn1ral-oncnIAh:d lendenty'" ( Figures :2 J ~ ~ , b J nt the d,,!enllinro 10..:011 coorctlllatc 

within the ddi"cd . p~ti~1 fr~mc"·ork (the"," ""Iu~rc pane], ~re eon,icicr.:d 10 be r~cing a 

"c"er) 

D 
D 

Figurc~ 2 35 iL h 

I he dynamic perfoffilllm'e oflhe plilllCb 15 based 011 Ihose of if> rwo dimCIISlon~ iUld 

the prevaIling dimerulOn delenmnes lhe pcrfomlan.:c of thai orlhe planes. b ; IJled in Ihe 

~eCOIiG hypothesis IhM Ihe dyn.lIlHl" M R plane ~an Ix: rcprcScll1N III IWi;) d,ml'nslonl a.n,J 

~~klll~le,J ~~rof(Jing: 10 Ihe rJtiu 0)[ Ihe I "I! fele~anl dHncn~iuns uf Ihis mo.du Ie and the 

referen l'l: unn cuhe Tlll ~ perfomlln~<" ha~ In be In hn<" "uh thAI ol"lhc plane tv be 
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order to evoke the strongest convergent dynamics of the proposed space. Consequently, 

the dynamic variables of the four modules to be imposed, comprising the two symmetric 

axes, can be inferred in terms of the specific convergent dynamics of the proposed space. 

The dynamics in one dimension ofa plane prevailing over that of the other, has to take 

full advantage of its practical position in order to promote that of the proposed space. 

The dynamics in the prevailing dimension primarily affects those of each of the 

planes. Up to now, it can be inferred that the dynamic performance of the proposed 

module can be fundamentally influenced by the prevailing dynamics on each of its 

planes. The prevailing dynamics of either of its two dimensions in the ground plane 

contributes to the dynamics being either convergent towards the center or flowing along 

each of the edges of the boundary of the layout. The prevailing dynamics of either of its 

two dimensions in the front planes contributes either to the increasing upward dynamics 

or flowing along each of the edges of the boundary of the layout. The side planes 

indicate a 'thickness' of each of these modules and this depth primarily affects the 

convergent tendency of the modules. 

In summary, the dynamic variables of the proposed modules, readily inferred from 

that of the proposed space, can be collectively interpreted and presented by a number of 

prevailing dynamics of a specific dimension of a plane in terms of orientation and degree 

of force. 

The following demonstrates how the dynamics of the proposed module is inferred 

and the general layout can be referred to the figure 3.5. 

DYNAMICS OF MODULE PROPOSED AT POINT A 

In order to promote the proposed convergent dynamics, the dynamics of module A 

supposedly presents very strong vertical dynamics. Firstly, the module to be imposed on 

point A, facing the two openings of this space (Figure 2.35 a), is at the middle point of 

one of the four edges. This point is at a very prominent location to the entry space and it 

helps to symmetrically define this space. This also reinforces the discernment of the 

perceptual coordination of the spatial center in the third hypothesis. The vertical 
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dynamics of this proposed shape serves this aim since it defines the other dimensions6s of 

the spatial framework. Secondly, the factor of distance dramatically decreases the 

dynamic influences of the other planes because of the distance between them and the 

accesses. As the impression of this space begins at the entrance, vision intuitively goes 

straight and then upwards. Thus, the very strong vertical dynamics of module A defines 

one of the symmetric axes of the overall space, which is essential to coordinate the 

center. 

Ground Planes 

The dynamics of the ground plane should appear relatively stable without a specific 

tendency to either direction in order to assist the main dynamic character of this plane. 

The prevailing dynamics of either of its dimensions can reduce the degree of the vertical 

dynamics of module A. Thus, there is no prevailing dynamics on this plane and the ratio 

of the two dimensions of the ground plane should appear roughly equivalent to each 

other. 

Frontal Planes 

The frontal plane is at the position which demonstrates vertical dynamics. Here, the 

prevailing dynamics is the dominant verticality of the proposed shape A. It seems to be 

that the stronger the rising dynamic, the more identifiable the symmetrical line of this 

space. However, as stated in hypothesis three, it is assumed that weight merely functions 

on the dominant vertical dynamics of the modules. If the ascending dynamics appears too 

great, the weight sense of the proposed shape will be reduced. This dynamics might not 

contribute to the function of defining the symmetrical connection of this space as 

expected. Thus, the vertical dynamic of this front plane at point A may be the greatest. 

However, as the height increases over a certain range, it is expected that the weight sense 

of this shape will decline simultaneously and this might affect the dynamic performance 

of module A. 

65 In our spatial system, the vertical direction defines the horizontal planes as the only one for which the vertical serves 

as an axis of. (Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Form, University ofCalifomia Press, Berkeley and 

Los Angeles, California, 1977, pp, 5-6,35). 
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Side Planes 

The dimensions of the side plane give a clear visible instruction about the presence of 

volume. The dynamics of module A presents very strong vertical upward dynamics. The 

horizontally central-oriented dynamics, which is the natural dynamics of the side plane, 

should be fairly small to reduce its disturbance. The width dimension of the dynamics 

should be relatively small in contrast to that of the height dimension and this dynamics 

has little dynamic impact on that of this plane. The dynamics of the side plane is also 

seen with much less significance due to the distance factor. 

DYNAMICS OF MODULE PROPOSED AT POINT B 

Module B is at the opposite side to module A and they both comprise axis one. The 

dynamics of module B should present very strong horizontal dynamics. Firstly, there are 

no other proposed modules having vertical dominant dynamics competing with that of 

module A, as in the previous description. Even if vertical dynamics appeared in module 

B, however less strong than that of module A, this dynamic connection could 

perceptually define a perpendicular plane with a rising tendency, which would contribute 

to over-symmetry and the tendency to disperse the identification of the spatial center. 

This is not in line with the theme of the proposed space (Figure 2.36 b). Secondly, this 

dynamics needs a balance for a well-established space. Since the proposed module B 

appears at the opposite point to point A, the proposed module has to contain the dynamics 

of the module at point A66
, which is postulated to have very strong vertical dynamics. It 

seems that with a slightly strong horizontal dynamics in module B it can not sufficiently 

contain that of module A (Figure 2.36 b). Consequently, the horizontal dynamics ofthe 

proposed module B has to be very strong. Thus, the primary dynamic variable of the 

proposed module at Point B should present very strong horizontal dynamics to contain 

that of the proposed module at Point A (Figure 2.36 a). Additionally, the module has to 

present horizontally central-orientated dynamics. 

66 A local imbalance can be remedied by a corresponding imbalance in the opposite direction. (Rudolf Arnheim, The 

Power of The Center, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, California, 1982, pp. 35-36, 6). 
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J5. .... A 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figures 2.36 a, b, c 

Ground Planes 

The dynamics of the ground plane can be inferred from the module. Its dynamics can be 

represented in two dimensions. The length dimension prevails (refer to Figure 2.36 a) 

with very strong dynamics. The breadth dimension should have quite strong central

orientated dynamics. 

Frontal Planes 

The dynamics of the frontal plane can be inferred from the module. Its dynamics can be 

represented in two dimensions. It prevails in the length dimension (refer to 

Figure 2.36 a) with very strong horizontal dynamics to balance that of module A. 

Side Planes 

The side plane of the shape at point B is mainly responsible for promoting strong central

orientated dynamics. The dynamics here is in the prevailing breadth dimension over the 

other dimension. This dynamics should present quite strong central-orientated dynamics. 

DYNAMICS OF MODULES PROPOSED AT POINTS C AND D 

The proposed modules C and D comprise the second axis. The proposed modules C and 

D are identical to each other at points C and D. Though the dominant dynamics is 

horizontal, there should be quite strong central-orientated dynamics. The horizontal 

dynamics should be far less strong so as not to disturb the module perceived at this point. 
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The central-orientated dynamic should be strong enough to reinforce the convergent 

dynamics of the proposed space. 

(a) 

o 

lo 

(b) 

Figures 2.37 a, b 

Ground Plane 

The dynamics of the ground plane can be inferred from that of the module and this 

dynamics can be represented in two dimensions. The prevailing one along its length 

dimension (Figure 2.37 a, b) has less strong dynamics than that of the breadth dimension. 

However, the latter one should present quite strong central-orientated dynamics 

compared with those of the other proposed modules. 
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Frontal Plane 

The dynamics of this plane can be inferred from the module, which primarily affects the 

stability of the module supposedly perceived as a point. This dynamic can be represented 

in two dimensions. The one along its length dimension (refer to Figure 2.36 a) prevails 

with a slightly stronger horizontal dynamics over that of the height dimension. 

Side Planes 

The side plane of the shape at point B is mainly responsible for promoting strong central

orientated dynamics as well. This dynamics in its breadth dimension should be stronger 

than that of the height dimension. 

2.5.6 MODULES SELECTED 

The proposed modules are chosen from the standard modules (refer to Table 3.1). The 

selection is based on the relationships between the inferred and actual dynamic variables 

assigned to the standard modules in terms of the definition of the dynamic "qualities". 

The dynamic variables of the planes ofthe proposed modules have been inferred in terms 

of that of the proposed space. The dynamic variables of these are calculated in terms of 

the definition of the 'quality' of the dynamics. The sequential relationship of the 

dynamic variables of the proposed modules A, B, C/O, E and F can be specified. 

Consequently, the proposed modules can be selected. 

DYNAMIC COMPARISON 

The comparison of the dynamic variables of the proposed modules is carried out at points 

A, B, C, D, E and F and it aims at setting up the sequential order of the dynamic 

variables. The dynamic variables inferred from these modules at these local coordinates 

set up relationships with each other in terms of their dynamic values and they are merely 

ranked here. 

It is postulated that the vertical dynamic variable of the proposed module at point A 

is the strongest and the horizontal dynamic variables of the proposed module at points B, 

C, D, E and F, ranked from the strongest to the weakest. are~. Dr. De, Dc(Dd)' The 

sequential relationships of the dynamic variables in two dimensions of the planes of these 
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proposed modules can be set up in tenns of the previous discussion about their dynamic 

variables. 

Ordinal Dynamic Relationships of the Ground Plane (B, C, D, E, F): 

The dynamics in the two dimensions of the ground planes can be ordered, respectively. 

The dynamics in the length dimension of module B is postulated to be the strongest. The 

dynamic variables in the length dimension can be ranked from the strongest to the 

weakest, and are from the proposed modules B, E or F, C or D (described in short 

notation: dgbl > dgel > dgfl > dgcl or dgdl). The dynamics in the breadth dimension of 

module B is postulated to be the strongest. The ranking of the dynamics from the 

strongest to the weakest is from the proposed modules B, C or D, E to F (described in 

short notation: 

dsbb dscb or dsdb> dSeb> dsfb). 

Ordinal Dynamic Relationships of the Side Plane (B, C, D, E, F): 

These are the dynamics in the breadth and height dimensions of the side planes. The 

dynamics in the breadth dimension, more specifically the central-orientated dynamics, 

can be ranked from the strongest to the weakest. This order is the same as that of the 

breadth dimension described in the ground plane above. 

Ordinal Dynamic Relationships of the Frontal Plane (B, C, D, E, F): 

These dynamics are in two dimensions either in the length or height dimension. The 

dynamic variable in the length dimension of module B is postulated to be the strongest. 

The dynamics of the proposed modules B, E or F, CID in the length dimension is from 

the strongest to the weakest (dfbl > dfel > dm > dfcl or dfdl ). 

CORRESPONDING DYNAMICS 

The selection of the proposed modules is based on the dynamic coordination of each 

other. Dynamic coordination is carried out between the dynamics of the standard 

modules assigned and those of the proposed modules inferred. This coordination can be 

rather called accommodating the dynamic variables between these two types. The 
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dynamic variables of the eligible modules chosen from the standard modules should be 

opted to approximate the proposed module inferred at the particular location as closely as 

possible. In association with the selection criteria, each of the proposed modules will be 

specifically selected from the standard modules in terms of these ranking relationships. 

2.5.7 SUMMARY 

The defined initial layout of the prototype of the proposed architectonic space has been 

put into a three-dimensional framework. The amendments are made up by breaking up 

the layout, in terms of the architectural factors discussed. The general location and 

picture of the proposed modules can be roughly determined and by progressive changes 

this layout is eventually replaced by the imposed modules. The modules primarily 

affecting that of the proposed space can be selected accordingly. Thus, the predicted 

dynamics for the proposed space can be created accordingly. 

The principles developed will be applied for a practical architectonic space design in 

Chapter Three. 
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3. AN ARCHITECTONIC SPACE DESIGN 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This design is the practical application of the strategy of the dynamic theory. The 

specific level of the convergent dynamics of the proposed space, as predicted in 2.3.8, has 

to be set up to possibly evoke a relatively appropriate emotion. This dynamics of the 

space needs to be interpreted into the proposed modules and imposed on the local 

coordinates of the initial layout. The basis of selection of the proposed modules from the 

standard ones is that of the interference of these dynamic variables. Thus, the proposed 

modules can be selected in terms of accommodating their dynamic quality as predicted 

(2.2.3 and 2.2.4). 

This architectural space aims to provide an open court space for people to engage in 

either public events or casual activities. This space is built on a 45mx45m base. This 

design merely demonstrates this design method. The process of the design is divided into 

seven steps. Through the steps, the abstract theme of the proposed space can gradually 

tum into a practical one. In order to clearly indicate the process, a series of six ground 

plans are given showing the evolutionary process from the initial layout to the rough 

coordination of the modules imposed (Figures 2.25 a, b, c, d, e, f). 

The relevant spatial coordination of the imposed module, planes and dimensions can 

be referred to Figure 3.4. 

3.2 DESIGN PROCESS 

The proposed space is processed by making amendments to the initial layout extracted 

from its typical architectural space. 

Step 1. Program Study and Initial Layout 

The objective of this step is to set up a general spatial layout through studying the 

specific function of the proposed space. This layout is the prototype on which the 

amendments will be made (see 2.3.3). 
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Project study 

The basic core function of the public space is to establish a desirable atmosphere for 

people's public social life. The social activities, in association with the relevant behavior, 

are an interpretation of the typical type of architectural space expected. 

Initial Layout 

A typical prototype of the initial layout can be generated. This initial layout of the 

proposed space is inferred as a square-shaped court space surrounding a rectangular 

closure fonn. This practical size of the ground, 45mx45m can be re -coordinated to 

40.56x40.56m2 (see Appendix 1) of the square panel, on which the proposed modules are 

allocated. Thus, the initial layout for the proposed architectonic space is a square-closed 

fonn at 40.56x40.56m2 with its sectional size 2260x2260mm2 (refer to Figures 2.15 and 

2.2.3). 

Step 2. Theme Abstracted and Dynamics Formalized 

The objective of this step is to summarize the theme of this proposed space and then 

transfer it into dynamic tenns. This architectural theme is eventually translated into 

promoting the spatial center (see 2.2.5) with the convergent dynamics practically 

performing this role, which is predicted in the specific level of the convergent dynamics. 

Thus, the theme of this space is assumed to promote a clearly identifiable center. 

The convergent dynamics indeed plays the primary role in promoting the center. 

Thus, a very strong convergent dynamics is assumed to be at the level of about 6-7 (see 

2.3.7) in order to promote a very identifiable center for this proposed architectonic space. 

The relationships of the convergent dynamic variable and those of the proposed modules, 

supposedly being imposed on the local coordinates of the initial layout, can be set up 

(refer to 2.3.6, 2.3.7 and 2.3.8). 

Step 3. Module Generation, Standard Modules Selected and Dynamics Assigned 

There are three purposes to this step. The first one is to produce a group of modules in 

tenns of the practical project. The second is to classifY these modules and select them for 
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a number of the standard modules (see 2.3.5). The third one is to assign dynamic values 

to these modules in terms of the definition of the dynamics. 

The standard modules are the possible components to be constructed in the proposed 

space. The dynamic values are the basis for the proposed modules to be chosen to be 

relevant local coordinates on the initial layout. 

Generation of Modules 

The production of the modules uses 'The Modulor'- Le Corbusier's legitimate theory 

about the establishment of a harmoniously built environment. This process is divided 

into three steps: Coordinating with the table of 'The Modular', Displaying the 'panel', 

and Moving from two-dimensions to three-dimensions (see 2.3.5). 

Coordination with the table of "The Modulor" 

The size of this practical project has to be adapted close to that ofa series of numbers in 

the table of 'The Modulor'. The estimated size of the ground of this proposed 

architectural project is assumed to be about 45x45m2. The series of numbers ascending 

in the table represent the area of a piece of land. The closest number to 45 m is 40.56m. 

Thus, the range of the series of numbers can be determined, written in bold in the table 

from 40.56m, 25.07m and 15. 49m. In determining these series of numbers at least two 

meanings could be indicated. One is that the boundary of land needs to be determined. 

The 2-dimensional size of the plane for each module is determined as well. In this case, 

the boundary of this piece ofland could be determined to be at 40.56m. Since all the 

sizes represent a variety of square forms, the square-formed ground base for the proposed 

architectonic space is 40.56mx40.56m coordinated from the table67 (see Appendix 1). 

Display the "Panel" 

The squared panel is presented in terms of practical size below (Figure 3.1 a, b) at 

40.56x40.56m2. The smallest square is 2260x2260m2 at the lower left comer. 

67 A DEMONSTRATION: VALUES AND EXERCISES, VALUES, THE LIMITLESS NUMERICAL VALUES: 

(Le Corbusier, The Modulor, Faber and Faber Limited, 3 Queen Square London, 1954, p. 82) 
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,'Ie, ,.f,h .. L"g~ hel",'cn .hl' rlJn::- of .he ~1I.~rc and .11.11 of ' he rcf .. r~n,'e ':Ilhil, 

2260> 2 260, 2261ll1l1n '( \1 II For CUIIlllk, .110.' '" 1~1I1l',' ~lIluc a~~';:ned 1<.' Ih,' Moduk 

T" I' 1,\1: I The ~ropurljollJ l rJ1l0 of Ihe ~l~" of the cJ!;('~ of Ill<" flon .31 pbn~ bel" CC:l :o. l ~ 

and ~I I ,\ l. .. ngll1("'''1 l.etlSI~( \l d , 'JII( nl~1 -:: n. llelg,hl {\l! ' Helghl 

(1\1 1~ 126U 2260 I Jnd 1111: 'ld" lllallr .. !In.'':ldlh( M!) Bn.":l' ht\l J - ~2N} 1260 ~ 

, 1I1.'1!:hl( M: J l !ci£h((\1 )- 2200 121>0 - 1 It (':111 oc s.l,d I h~1 rh .. d~na"nc ~I~nglh In 

lhc 1cnt:11I ,!lilt 1l"I)!hl .J1,nCnl>lnn., Z 6 dlld J for Ih,' froll 'd[ ~I,m,:, n:-p<''''''c1~, ,md '" Ihl' 

brcJJtl1 ~nd hq;lu d i lm'n~k'n 1 alld I, n:'llcdi,'dv ("011,,(11\'(:1'1', Ihe llynJmh:~ oflh" 

sh:lpc 11\1,1 'nighl mCilll, if I I~,,·cd rrom 3 ~f('somcd sllu3nM,lhJ ' Jl h3S mu;::h ~ I r"nger 

IWI"I '''Ilia I ,I Y"" Illin ~ln'l!: Ih lenglh ,j,men""n Ih.m Ih"l "r Ill .. \ .:n";,,J <1""" '" Ihc hc.glll 
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!.lim~nsiun (\ms<"i.!lll-nIl>·. Ih~ d) namic! of the sides :l/"C equal. and Ih~rdorc more 

11.llInn:ll) Th~ ~aku lallOn of Ih~ ~ ynamies of th~ other Illo!.luks "urh In the sam~ \\ 3y. 

The 'iudlll>' <,fe ... :!. 0 1111(' ~lan !.l.mJ mwuks c~ n be ~akul~led and lhc, :lTC II~I..-tllll 
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Viol '('''.j-;'''' 1;", ~.","',,,,,, ." , a, ..... ,.<, ::.,0. 

'-".'1<'" " ',.1.1."." .. do","""," • ·1,.. ... "" II,,", ........ ;;:;-,0 IILM , 1I1", ... I. ... ,.:~ -,~ -.. 
Slep ~ , D~ 1191111t t·n unt "orl.-lInd C'llllrdinalinn Fnr I'roposl'd .\Iodulu 

rhcrc!l<\' ,,,0 f'1ItJWl5C~ 10Ih~, ~C~ lIvn. ~ lirsl un~ IS 10 Iii II", illlll .. lla~ulll 1111<' ,he 

thn:l' -UlnlCnSlon~1 fra",~",or~ .1i",:,,,"'<:,ll,e,· 2 !) and Ih~ OIh~r i, 10 CoordJn3'l"tht-local 

coor.lin3lC:< 011 the Imll31 l3yuul. ~u Ih3' lh~ propusctJ ",oou lc~ Can be IIUlJ"-hCd (Me 2.5) 

fu· u';'nm.nahon vf , he local c ........ dma"·s i, !11 hne ",Ih the fl,omohon of the ~C1l1er of 

,hc f1l"0~d Sfl3C~ and this is dlS~ U )scd lrom .,., "1"31 !m:I" ' C\1utal ""lJC"h (1\' 1ft 10 

FI~'\~ 2_15 b.~. d. c) 

IHi li.l L~)out fill.:d illlU ThreP-dil1l~JI~loll:t' t"nmt"or$( 

Thl~'~ r~r~ rrcd 10 previously in 2.4.~ The ,'ubi. frarn,'''",k. IS 40.56111. The 11l11i ~1 

I,,; OIl! " mod, fl cd I!;r~d\!all~ ,o .. ;u-ds Ill.: proposed :lfCnllec-ton ie spa~·c. This layout fil!; 

lhe .tyllallll~ ' h,~e·dml~n~ionJl f.~"cJ1,;: , ,,cc Figure 2.23). 

Coorrl lu Ql lfln For Proposed .\ lodull'S 

Th,' .-oon.hnallo1l fOi tho.' propoloCd mod1lle's I_ dc'rcfllllOed h) Ihe Iheme of Ihe J'I«'~ 

~ fl3~C \ SC~ 2.3.6),'IUd o",'l"3t,'u b) ".peCI) Ul)cu,so:d HI . Arch Il~ClUtal f9 c,or~' /!o\."C 2 ') 

Th~ "Mrdinatlon of lht~ modulcs that pnlOarily in llue nc~ lhe J~lIamil' variabk "f ll,e 

propo..ro ~Jlace CltfI be ,denmi~'<I 

. 
~""" .. 

~",-<jJ". .. ~ 
Th< , ... ,J 

~"...",. I 
, .... ".! I '''~ , ........ ·nJ -
v .... '-",·, 
."~ 

"",Y_,"" 



I Ill: moJulc_ b ... ih.hll~ up !h~ hev a.,~ ~ nu~ ' ally affect the dynamic ~ar,alli es of (he 

proJl<"l\1 ~plCC ! F,s" re J -11. Thc,r ollo..'nt,on, atlh~ middle poUlt> un ':>lh,r 'wing' of 

~'C lI\ll,~llayoul tan b<; idcmifku ('ec 2.5.5). 

('or",,. 

There:lfC 1\\ 0 a.,p~'Ct, 10 lie d i 'c u~wd here (rillurc 3.4). One l~ Ihe .'pace HI acce ~~ the 

PIOP<,1',U COllrt 'PJ"~ (><:e 2 3,5), anu Ih,' vl ll er one ,_ II)!' lh ~ plUpo...:u mlXlu lc, to 1:>" 

,mpo,ed (M:e 2, ( 4) 

Thi, 100~tion is where the moJul!.':> 10 be lmpo,.:d an.: vlhn than 1110,,", at th~, ,",om<:110 or 

,mddk POII't_~' d lu,ulIled illl"~l"C 2 2~{f). Ill'a n ~ refelled 1(l a~ Ihe Pmlngcd bl9d. 

,quarc. The gap I, ,mptlrtanl to k~ll lhc cor.!ingcnl rnlorcofthc ,nina i llyoul (>oCt.: 2.5 J 

S;J<tce Ju.\(ap()!,cd). 'nll' [HaIOlIt} o f lhe imfHl""'(I modules a,lhe)',' 10 lh .. , lilOldamenlal onn 
, 

of 226(1 ,,1260x 226Omm- ,XC~pl (Il\: om', "llIll'r:u (I\.: ",,,Jd te pclllh or the .. 'orner; (Ill" 

IOllger 1 han 22(,('~ 2 2I\1)l11 m) 

Tile geneml layoUi paul'rTI i, thu< readily determined A further "Iep M~ 10 he 

undert:lken (0 dL'i'IJ(' lh .. ,'I: 'p,'('ifie modul,', III \o.'Tln~ of the (ho.'Tlll' of Ih,' propo ........ 'P:K" 

nli" I\Iclud"" ,pcc'(v,o~ 'IIC prolX"-cd module<; ~I po. nl~ A, R, (" I), F and F 

St~p s, n~- n90Ii ~ I nfcrcn('t 

Th" in' oil e' ill ill3l1y pl\.-u'''I'"}; Ihe 1('\'''' o f Ih<' ~()m "Tg"lII d ) IIdmi" of the ptt.>po>otd 

'fl'l~i;.' ~nd then mfening !hi, le, d 10 100...- of :hl' IlrOflO'C.'Ii mooulcs at the local 

COOI"<hMIC' '-"'fICC'Ally ,n II>/: m.ddle and comer< of [i>c ,",1131 la~ 0111 (Table J. _1 J. In ord:... 

to Infer th~· d)'n,umc ".,riab"'.", th,: ro:lat.on,h,p, of II..: d}o'll:ul11c ,ar.llbk- "c~d 10 be 

d anficd C'~e 2.3.6 J nd 1.3.81. 

O),nMn.k \ 'nlmble of Them", l[)r) ... d Dynamic \ '" ril.ble of Jlropon d Span (D~) 

The theme o f the Ilrllfllhed ~IlOCI' " "''l<ed on the promotion of il~ el'l'llCr n,-

!lfIi'm, 'm~te, ~ , the cOIl\' crgeru d}'D;unjC~ of the p!'lY,Xl'oo ~p:1Cc, and n... i~ 3.,-,um~d 



I)~ flam;f \ ' a ri3hl .. ofl'rop<lsMl " fll ft (I),j al1d n~ 11801 if \ ·" ri ahl.' "f i\lvdu I ~) ( 0 •• 

Db- D" ~lId Odl 

U, J' I'romanl) afflX'lc~1 til' the .Iy""m,e ,nna:>le, <"If lhe 1'101")"'-.1 O1vcluk~ Jr A. 8. C JIH.J 

n (rdn 10) t I~"r..: ~ I S I A ~ Ilh:1I wo~ oJmJtc~ an: 'J'Cl·if'cd. roc J} ""mil.' 'afiablc, ." 

Ihc.<;c !noduic, ,hou 1<1 promote rllcm,.-h e< III" ",OIl, CCnC\p<lI1<Julr (0) IIMI 0 lib.: 

pI ~11U>l'd 'pa,·..:. I<:.p..:,'I:' ~ I y. ·nlll ,. Ihe dyn:"'II~ \"~nJbks of tllc;.c profl'l"-Crl module, 

,'J" h<' <p~clfi..:~ l ly InfclTe,lt .... • .. ~ .' (,J . 

I). an,' /), 

The I'" mJf)" d} lIilnlll \ ,IfIJhlc 1)1" mcd~"c A I'rcscm< .1 rclal i ,. d)" ;Irrm!l \ ,'rl1 ~~ I ci1"Mn,,·, 

,Idinlng Ille OIocr dm'c.",mnl fhe prnnar, ..I., n"n]),· 'JnalJ .... vi" 111<.).11 <1 ..: 0 . hould 

prl:M'lH \,,~ s.I:vnl? IIl.lfllontll d)"namin to ~onlain Ihal nfmrulllrc,' l'l:c 2 5 ~) 

I). ond OJ 

\[o)jjllk~ C JrW I) Jrf ".knh,';.1 Th,' pn"'~ry d) nam,,· ,anau"" of rhe moduk~ C or D 

should I'rescnl \ cr) ,rrong honmnLaI .1) nam,,', lOll ar.l, IOC ecrllcr 

D, an,1 Dr 

The d> fl lulI~ '~roablcs of r h~~ I" 0 Im.-dul<.-.I ,'In be rou~lIly inferred F iNl)'. til<" 

nmlllg\'nJ~11I fl r tlw I" 0 rrop0'~'" ",,->Jill..,, !oj I hl' ,'m 'WI' "IJclcnmn,'d I ,,'': = .SA I 

S<'~o l l dl y, llrelr ~l'naml~ \ari~hlc> ar;; nol a~ ~!rulI~ ~~ IhuM:oflhe (lur mooules. A. B. (' 

<Iud U. 111 ntOrd I nJling lhe ,'CTllcr uf Ihe rrol',l.<e.! 'pa,'c. The , 1)'II:ornln or rhc,.., ,\I <) 

nl(>(iui," ,hn\l~l del1l.>!l"rnIC III~t the hCtrIlOrildl d:rtl""IIG' ,. <lulln lwul 

IJ .I n90uic \ ' lI ri ~ hlr or Mnd ul~ ~ nd rho't uf I"h\'ir I'lnll('~ 

J h,' !irst hW<)II}("~" rv~uralc, rllal Ih,' dyn d llllC 'aria!>k ufa ,harc IS an ~,;,emhly of 

rJ "",,' uf '" rlaoc~, ThiS qualil" oflh,' pIJn~ ~ C;IO he calculaled If Ih,_, qunl'l} IS \;,,,1,, n. 

I ho~ Oflb i'lan~~ Cl[J be IOfCfT",l 
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[)rr1~nlIC~ ,.,fPlnne~ of Mod ute A 
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figun: J 4 

The primary tlyn~""<' '~ndbl~ of I110Julc A prcscnl~ '(1")' )Irung 'CIII~~ I o..I)"lIaml~~, This 

~Jn he wllccm~ly represented hy those of il~ plane_ and Ih ~ dynamlr.~ of a vanety (If 

planes shuu Id pn:sml t!~m>l:h ~~ mO~Il~ 111 InoJ" ,Ju:.l ~l lu:'1 ",HI) II I ~ 111 fcm:d thl 1 h,

dy!\atnJ~ vanable of lhe gr<wnd pi-In.:: "f module " Ie .. ) IS rc\,nwci) "'t'~~ Wllh i Slable 

oonzuntai UlmCTl'llOn ami IMh the c)"nami~ \'J.ri~bks of the front 3nd 'Ide planes of 

'nodule A tdi.) /Iud fd...) nre Ih~ wonge~l I'cn,ca ll y, 

DynamiCs of Plaues uf Mvdulc D 

The prlll"lr)' dyMJllI,' 'dnable of lIloliulr H PIC!;C(ltS VC I)' .,Irong /'Ior'lOHlJI d~namics 10 

eonlaln lhal of module A This can be cullectively reprc,o;.cnled by it'! plane, and the 

dynllnlit\ rtf a l'Ontl) of plafK'~ <:hol.<lrl [lfcloCnl lhenl<elvt. In mdtl l<lllal 'I maMn' II t$ 

InrCm:lllh~11hc tl~ l18Jnt~ 'OU1Bb . ~'S vf Ihe ~ruWIJ pll1n..: Qf moduk B , U,b ) ~:iJ Ihe frunt 

plane Id",) 3rJ: the strun!;t'sl OOri7.OfllaJly parallel!u !he groond ~g"" :md I~C dynamIC 

,andble of Ihe SIde pbnc of module R {d..,,)ls Ih~ $lrongcSI hOrt7llitla li} CC IIlI"ll I

vl't~m»!ed 

L>YII~II1:"S or I'J:mcs nr Module t" (I) I 

111C tlynllmles 1:",1.11 be ,:vlkt:li,,:I} n:pfI:>cnlctl b~' liS planes:lIM! Ihe dYJl.lmle:!; vra vanely 

of I'I~ne., ~hollid prc!>C1lC thcm$Cl, cs mos! III indwtdll!l l SIIIUUUflS 1 hu,,- il i~ a~~"med 



lhallho: d~II,,"lIC ,mallie "ftho! gmUiId p!:on ... ,,! "lOIluln (" or I> id,. nr d .. 11 ~nd III,: fn,m 

piau" ul nlOllule 9. (dr, or .I",) l~ lhe II eake~1 oon;rl'lnlnliy flJHllid 10 Ih.; gmWld ,·dge. lhe 

.t~ nantl,' ,ar,abk of lill' ,Ide pla:~ or the "ilK/uk B ,d~, or d.lJ I~ lhe stmngC~1 

hunw!ll~lly ~enlfJI-onemal"d, 

Uyn,"ni," df I'lan~~ u(>"10du!e F and l)y1l~ nll c~ of 1·lnnc~.-.r II.loX1uk ~ 

SIIICC the primary dynamIC \'~n~bk ornlll,juk~ E alltl J could rn.-,,·nl hr>rllO'lIl.1l 

dYllal\1lc~, Ihe pulling suel'Slh Ii-om module- ~ nl<l~ -celli 10 ""U>I,' m<lduk,o\ 111 n,)" 
falh,-r rhanlhc olh~f way round, 'I hU5, II I~ assumed 11m Ille OOrlll'lnlJI rfltn,lry 

dynamic, "t'm0duk I' ,,_trn1g,'r lh,lII lhal,..,f £ 

Thus II ~ccm~ tn fo llm' lhallhc d>n~mic ,arlahk <l fl h.:: grouml rlUrle l'l(nlo~I\llc E 

(d",) I, (It" lit 11'.1 "twnS,.,t ilOrtl\lntall}, p<md Ie- I 10 lite ~wun<.l <'USl', I he <.I} 1I~!lm 'an"bk 

uf the rront pbnc o( m(ldnl~ ~ ((I~ i i, Ihe ,c,'('Ind ,In 'flgC,1 hOi'll< ,"1,, 11 )' r,lt":1l 1<'11" the 

gmun,! edge: arld lhe dynamiC ~Jriabk flflh~ sldl' pl~JI~ ufl1ludu lc I:ld .. J i, 41.", Ih~ 

scc'L':1d q" ':1~l"1 11<" I{flnll[ Ily ~cl1tml .. ;nelll,'h:d 

It 1.llhercforc ~U);gcst~J th~ l ll~ >ly'I~1I11~ ,artubk urll1,' ~mUlld pl'lIle Ilfm,'dulc I, 

(tl .. , l l~ 1~ third ,tr\>1Igc-,1 h,IrtWIII,lli ~ parallel 1('1 Th~ grollll<l edge, I he dyn.ulHc ,«liable 

orlhc rmnl fibIII.' nrm,~lule r (il liS lhe Ihml <trllngco; l h"ntvruully """lltel h' (iw 

ground ellg.;: 3nd 11'0.: dynamiC ,an~bk (,rlhe sHlc pLtI1~ (lflhe modul~ ~ (d. r) i~ Ih ~ 

,\1I11~ m(,'I.;un"$ "flh,: d)'ItJlIlIl 'Jrtabk~ JfC flt'<'scnled trl T ~blc ~ 3 b,:lm\. 
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'ilrilli. Pr\'IW~cd .'h>!lu ll' I)rlH mincc1 

T~ p"'f'It~,1 ",('>..II,lc, w tile 1 ..... ,,1 '· ..... mfln.'tc •• n,' "hu~n rn'm til<: ~t~n,br<1 mOllul!', ,n 

h:ml, of tl,c d) n~mi(' I ~rlablcs InfelTed (,ee Slep ~) SfX'~llkall>. I h,' 11'1 l"rrcol d Yllarnl\: 

1.,f!;ll1k, ('I the planC'o IIi thc prop..!,ciJ IIludulcb (,cc T~bk.1 3) llaH'10 prJd l, ali) 

J( ':,lmn" ... !ale Ilhl,C I1i I he ,1.ln,lolfd mrxJulc-, ('ce T ;tl>l~, J I 111111 ) ~) n,l" """'rUI rlJllvrl 

of thc pruflO'cd moJule, I, lias I'" nn Ih,' .: l....,cl1("<; .. of III<:: prJ~II( a I and I ntc-lTc,! c1yn"ml"~ 

'.lllht' Ick"",( planl" t'CC 2 ~ 6) 11l"l'bnc' U1'0!J11iJ. hVIlI iIIlJ S"k .IIC Ihc Io;'·u , . 

. "odull' Oil "" 'S 

Th .. , C .lI"C fuur p r"p'."~d ml)<llI ll'~ ,\ , Il (' .In,! n ,'0mfll" ing I he 1" ,1 ,~mmcm,' .I\C' .,f 
tlie propmcd "pJ'C. 

Tit,: 01) IlJnllC \ a, ",hlc' vi ,,<. pl:m(S ~"n he inlcn'Cll 11'0111 Ihal of Ihe Ilropll'cd l1.o.lule , 

and tl~y J rC prc'~lllcd 111 Tall1\')A I The ,('II'l:liun ufthc nwduk, i~ hnlll~J IU tlwJuk, 

M I. " I •. md " I ·(,cl' 1"llk 3 21. Tllcjl,n~ml' l~ri~hk'Ollhc t.;nmnd an,1 ,itlc plane, 

remain the ~;(I11~ "] Ihlll thc,,' Ilnce 1I1<l<luk' The J ynam" '.If I :Ihle (<1 "I III Ih~ I}(ol)llir 

J,mCINnn "frl~ rr(JOlal rl Jn~ orlhc moduk " I -I, Iht ,lron~c <1 ~I (. 9t, .. c rab l .. '!, 
T~_c il; naml. \ Jriahlc of \h i, do,; .. 10 the rcl.lulrcmcnlS ufli11' dl n~mln In f,'m'o1 UI Ihe 

I"'"p<",("<j 1I10dule;ll PUlnt A I hu~. lhe \kll.lule 1"1 , ),.,n be c.l<>r,hn:u('tI.L> tilt rnrullik In 

he impo,,,don pomt ,\ 

j~ ~ .. ~".;r(.." • .. I(·~""" 4,., • ...." 
J. .''''' -. , ~'. ' . ·C , I , 

, ... .:: .. £ .... 'I« .,,\<>1 1'0<-"'''' ''''' ~ .... "" ,,,< ~~..." .... "<"<"''' 

M,\(luk B 

The tl~ nan"'; \ In.,t-Ie, ,if 'h piane, can he mtc-rred 1rom Ih:lI nflll.: rrnpo,..-d mOolulc fl 

t! :,11ie 3 01,21 rhe ,I) 1'.lml~ \.IJlablc {d, J In Iii .. knglh dlmcrbi.-'>ll "f Ill .. rronml plJnc nf 



, 

'1 able.l I). In <lCC'<J!lIIUlXblln.,; I h~", \ anabks. Ihe <lynan1iC "JrlJbk in IIl~ IWO 

,ilmen""n, or 1\-1 , i, ~ I(-,;,~ In \ h~ re'l"ir~m~nl' of Ih" j~n:lnll':' 1 n ferred 31 1 h~ prup",.,d 

11".1<.1\)1.':11 (),Jim Il Tim,. lilt: I-Ivduk 1" 1,1 ,'an b;; n)Onlil1:1lc'tl J' till' moou l ~ 10 be 

lmro~d on rOlll1 B. 

- ... . 
" •• ,-" 1\ 

fl,,,..,.,, "rr"", J~,(~".>J , " . ,I ""r. ,'.0 """" 
r>, "',~. ,," 0",.,,,",,,"_ ----l "c ". J, ----l J" , , 
n,,,,,,,,,. I,,,.<t«l 1 ""~r''''''; "m >""'~ , \<O)~ r ~ ... I "" ',,"n . "~""' " '''' ",,' .~~-

Mrxlulc l - 01 \1C>(tult> D 
Th .. dynamIC \ ar!ablcs of 'IS plane., call be 'nrerrl"d rrom that \11 th~ propC!:'e<l moduk C 

or D (I clbl~ _' . .t-JI. T~~ dynnllllC vanJhk (d 1.1 in Ihe length dim~nslOll orthe rront31 

plane of In." nl<.1<.Iuk -'1 . I, k', ,nol1)1 ,11 ~, 2 fhun 1<1 Li 111 the kn~.Ih j'm~II" "11 Ofllw 

ff\mt:ll plane oflhc module M -~nd on Inc breadth rJllllel1~'on ,(" (.julie ,trong at 2.6 (lee 

Tabk 3 21 The c1 ynanH( 'JI'lJble of M , ,~dr.", 10 ,II(' r~q"lI'em~l1l~ ()f !h~ dynamIC:; 

inf~rr~d J! the plllposed module al [lOml' C <.lr D. '1l1U'_ the "llXlulc I"I ~ ) ,'all be 

,'o<Jl,linnlcd a, til<' Ilwdulc In he imp(l,~d ()n Ih~S<." point> 

T' , . ,,, 
,r; " ". ". I ". 

01 "oJ·,,. ~ " ' '''''.'" "" .. ,~" _. ;;.~"~ ''''~! 

,I" 

oJ" ,to< ""~" ,j,"",",,,,,.: oJ. til< ',,,:>J,,, J"",,,,,,, ~ 

-' Iotlu le ,\! CornH~ 

Ilwre are r"" module, 11.1". 1\1, . and 1-1 " \ll" hich the horizontal dynJrnics !lowing from 

Ih~' I're[lO,,-d mo,h,lc, 1<., IXli Ill~ I' and I- "~I runger IhJn 1 h"", ()I the pmp<ls"d mo1j" I" 

(M., 10 point> C and n. Th~, il j, rJ~ln'n l ",:d Ih"l M,bc 'THp",~d 011 pom! B Thu,. !h" 

I'rnl'"o;cd m"dal~s I and f ,,111 he »elected oclwcen -" I. and M" 

! 
1 



\lv>.Iuk t "lUJ M,,,juk' F 

rh" dyn~n"c ''' flab k 'n the br~"Jt h ':""cn~hJn of Ih" P'"pu>t>.l 11 ' w uk I: ,huuld be 

munger In~n InUI of module r The d>namic' :lI"iJhk III Ihc brcaJlh dinw ns,,m " j 11-1,. i, I 

'1rL>.I tiul ufl>l . 1.6 I"c' Llbk :' I). Th" •. ,\1 , b..'C(!I1<c·S the pr~'po>cJ ,nwuk lu be 

imfW"cJ to Ihc comer [and M(, is Ih~ proposed mooule 10 he impo.o;cd on I h~ \'om,:'" F 

n .. : l11"d"lc, d" c"" "d IK rc ar,· lho >.C buiklmg "I' the gen"ntl S,"'T,,"IlI.ltng . " Iher than 

thoo;c aline fOllr middle point.> ~nd Ihc two ,'omers uflne haslC lJyolll TIle maJollI;' of 

thL' ",u<luln nm I,mn to tI" t"ndalll~lll~ I cub..·, ~ IH.J th •. , ~CIl(:r~ I layoul Cd Ll be ,c, ,, i 1\ 

~ ll'r" under l,encral Location. Thcn:' IS J little chang~ The mooule Tw<) (I> I ~ I rcpbc"s 

dlJnge~ of these module, n.:ln~ln unul"f Ihe r rJme vr Ilil' In 11 r;,j layoul "un Ihc .,~~tion 

sin J2bO. ~2('Om\ll~. their rcp la,'cmcnl I' III nOI alTcl'l Ihe originJI con' crgenl dynaml c. 

The n: arc two rca,on, to ,,'ake the c'h 'Hlge'b~c 2 5). '1l1L' IJr~l l'nc 'S 10 rL'Hlfuf<:~' Ihe' 

~ymmelrka l by repbcmg 1>1: ,,1 puint. H ",,>.I J 

Srl' I,7. Ardtlll·,'!oni .. Spa",· I' n 'o;(' ul,' ri 

This step i, til e finJI,ila~e crlhc ecnseCUII'l' de , ;g:11 proce~s in the' <:on:,tm<:tion cflhe 

tn dcarl~' sho" .... ·ltere th: innuenll,.lIy S[lI:Cl rH: motlulc, ~o In Ihl, pro)1c>.Co.i >jJa<:c The 

lip"'~ (d I> lite rl',,, 11 "I" lite Ii n,l l d<;<;cmb l '"t' of th" IWO figu re, (a I nnr! (hI The,.q Ilarc 

"imulate> the bouuoJ"ry or Ihe >I'ac'l'. ' Ilk ' JOI~ an; till' luo.:;,1 co.."d 1""ln "" th" I "y<iuL VII 

whl~h Ihe selected module. an:' gOIng \() he impo:;cd and the>' C()n~ISI oflhe 1\\'O pairs of 

a.~n .\ . B. C ,Ind Il at th~ wr",:r poml' f and ~ fhe", "l<lihlic, .1rc numbered al 1m: 

coonhnJtc, and ca~' h uf Ih~:;c Iud" ,dual g:r"plil ( figur.." "'HI l...; rcfcrrd 10 III T dbk 3.1 'II 

<';lel' l"h r,·c fh"", 11I(\{lul(: ~ may I'nx]ucc Ihe- Ie', el of lhc com cr~cnt d~nam i~ ~ prcd,cted 

rur the p['ojJc:;c<l ~p~ c c. 1111> >-I'dCC Ill" .. . tI"rd"un: . .1m",,' ~ rdall"ci , ,IPl' ro)1li;l l<: 

cmOllon. 

,"' In ' l" ~ \ L. II I ~ ,~ " , '''0 ~ " :n '''1 r", " l" "" f ,' ., ,'" rli ' , " I", '" ~t1"1' "'~{' ,.' ,.,;~ .;, 



}\\15 I II. "~ I A,,, I 
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,\ ,"~ 1 A " .1 A,,~2 
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, 

·-4-- ··_-r - =>" , .", .. , 
" 

, 
C f) 

M;H \ .,: B 

'" (\Ii ,0 

11£"" ".i :; ;1.1, , 

1111, dc"plCd ",,;h'\Cl1<lm<.: <j';ICl: 1~ Il'llfl.'d lm;llPnabh lhrollgh the roule ",d,c<ll<:d ,,"J 
the' ISIIO! 5mnd~ In lhe middle ~n:.:I 1(> ' ·'C" Ihe ~rn:<' Ii' a "iI(.lc "hu:h "'ll t>c.., '''''ed 

11, lhe ",11<." HI ""1VIJ' pum l~ \I'll IIx' l\Jule Thl: ~UlT\ onlho: k:O Silk h.:I~ t-..~n ch"~:n u 

lhe slJnln~ poUlI oflhc IOU! Ifl~U!e j til 1 he mUlc I~ mJ!~~d IWIII..: d,.h.:d hro: 

I he p."<'~X:~H ,<, "f IIII~ P'''\lV'>C<.l '1J:I<"C I~ pl~'>I.:ok:d ;I' Spgl:l: ( \111.· III APf':ndl' .' 

F F 

Il 
/ 

'----"--- (; 

J.J ~I '''I \ In 

rho;- dc~lgn 01 Ih" Ph'l"hcd n rc h"~"<.: ' ... nl~ 'pace h~, Iherelo re I:>a:n complclcd wlIhll1 a 

lWoo.:c'~ ,"\111\-'"1; >I:\"\:O ~lCp' nll' ~p;llC I. dc,'~<.l In C\1111UlIl'tH)1l " 'Ilh the 

hypolhc"'~ '"he cmOHnn C\-okcd In IIu5 ~p:!cc I, as~umed to Ix: more su itahle Iha.n Ih~ 

t~h=r' C()n""<lucnlh. a numll<:l or arehne.tollle >pac~~ n.",d It 1 Ix: e<>"'\["",\cd 111 o •• Ie! 10 

C\UmulC Ihl s dc"gn mctho.xi The np<.:lImcmahvn ror thIS aWN,·,,1 ",ll bo: <':~rFlc<.l vut h, 

"",-10, of II ,lInc), de->1l,"1l In Chapler rou r 



~, SUR"[\' [)[SIG:\ 

~,I I ,' 1 RunLeTION 

I'bll rn,,:, lI11kc<.l, h~, e ILl k ahcn.:d a~ Ih\.' r .. ~~an: h prugr"~,;"., , A~IUJlly, III Chapl~r 

I'hrec, the "uI"\'ey d~_;lgll has nlrcady 13k~n ,haP<', Ihe hYrnlhcs<:~ h~"'Flg bc<:n fOlnwj~tcd 

and til" rC In dnl arc h Ilel',telllc' 'I'~"'" ~lh.-e, 1,,'311 y J .. ,,~, L~tl , II a~,oc :allon wilh Ihem, 

(hapler Four i~, ill faCl, a conllnuilY oilhe pmc~,, ' It' ~ mml'e<l .... nh 'lIrI "J rc lal,'d 

,nalln" Ih,H 1>, Ih~ ~,'"~lnKt",m ur(lx: ardlllntulI'~ .p~~cs, lh\.' pl;(lLl1l"~ of(hc 

';L'~~li onnaLr~ and lh~ ~\pcri 'I1<'1L1~ 1 ~rronnan",' 

TIII~ sll1'n'y v.~, ~arm'd uul III pra,IIl'al l~nll' bv mC~IL' ur an c.\ p<:nmcnl , Th~ 

cxp<.:wneFll;,lIoll III I hl ~ ,I IIdy i, I h~ pranical ~ , aon ,"~I ,,111 (of I hG limllll l"1 ,(or! (of the 

'rc~ifi'~lIy, Ihis cxpcrimenl ,CIS II) lind Oil! whetll'.'r lhn~ IS alL~ ~III<J OrrJu{lIl~1 

1'd"l(ulI .h i p. bl'h' cell Ih~ appropr\Jll" ,'11)01 ;OOh< , 1 he k",'1 t\f Ih~ ,'Oil' er).>e'll d YIIJJllIO an..! 

the claril)- of sPCC\J! rellLers The pmnJry obJeclll'c, oj Ihe exp<:nmclILJllnri are: 

( 1 J Ii,) dd~rml ne whelher d I tkrC11I k,,'I, ",r (nmwgen I oJ ynd'n,e, ~(oU 1,1 he ti:\l and 

l<.Icnlilic,l 

121 10 delermlnc .... helher th~ appmprbte e11lotion Qfon~ orlhe spacc:; correspnnds l<llhe 

spt:cllic..! wn I'erg"'''l <.Iynam Ie, uf (hoc pn.)pu~<.I 'r~n', 

(3) lu deternllne "h~lher a eellier "t"lhe prOI'l<)<;ed ",pale , <; Inure "klll,fi"hlc thJn Iho;'.<: of 

Ihe other" 

( ~) tu ddenTI' "" ,r the "ppmpn3lc ctnfllion IS fell from an y of (h~ ardlll.x loone ~paecs. 

~"u "h.,1 Ihc re!alloll,hm of Ihe In cls ~,t tile convergelll d y,lanHo h b.:1 WCCII the (oI IC 

a.,~umed to Ihe propos .... d ~ pacc . .I.~ de,i!?nc<.l 111 Chapler Thrce, ~nu the U"C aCIU~ II y 

(51 to <.Ielenn:nc II" Ihe arca. ul' Ji..a~r<'''I1'(''t. , I'a"y. ~'" rlllribulC<.I1O a ,aril'ly or p,'opk 

(;11~g<1lI/~~1 by d, ffcr~nl sn,dn-dcmograph,c, .. m the prof ~:i~lonal c<.lucall<lIl of the 

Jrchilcctural pcork Jnd an:llltCl:lura l pw(bsiunJI~ 

,-,-,-i-"-"-,-",""'-'""""""""'C","",,,",,,,, ",,,,:'"',',,',,'",,''',',',',',',',------,',",,',',',',C,'',,',',',';""'~,.,,,';,",,c<", 



!n ord~r to (e<,( Ih~ dynamic dc"gn Iheor,: One muSt g~t publ'" ,'pinion vn whcthcl 

Ih " thcory b '·"rred or 1101 '" iflh,' hYl"'th<;s..;~ ntCcd to be adjusted AccordIng 10 Ihe 

hYl"'t hc>e,. if people felt Ihe space In the same wa) a.~ the ",~ump\lon Mlhe stud! ""d 

'HKl<-i Ihe "llTIe ~lIu , mstantC,_ the It, el, of ,'o!l~clliratcd (Iuut ".m lllight be ahk to h~ 

ran~c<1 and a g~ncra l i,lentlfH.-ation of Ihe arl'rorri"l~ ~mmjnn "0" 1.1 be madc 'n, j, 

In(all~ th ~1 th~ an:h'«clvnic spacc d~signcd In Chapla Thrc'!: has 1<1 be compared" jill a 

""'nbcr ,,( "Illi I ar ~ I ".Is of 'pa,'C"<- and H 11 <.,f 11"!Clll II" "c to hc Icstetl 

Thus. th ... l"ir.;-t qlll:SllOIl Oil \\ h ~t Jud ho\\ theM: ~jnd~ o{,pace,; \\ill be huilt "11 I, 

thord questIon IS who lil(' pI,-orlc arc to loo~ Ihrough alith,'s.· span''; '' In orller It) collect 

Ih~ ,Iotla. t loe 'luc,liol1, hah' 1v be '"VlHpu,ed Wh.lt ~:",h ('>r'lul'SII(lIl' arc ~""II~ IV be 

",ked" Thl~;~ Ih~ (ouno <1"~"lion nlcs~ qu~~t;on~ arc th~n di-.cu"l'd Thll'. th~ 

opnulI<"nt,,1 data ("In b-; ,'ullcl,teJ tbrou);h tbc pru(ns ur ll,,~ ,urH'Y a, tl<;IJlkd In Ih,s 

,:h~r tC'f 

. .\.2 ,\IETIIOD .-\i\D PIHK'EDUR£ OF 0 .. \"1".-\ COLU:(:TIO:-; 

The dala ,-"I "','lIv" pr~'Cc>' 01 liI<' ~ , ~lCllmc"l mllS1 1* UHTICtl !Jut III ruu!-:h a s..;",'s v1" 

'I~~ Thrs procedur,- mm.( 0..' presentl'd in a logical nnlcr. It 1.1. t lwrclnrc, dll'ided Into 

{elllI pilUlar} ,t~p,: Arl· h\tc.:t<.lni~ Spal:~ I'(~~l'nlalll'>n,. M~a,urC"I~nt SCJ:~. 

<lIhJCCIS It) look 3t 

• \leasuremenl Stale On the l'O!l\'erg~nt dynamlc<; and dnrity of the center 

• R~prn~n1allw Sa",ple: to repre<;c"lt l}C ,1c{lIIl-d II<.>puhlllUil fvr thl' ~lullJ 

• QuC"Sl ionnair~ Planning' to I nst:1JC\ (ht: SUI"'>'C")' p.:rf(>mlann' am.! cullc.t Ih~ tlJt.:I 

4.2.1 AllCIIIT IT J" O:'\" iC SPAC t PRf.S r ,"T:\TIO,"S 

In order to CX~l1llne lhc ' .I, n:un ic' design Ihl.""ory, p~r:ipcctiycs of Jrchi l~clOnlc -,r3ce~ 

,"'"C, C""";"'M""'""","",.','>',',',,C,~"-"-,-~I. I~';;:i\i-:;"CO,",',,'-----,, "",.,',",,',CT, ,,', "",,,,.,,",,,,,,,,," ,",,, 



nil n'. C~ til-tl Ih~ Jcsi~!I~tl 'cdi",,, ~lId Ihc .... Ih~fi. ~r!; Ih",,,,, ~rchiledVll;c ~p;1lCS . rJlh~r 

c3llerl Ih~ con~lnlcled archneclooic "-pnc("; .... hi eh nrc dr":ll,,~-d on the lull"" HI); chamcr 

lh~ ubj'· ... 11V,..,1 Ihl~ prC>t'II~I J "'" l ' 10 ~II"," Ih," , ut,Jl...,IS III lw~ ~l the 5j)JC~ and 

compuTe [he , .. n:.hl~; of Ihe ~[la.:~s I hl'r~ aT~ Ihr~ ... ' ~ In.h .. f ,ana!.>Ie ' I"h" fi " 1 u'le , ~ 

t"'; J\"I~lIlIC 'dn~bk P'" II." I ~ ~ l k"'ll Hi; Ih~1 vr lhe ~p~n"S. "It Kh IS the ~O'l< e1gem 

tlynamic~ b~1Il.!l ~\'o~!"tl h~ I he ,mposed mndut~ c(>n,1 nw IIII,!!. Ihe I" ,( 11.1lrS lOr ,I \~. I h,' 

lo,:colld \IIll' ,~ Iv dv" Hh IIr~ "Iml~ vi Ih,' C!;nlCr ~\Ilh,' 'P"l,'\'~. II hldl I ~ ~mliJIe.J 10 the 

firM ,onc I he Ihiut ,me" Ihe pr{'r~r{,"cc f,'1 tllc m(N <;lIn.lh l.~ or ,1PI'[\'t'f'~u:'~""cc, 

Soll'e n:lallol1~h,p~ .... 1 the qrilOblcs rna} b~ round, ('\.lI,sc'lucml}. Ihc I, a y (If C()fI,\In.tel,nt 

Ihc<;e ~Jl'IC{'~ tms !() t>e ul.,"II.:.11 \;\ Ih.,1 ,'f I he prop< ,,<XI 'I~"'e J~-<;I!!'!c<f "I t'll:'I"er I"h[\:.: 

E-crylh",~ rnu~ be C~:h. lt~ the ~~IH~ l' Ih:.1 ot"lhc pl\lpo,~J 'p;!'~'. ~'\'ef'l the Impo<cd 

m,.tlll~ 1>IIi I!I,"~ "'P the tl\ <) a\~"\ ("« the !fln \u I ~p:!"c h:I'c. "In,h ,Ire ~ hl'm:ur l) ch,,"gcd 

A IU.: III I ECI 01\ J(.' ~I' \ (' E: II rS t 1.>' " " 

1 h.:: Drchn~,(llln l' ~p;lec dCl.i£o~'>J. Space 00,' I ~c I\[l[l<'ndl \ ~ 1 I; Ihe Inlal1rctllH'In of Ihe 

d ~I\~r:H':: thr.'uf) . 1)1 .'M"l lC'J 111 d~1.iI1 In l'I1.,pl\'r J hr,'C 

AIK IIII FCTO ... · I(' SI' ,\n CO"' S'IIH n F'1l 

The UIlII'(I1",' uf lh\'Sf.' spa .. '!> 1~ 10 ~ssbl I~~un~ "hClh~1 the pll.>posed _pJce desl£neJ I~ 

nl ..... c ,uII:lb,c 111;"IIIl~ ... 1I1e~ I III' Iml')I .... lh,n the....., .... ',hn,"'{:I.)/'IIC ~J1a,'" I),'cd 10 [,,' 

COO~1 rueled In ;l I c'j ~'m 1 IJr OOI'Id;110n 10 I ~K11 of th.:: pmpo,cd one. i\ complel':: 

d~st:rlf'ltlm IlIu~mn~~ h,," Ihe"",, ~JXlc;:s af<: co"~mJclcd 

Cotutra l La~ <)ul 

rhe ~~II"r~1 llO)VIII flJf '1IIIhe.,e ~rcllJtn;hll1l' 'pac,"", "re b.,,,,,,d IlII II ~Im' I,", nlud,'1 frame 

h' IhUI (lfthe fir:<:1 spac, IArrc"l1dl\ J I. ThiS ml'~n, Ihal thctr ~cncTJ I IJ}OIlIS. IIldudillg 

Ihe !!found ba~. alC Ih,' .,:m" lh Ih" 1:ly"1I1 v(lhe sl"'ce 1I,c,1 in Ch~JlIcr 1 hree. e\upt 1m 

Ihc nlU!.lulcs al Ih,' four poi"':! If'gure a . I HI" h,'fC Ihe I",) p..!lh 1>[ a\C~ ~I c _vm,lrucll.,j 

rh,,~, the 'OHSlruCllon of Ihl').O:" sp...."'CI'S \ am:lo sold) on I he bJS1S of !he til rr clem 

~ -
IK( ~Ini-"l'-~I "~ '~'1" S ''-I'' ,_ II ., .. , ,., ..... 'I'." ~ U"rJfR.1<I_-~"' V :'f."l, ".) 



C anJ D. Th~ dynamIc, ariahle<; pmf'O<~-d h) ,ilL .... '" n1{lot"le" on Ihl' (ltC~ I I "I,' IQlly 

d~l~n"ln~ Ihal Qr(hc~e Sp;tl'<.~ 

. ., 
• 

.... .. . ~ .... .. ; 

t 'i , 
I") 

I) 

Ax" I 
A ~' ;UI~lICC 

• • 

• ...... , . 

" (\111<1 '(~ll<."y 

(b) 

Th.' II'on ~ymm~!rI CaI3 ' C~, A ."~ I ond A~IS 2. rl.1Y A rillldam,'n1.11 rok in coordin"' ing 

thIS Ilynami~ l'cnIC~, A,\b I I. bUIll "p b), pointl ,\ Jnd D and Axis 2 h, pnlllL~ (' and n 

(fllolllh' " I b) Thr figllTel' of Ihc ~c ~pilCC~ r,·ly ()II till' Illl-xllllc-s 10 be !lllpo.> ... ·.J on lhu.c 

1\ll'JI ,'oor<,l inale~ and 1n.:'T nllmb.:r i~ dClcmlincd by Ihe ami)' ni {Omb!nallnn~ (If lh~ 

mod"l~ In ordcr 10 rrdurc Inc n,mlbcr< of ComhlllatlOlIS of A"'~lan<t 1, muduk B i~ 

J.C'p1 ,'on~lSIenl along Ihe siJe of enll)' In lhe architcclonic space. flecalJ~ thi< module I ~ 

nul ~tI an cmln,'nt po!ol hOO, I I ~ \"()n<l,ICllcy doo.'S flOt 'nilllC:)(:t th~ d1 n;mlIC \ ariabk The 

modules C and D :In: idenllcal,n each O(heT. I-mally, the three pm:l1s, A, (' and D arc the 

POlnl~ (In ,IhlCh lhe scl«,ed modules are gOIl1& to be 311cm 81dy ImpQ5Ctl 

.\ I(ldute SCIKl ioD 

!lie lnoollk5 arc the OIlCS 10 be un~L-.1 on IDe .;:ooruinJtc: points .. ~, <: 3,,,1 0 ll ,c 

mwulCl> shoul!.l b(' r,m!.loml, :>clectnl from the SlilOO3rJ lJ'KX!ulcs bUI then lhere would be 

a m.l-,~i, .. number of c(lmhinallnn< Thl~ I~ nnI «lund fm lh .. flu<fIO'uS of a SIIr"\·"'Y ~ i}d 

Tl.ay I'onf,,, .. Ihc 'C'ifX'llllcnl:>. rh" grc:alc.- Ihe numocr of COlllb"' ~I IOI~ lila} mean <"bller 

ellli.'rCI":" alllQrt~ 11tt'", atd"le~lonl" ~P'lcc" ",lbe. lhan ~ :.mJII~·. sclwll<Jn. wInch rna} 



1>re;.c,,1 .clall\cl)' hig differcnces. Obnous ty. thc s<:-<:ur.d ufltlonl~ more 1'c~slblc. 

Co,,""tjucntly. the ob, ,otiS ..1"1111('11011 of the mo..tul e<; >r. llIe" ~ Icvnnt <I , rncno;,o,,~ ~h0U 1<1 

ho: Lhc hasl( niteria for thiS ~etc.:uoll Tho:y 2Il'~ prt~!ll~d a.; fullo'~ •. 

Mrwlul~, Imposed lin A 

I hC">e mndules fflr pos~ih Ie ~clCCli'lll arc M I. M '. anJ ;...t ; (n:fer to Table J.2). Fin;II;' . .. 
lh~)' ha,'O: lib, iLlu.~l)' 111,11 'let d} n3mi~'; In I~"n. of' Crlicalily. Se~Lllld l y. thc dynanllc~ ill 

the Icngth "",I preBulh dllncn'I(l1) <In nm dmnge 111 I lie pr<X'css of Ihe ,'O!hlmCIlOIl C>H1 the 

dynamiC> uf lhc ru:lghl dllllcn,ion JIX'!>. The: CUIIII,tiuli oflh~ "crUea! J~namin .. t ""1111 

A. "h"h i, ",; sullled to he: ,~rl'l ~ II.> ,101111 n~ I'll. C,ln he C'ilntlllOO 

M"d"k, lmf\,Hcd Oil (" all,! 1) 

M,)dulc~ 3 (MIl an,! 5 (,\.lll have a tjuilt:' dl'lIn,t d)'nanllc variabl<' II! te rms of 

hori~o "lallty andthc)< ha'c \xcn ell(l«:l1 fr(lm the , I.lllilalli rno.(lIlc, ill Chapler Th~e I~ee 

Tahle .,.1). /I.". and M~ arc t:hll>cn~. lhe modulc) 10 be HII.·mJldy IInpo~J!HI VO'''i!> C 

dnJ ll {TBblc -l .JI 

Tbl-lIM;.j 1 I be " 
, , , "~ , 10 I' ,,,(, oJ II Im-'\hC, " "'" " 

--"~'" 
,_. 1"-"'<(1, .. ..-. ... .. ",. ...... n • r. ... ' .... 11 ...... ,s 

-' ! 
....... ,. .... -

" l ..... b .. u.I.,....., D."", '" lot,,,.. _.- ... _,·...,u 
\....., .... 

-'''''"~. 

I 
D. __ .. t.-l' 

,~ ............ - " ......... ~ • \"<n><.ol·,~' II.[p<1O '"I<lot* ~ Je , ... ~ ...... , .... " 
I 

-

<.. " ",h,";4l1uII ur Mndule~ 

A l1umbl:r uf ft(1:h,1e<.·lo'n" space-. arc con'lrueled III tern" nf I~ combma!iI'm (If m,""lulc~ 

,\. O. C :l.r.ct 0 lin lhe symmclncal aliI'S (module B IS kepI eom.I>lc'II) . The uumber of 

.·O"lbm:tI'un, ~re lII,hcalcd belmo. (F'gure, 4 2 a.lt. c, ,t c. f. g)_ Each !.quare rcpreYoenl. 

1M hfluno!:vy Oflhc Sfl;'~"'~ A. B. t· and D ,,,0.1"311' th<:' four local ~oorCjll"lc;; on lh~ 1"'0 
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Add ItiGnallr, anGlher arch i 1e<: lrmic spa~e nee(\s In be cnl1 Slructed in teon , <"If Ihe 

prn I('usly P' cll!dcu pollll Ihal n:,pondcnb In'ghl I denl']"~ ~~ Ih,' d~nam'c C<'lIln oj" the 

, pace. In :l.~,,) • ."inlinn ..... Ilh lhis poinr, lhe rnodllle~ 1<1 he im]1<.~d nn lhe jl<l inl!; on Ih~ .lxes 

,nnul.1 be the One, ,hill w,lIll1~ke l~!\l ks~ ,i'<;lIngUl <;hohle fn.m 'heIr Sl'fhlulHlmgs as 

I"")~s'ble. Thlls. lhe rnooulcs ml'.lsunng 22('()x22hfh,22tlOm' (M I"J and 

2260x'l575x 216Um! (M.l are eligible 10 be chosen llUllI I abk J.I All0!h~, ard,llc'c'l<,Jn lc' 



Sp;iCC' 'j,:' .;ould hI; ~'On'In,(I"'1 tf>r Ihh ru'JlO"" ("'gUn? ~ ~ J.!I Thl~ In'hllt';WnlC ~pacc I' 

I1UI\1O<:. "1)!Ill 

Pr n prcli\cs 

("olieci "d~. there ", a Mal of e,ghl pcr*d;\C'l,. lium SI1'l':'; Oll~' Ie Sp~~'c righl 

representing Ihe ,m;hl1c';lOn,,; ,"pac.:s I sec Appcmhx 31. Span' One" 111<: nne ,te"gn.....t ,n 

n.'[>1 cr Thr~e TI,,' mher -.e' en .1f{, Iho",,", ceolhlt IId.:d h} I h<: ~('mbmal",J:I~, lLUIIlb.;I\.,J 

>va.:", 10 II" rre.,ent~ are on Ih~ ,deal ~ondllinn a, def",,,,,I,n Ih,\ ~llId~. dlOSI.'1l to L .... ,II 

Iii, .. ), [Ille' ;l(1~;1 ;Oll. Ilw sa me' ,h)t .!Il'~ lind Ihe _"IIlW ~ngk 1<' Ih,' l~rlt\'1 rnpc<:I1H't ~, when; 

each ,on; hit~c lonic space' could be ':j- cd as coml' letci) a~ ro'~lble , 

~ .U MF:AS U R F: ~I £ "'T SC \ If. 

The mN>,, ;"Cmem !'Cal;.' of Ihe' (11m e'rg~n l oIin,ml,e, or Ihc 'p,1ce, ~nd till> I:Ltnl) <\1' the 

'p;.IhJI.,'nln l~ oJ,~".",d , " J 2'; ~,}(j ~.2 -; T I "'I~"cl ul'lhl; nl1l\'er~cll l uj-lIam1l', (lilhe 

'p',~e,; ",I" ,ded ulIO ,.;o\'en ICI .:1, Jnd Ihe 1\', ci or the .:IJ<lIy 01 ,'ellier Inlo') l hr~ .. 1(', eh 

n,<, 3<"(u:lI r~;;I'\'m • .." ",II be,n Writ" \,1 th~'~ ~'aks 

.u .. \ 1~". f'R F"." .: ' 1',\ 1'1\' 1'" ~ ,\ \ 11'1 f' 

U'u~ Ily ,u" ~~. ~n.' colI<'crne'\l ",I h I;or~,· PUPlll~1I0rt~ I'ra!;tkall), it b ne,cM':Il) to dr::ow 

a ,mall grouJl of reorle, rcprt ..... 'T1ung Ihe p0pul ,ul< 'n, "'" (>1' lhe brj; .. ' f I"'Plltall1lO nil" 

knn 'IOImpk' '1U)I."o.i 10 nloJl<.'~'~ u ,rH.lII~1 !,troup, 11$";,11;, , hUI nut JI,,'~).,;] 

rcprc..enr3U\C one. wlth,n a ;x>pulJtion A 'n?prc.~nlnl'n" ...:.mplc I\J~ Ih(' ~am~ 

do.lm,lCJl,I". N, II, fl'Ill'lIblU)1I blll'~ mu~h ,nLllk, 1I11lUtll!x'r 1-1,,\\,"<"<." . houloJ lJ.., 

""oJ,,,)II000J 111.,1 ,.;lrllpks :tt.: nul 11.;"";;.,,nl), rcpr;:-"enlJII'!: or m~} un h be rcpre,.:nlJ lIYC 

olpan ofa populallo:t, 

f 11<:'<' .. 1"1:' '"flOn. m('lho,1, b)' ,,111 .. h d rcpt<:"cm .. l lw ).ttlll'ic ~dll !J.o:. Jr~" n. Ihvu);h 

thl:s.: Jlll} OIlt 10.,.,1 tn.: "'l~lI slarll,bnb of.J prub.Jbl hi) s;]mpic. The >ampling qUOl~ 

wl'-iiiT;,-~., '" , .. "" , .. .;, •••• ,_"",.,.,."'"'Ci."',.,c,,.c.",',----- e,'"'''''»''''''''''''''''''''"''''''''''''' 



,,,,:~ho..~' h 11 ... ..:11\1 tlra" IIlI: rcprl"Klllah"c lhIlllpk. Thu_'. llw f1<lI'UI,HI"1l ,H)it it> ,<)<.'IU 

dClnI'£nlpllic d=clcri~ue, ha, e .() "" Jeri "'-tl ," '''><.'CI,tl,l'tI ",Ih Ih ... ,c of Ihe region 

,I"d,..:,! I'I-\('II ":()' n, Ihe ,..,.C3t!L-.! ·,'db· and Ihe ,u.:i .... ·tlcl"I1ugmptlie (hata.:tcrhl'~' ha' I' 

\0 he iJeli1 ;tic.t in I he procc<;S of "ar'pl",s It) c'\rTC'I\(IIltl 10 Ih,' (!;\Jcm pupuJalHIn. so Ih3\ 

Ill.: 'l"l' I"\:, ,nl"\I\'" "ampk c .. " be urJwll 

l''''pulallUIl allu II> Soc'Io,Jcllloj;raph" ( hal"a.:ICnsli.;, Deiine.! 

rll,' lei III ' porm1m'VII" i\ u><:d 10 dl"lVIC ,III 111(1"': "!lo lull "'W I he: calc;;wy of concern of 

a ,Iud> I h" ,'lid> deals" i,l! \ i~ua l pcr.:c ]lllllil an" ," Illi "II~'C ,HII ihulr~ ' .... 'n'nl'lll"'g 'u 

.. ,dl.:\ all' ..:m .... llvll. .\ Imo" CI ":1)'I'n. I, an ..:1 I~I bk ,:anJ l{lalc. C\':Cpl 'oc visually 

,n'!'<l'IT.! Tl!u~. Ihe populal ,,'" ,., ,t.: finl .. 1 II "I" n nIl")' bm,nJ rallt'c Til," ddiuc"d 

I""'ul,,uo(l ,, 311 ..... 'a"-tlI1 ' ,h .. W.:~,,,,m ( a)"l.' M Soulh ,\frka. 

Soclo--dcmogmphlc cham((cfl'IIC' me III(: "'''"I,K alTllhulCS of 'h,' IlVpul at ""m aull 

rq>"';"'''' a I an"'I}' 0.- eatc~""I" '" 'Udl ;0, ;,.,;~, cLhUlCUY and so.lOe,onnmic ,;IJlU,. 

1l1.1magc ~Ialll' , elC ,\ CCordIllS 10 rhe ,tdintllon or I ~c melhod of the """'I,1i n}! 'IWJIiI. III. 

pvpub, ioll ",u~1 Il<n~ _" ,I C\;nal1l 11\."~X'1I1at;C of CHI-n oflhc...: faclor.; In order for them 10 

be pJrt oflhc cal;:ulal:on" " ·cell· or 'I\.I(Ila" illli., 311 ,WCr::l1l ""11P,," h Je'I~'I\.·tllo 1'1.,1,: 

III~ ""n..: ~oc,v---d~nl(j~rap!II"· dar..CIcrh\lc~ J.> liS pupub.lior.. lh..l 'S, [h~ ~nmi1k .iloilid 

h'" c Ih~ ~OIl1C ...::~ rol ,,, ~~ Ill,' jlOp\llnu .. "I. Ihe ,,,,",.' "lh lli~ uutl """",."" """"',, ~ln lll~ 

groupmg,. 'h" "line pl0pOrllrlli of Inarnc-o.J. ~lIIgk. J,,'or,'c .. "~ and" lJo" cd mC1l11'C1">. cl~ 

(Ill prJ.;I'~~. fodllw"rk agCllclC~ i('IlJ 10 m;c r::l',hc r fewer , amplmg \'arI3hlc~ J rhu" ~ 

fel' "" l1lplm\: \n"Jblc~ cnll l...: "or~cJ wllh 

I" Ih,' ~!UJ~. Illl' ,<.Io;H ..... J.:lllul.!rdphic dlarJ<:lcrj"tic~ f ocllscd 011 arc ~~c al1,l gCIl,ler 

TI\.."'<;C ha' C 1111: \nmc f8110 ~~ Ih<v.,c ... r 11K: ">I"ICICHIclll .. ,graph,c chMaclc"~II C' .11 Ih,' 

Il~ fil1,-.! f'OpulJ,ioli T111~ pupul,uiun IS nidUc up of Ihre,· main cel l!. They Jrc ,oncd in 

, lIc< ~I'h'''' " ... ,1..->1 ." ..... "'."~ " .... , .. ~ ... ",hod """" -•. '111"""1 ,~" ... "",Ie ... 'r''''-'' thM """''''I i, > ,",I 
\, "I ," " """.11 .... ' ''~',. ,I<,,~ ,,-.I ,,, b" c ,"" ~,,~' "".'n- ........ w<I('~. ''''''''''' :,,,,~,,, ,,, ;>u!.'" ".,n. , ..... , '''' 
"' "'1' ." "",, I~ ~., ," ,,. "'"" .... ~ "t., .. '0' 1"'1'_, ......... ,. d .. """'" "h,,,, ,pl ..... _",,-,,, .. ' ... , •• _""","'~ Ith· "'''''' 
1'0",,1.,,· "r "'.11 .. ..:. " ,,~ I., ~" "" ..... n<l ~,;l< ... ~ .. om"''''_ In<! ...... \\ ~ .... " II ..... «Il> .,. ~ ..... "', f"" 
,...,,"',"" , .. , I""" ..... l1r l, .. ' 10:" .~:..I" ... " LV ","'" "",,.,.arn-:t~'< ... _ ... 'M'.,.,..' ,h, P ..... ,.' .... 1-\. >.: 
I "ror><-,n" Hn. 0 .. ,,,,.,.,,,,,,. ,,,,~~", ''''<'' .. "-~ ~ .. -..I ~'"''.''' I.I,-.~~,,,,, ........ " I JII"" ....... PuN"' ... " I",,-'<on 
,",I ~,,~ y"" ' ''''',. ''191 ;or ~ ,I ~ I , 



(~m1' oflh~ range of "g~: bdng 5 ::!4v£an .. 15 ..\.jy~ar' and.j5 ---64ye~rs_ rhe !;1(\01 "f 

f~c"i.' IS l),!nlJrc'd 

rhe mrio of <:a( h 'OC lo·demogr.'pIHc cb"ra~lell'!lG IIlU.1 lx: nll~111 akd T "bk 4_2 

lx:1"" ,llU"-' the ratio "rIlle wd,,·dcmogr:tphic charac\~ri,tiC', in the popillarton In 

\\ ",Iem CilP" rhC'l~ :i(I<,io_dcII1(Igfdph,c ~haradcl1'lk~ ;,re' nlr"cI~d 11'0111 om~ial 

."U[l;~s t! The' range orage illlhc 0lliel3l ;{]urcc i~ (rilm "0' (II '1IiO" und Ihe num!x'r or 

Wc;t~rn Cape as mdical~d In Ih~ originallabk 

(;~nda Ralio 

" _i 1 ~_ 

, 'J'~:::::~ ,I , 1 II:;; • 

({"'IXlndenl,' (,roup R~l"~~Cmal l "C Snmpic Popular" lll 

Th,' defined ptlpulm Ion I, [('prcscnled by thc rc,pomkm, ' grollp or rCI'''''cilld1l\ C 

s:uHpk I h,"qlwlas sam!!ii",); i~ 111 hn~ ..... ilh tins . The oJelil1~oJ population ~a" 

th-t:rdo~ h.! rcprcscmcd hy ~l.Ich .I'1ln!f'ii'lg rhis Ii c(lm;>o~cd of n nu mbas [) r "cells" or 

"yu01'" .. A 'I'ww, ",,/jpli"ii 's popu lali,1ll i, the' ~ddIl 1 011 of the' r01~! population 1.1'- ,"~dl 

"cdl" Wh~n Jllthc cells. or qUOlJS. arc put IlJgdher Ihey lom1 ~ sample 1I'01<:h 

,huuid h,\V~ thc ~a"'r "'IClo·,\cmographw ch"raUcn-iIlc., il, Ihe ddincrl JI<'plolatl,'n (A ~ 

OpI'CnhCIII1, 1966, 1992) 111 II", 'ilidy Ihll'l~ rc-;pcnd"nt.; "~Il" UI\Cn I~w"d The 

r~prcl~nl~I"~ ,ample' is Ulmpikd b~ plluir:g til<: Ihree cells togethcr (table 43) rh~ 

,-, \.uLoci" .... ,," .~Ifi"". Soulh AI"" l -<n, ,,,, '''' T.t>k I. "~ ~, ~,. p"""I,wn ~O<J~ or_I I GonJ", ,i~ ~<rO"" '~"'Y,'=J 
"-"-,,n, e,f'< 



Tlldvc rc_'f1'lllldcn(, fdl in thc f,r:sl 3g~ ca(eg:ol)-. rangmg from -" - 201 ("Illc (' . )' cmak 6). 

Tv.ch~ n:.ipIlIId,·nto "erl' JJJ (he ",,'Orkl dg~ ei! (q~llry ""~n~'ng from 25 _ .. 44("lal.:: 5, 

F('mal~ i); ~nd ,ix r~_lpond~nLI frnm Ihc Ihml..tg.e Ca l~~()ry mnglllg Ii-om 45-(,01 y"dr~ 

(Mall- 2. rcmak oil Thu>. a "'prc~cn l a!i\ e ,ample \\ .. 5 foml~d 

i\d,hlI0n~lIy , len :uc llll~clUral ~TUdenl' \\cre randoml)' SdCCkoj Ii-om Ihe ~d lwl 1l1-

ArchllL'Clurc Jnd rl~nlllng at Ihc Unlwr,ily ofC~pc T 0\\ n. South ,Hnca. Thil sekClilln 

",,-~ ,'antcd Out h) r.mdontl} ,;clccling a 1I<Il11e rrom Ihc I", acqulrcd jj'olllthc' $<'iloul \)f 

Arch ,leC(UI"l.' JnJ Planning Th~ ()bJcclI\"~ h,'I"C II 10 .<~c ,flhcrc ,s " dilTerenc~ In Ihe 

,nl'1;'~:l1 ui"lk Jrdlllc<;tvr11J: 'pan''; bcnu~~ ol'o.,mg: pr\)IC'>lol1aliy I,...~,ncd 

~-,-- 'I l-"! ,\1'" ~"'i' - " ~,,'I>: .. "' ""'r~ 

! 
'I,., I .. n .. ~ 

..... , , , " " " • , 
-~" " " .. " 

, -, 
~" , .' - ~t • , , 

<" .. ·oJ ,," C" ,ro " " 
, . 

01 .2.4 QUES" IO:'ll :"iA IRE ,'LA .......... , :"G 

Th,' qllc ,llonn.1. lrc I, 1I101lglli ora_, an ,mport:llllln_W'1I11ent ofr~'ean:h and a 1001 ior dalu 

i:\) lk<.:tion , n,c 4U':~II\)nnJI[" ha~ Jj<Jb 10 du: II~ runcttun I> IhJI ofmcJsurcm~nl. In Ihis 

<;",dy, Ih~" ariab!es. Ih~ com ~rg:~nt dyn~ntics. Ihc d an ly of Ihc cenler and Ih~ mosl 

prd-':r.lbl~ sp~~e, Jrc being measured by mCJns of comrarison, The ~nsw,'n; In Ih~ 

quesllon, should be conlalned llllhc qllc~llo:malrc ;;pc"fICall()n_ Bdi.>rc bcgnlll,ng with 

Ihe ' 1IIn l loll llam·, Ih(~re ~hn"ld he a rOlIgh itie~ oi" lhe pJllem Illal Ihe ~ nqu,o;. '" lik~ l y 10 

1'..>1111\' an ""'Ilyllcal ,.~,.,ardl ,'onduclcd Oil a ,C1 01 JII' tmks A probabolLlY sample ,~ 

thcn d,...~" n up regal din): Ihc C Jpo.: T OWII pcpubtion Th~ ddai I cd ,po.:d Ii.;ahon "I' 

mca.'lIr"m~nl ",m,; mll,t he pl"l'C ,;;e] y and logicaJl)o' related 10 the a, m.' of Ihe o\' emil 

r~ .'>I'al"h ph", ""Il ObWn'H'S. I'or curn Issue or lop", 10 he 1I1\·C,II);«I,"1. nnd lor cnch 

hyptlthcsis to N: ~xplorcd. ~ pr~d~ upcrallonal ~tJt" nll·nt I" required ~buUI the vanable, 



::;,lme ten~raJ c0n,,,leral l(\n' had 10 Ill! h<lm~ It) milld Ill!for~ "(\ll1p,lmg In" rlf~1 

question, Tb~w u~clS!om fall mill rOiJr t:roups Ihe methuu 0 r UJ!J co Ikl'l ,on, Ihe 

\ 1 ~lh flO (If O~t~ (""lIcel iun 

The ~clf'-aulI1l11istereti qIK51 I vnl1~in: !Helhou was Ihe mc!imo cho~en 10 colkcllhe uata. 

S l nc~ Ih~ mel hod ,,1 dala c('il,YII('n ,,,,'('I'e,, ,nlN'i le" Ing. Ih l ~ erb"r~, a hi).;h r'C'I)O[1sc 

r~lc"" J Ild ~ccu rJle "ampli n);. Th~ , llIer"lcwcr bia, ,hOlllu he !II' nimizcd \\ h, Ie 
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the specific final result that this study is trying to explore. 

It is necessary here to briefly outline the methodology of this research again. The 

objective of the research is to set up an appropriate emotion for a public activity exterior 

space by means of the defined dynamics. Thus, it is hypothesized that an appropriate 

emotion might be represented by the dynamics within the defmed architectural 

framework. The dynamics has to be rationalized within a defined framework and the 

dynamics is always conveyed by means of a shape. Thus, there might be a rational 

relationship between the convergent emotion and the dynamics conveyed by shapes 

comprising the architectural space within a defined framework and an appropriate 

emotion joining these two. According to this assumption, and through the preceding 

arguments, the suitable convergent emotion might be coordinated by the representation of 

the rationalized dynamics within the defined framework. It is by means of "The 

Modulor" that it could be quantifiably hypothesized that an appropriate, convergent 

emotion might be set up in terms of the dynamics of an architectonic space within a 

defined architectural framework. The quality of the dynamics of each module is 

generated in the 3-dimensional framework. The hypothesis can be represented 

architectonic ally . Thus, within the defined number of modules, and in terms of this 

theory, an appropriate emotion for the architectonic space might be constructed. 

In order to prove the hypotheses, the straightforward way would be to build up a 

number of architectonic spaces and let people chose the one that had the most appropriate 

emotion. A number of architectonic spaces would be built up and the people could 

choose which one possesses the appropriate emotion. The proportional rate of the 

emotion can be statistically analyzed. Thus, an architectonic space with the greatest 

appropriate emotion might be identified. If the one proclaimed by the respondents is the 

same as the hypothesis, it might be said that the assumption is right and the theory works. 

If the one proclaimed is not, it means that the assumption might be wrong and a further 

analysis needs to be carried out to find out what was wrong with this assumption and an 

adjustment or recommendation made. Therefore, the goal of the experiment can be 

approached following this methodology. 

The specific questions must be composed to link with the architectural presentation. 

Each question needs to be coordinated so that the questions asked are orientated towards 
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the very specific problem, the range of the questions, and the variables. There are three 

types of variables involved - the dynamic variable, the clarity of the center variable and 

the appropriate emotion variable. It has already been mentioned that the order of the 

questions should be carefully arranged. The questions are set and the order of the 

questions unfolded within each module according to the method called the "funnel 

approach", preceded by various "filter" questions. The question module starts off with a 

very broad question and then progressively narrows down the scope of the questions until 

in the end it comes to some very specific points. The broadest question is calculated in 

terms of the objective of the study and its variables by asking: "After completely viewing 

each of these architectonic spaces by intimately standing at the center of them. could a 

kind of convergent dynamics be evoked?" Moreover, the range of the questions could be 

the two endings of these questions. Obviously, the very specific points relating to very 

specific questions, are the narrowest ones. In other words, the down-limit of the range of 

the questions was determined and then the upper limit identified. "Please. rank the levels 

of the convergent dynamics on the measure scale and among all these architectonic 

spaces, which one you think is relatively more appropriate than the others." As 

previously discussed, the questions that reflect the implications of the hypotheses are 

directly related to two pairs of modules composed of two axes. The point of the 

questioning is to discover the representative modules for each one of the two axes. Thus, 

the respondents could be asked, "Could youfeel that there was center in those 

architectonic spaces? And so on . .. 

Questionnaire Sample 

A complete questionnaire for the specific performance of this survey is attached 

separately (see Appendix 2). It includes the instruction of the survey performance, the 

questions, the architectural perspectives, the tables and the measurement scale. 

For the sake of clarity, the fundamental instrument for the data collection includes: 

Table 4.5: Personal Background Information 

Table 4.6: Levels of Convergent Dynamics 

Table 4.7: The Most Suitable Space Preferred 

Table 4.8: Level of Clarity of Center of Space 
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Measurement Scale: Applied to Table 4.6 and Table 4.8 

Architectural Perspectives No.I-8 representing the eight spaces: see Appendix 3. 

Questionnaire Performance 

As mentioned previously, individual interviewing has been chosen as the most efficient 

way to approach the respondents. The instructions should be explicitly explained to every 

respondent to make sure the respondents follow the procedure precisely. 

In order to reduce the possibility of bias and error, the influence of the factors 

suspected of interfering with the mood of every individual, and thus interfering with the 

conclusion will be reduced to those factors discussed in the defined scope, such as 

occupation, age, gender, etc. For example, the time and place of the interview had to be 

as similar as possible although it was very hard for the interviewer to keep the 

circumstances constant. The environment had to have as little disturbance as possible 

and so the disturbing elements, such as noise, smoke, etc, needed to be controlled. 

4.3 SUMMARY 

In this chapter, the survey design for this study is completed and it is practically 

represented in a questionnaire. 
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5. SURVEYDATAANALYSIS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this chapter is to analyse the survey data in order to test the hypotheses 

and investigate whether there is any relationship between the responses of the various 

subjects. Any findings from the analysis are duly noted. This process is divided into two 

main parts: the data analysis and the findings. 

Exploratory statistical analysis (ESA) is applied to the analysis of the data. 

Specifically, the techniques of the mean, the confidence interval, and chi-square have 

been used to analyze the relevant data. The concept of the mean helps calculate the 

"central" tendency of the variables from different sources. The confidence interval helps 

examine whether the postulated variables of the proposed space are sound in order that 

the hypotheses can be tested. Chi-square helps explore whether there are any 

relationships between the different subjects in response to the relevant variables. 

Three independent variables are tested from three sources: from those hypothesized 

by the researcher, from the non-architectural respondents and from the architectural 

students. Thus, besides the hypotheses testing, the comparisons of the data are made 

between these sources. The relevant findings are then explored. 

5.2 DATA ANALYSIS 

The process of data analysis is divided into the survey data gathered, the analysis method 

and the testing of the hypotheses. 

5.2.1 SURVEY OF DATA 

The survey responses were collected by a single interviewer throughout using the 

questionnaire designated in attachment two (see Chapter Four). Whether the sample 

population matches the target population in all important respects, in terms of the socio

demographic characteristics, will be questioned. This stage involves the cleaning of the 

data set. The three independent variables, the levels of the convergent dynamics of the 

spaces, the preferred space and the levels of clarity of the spatial center have been 

accumulated separately. 
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PRACTICAL DATA 

The data set suggests its own checking procedures and starts by running frequency 

distributions on the main sampling variables. This can be referred to in Table 4.4 in 

Chapter Four. 

The practical sampling presented in terms of the socio-demographic characteristics in 

Cell is shown in Table 5.1 below. In terms of the initial definition of the range of the 

data (Table 4.3), a few data were missed out. However, the big picture of the 

representative respondents in terms of the general categories of gender remains the same 

and those in terms of age remain similar to that of the population. There are some 

differences in terms of the gender factor percentage. In terms of the fourth hypothesis, as 

well as the objective of this study, collectively, this difference does not majorly affect the 

correctness of this survey since our focus is to look at the defined questions from the 

general point view. A few people failed to complete the process. This could be caused 

by the manner of collecting the data itself, which was not really an easy-going process, 

and made a few respondents fearful of failure. A potential respondent had to carefully 

read the instruction, intimately view the spaces, perceptually compare them, and then 

answer the questions by ticking the tables. The majority of the respondents proceeded 

relatively comfortably with the interview process. 

The total number of the respondents, in terms of gender, remained the same between 

the representative sample and the population. There are some differences indicated here 

in terms of age. From the age group aged from five to twenty-four, there were in reality 

eleven respondents instead of the original twelve, six male instead of the five and five 

female instead of the original seven. From the age group twenty-five to forty-four, there 

were twelve respondents, four male instead of six and the females remain unchanged. 

From the age group aged from forty-five to sixty-four, there were seven respondents 

instead of six, three male instead of two. 

The ten architectural students were initially chosen with no special requirements 

other than being architectural students and this remained the same. 
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Table 5.1 Socio-demographic characteristics in Cell 
I No. of Cell Age Range % Nwnbers ofPeOllle Male Female 

~ 
5-24 37 II 6 5 
25 -44 40 12 4 8 

No.3 45 - 64 23 7 3 4 
I Grand Total 5-64 100 30 I3 17 

VARIABLES 

The independent variables are classified into three types I, II and III. They are the 

convergent dynamics (Variable I), the most preferable space (variable II), and clarity of 

the center (Variable III). Space One designed in Chapter Three has the highest level of 

convergent dynamics and a distinguishable center, thus it may be the most preferable 

space. These variables are accumulated separately in tenns of the different subjects and 

gathered from the responses indicated in three tables, Table 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. The 

frequency distributions are divided into two main parts in tenns of Non-architectural 

Respondent and Architectural Student. A numerical value appears in the space of each of 

the tables representing the frequency distribution at the relevant level as commented by 

the respondents. 

Variable I-Convergent Dynamics 

The frequency distributions from the non-architectural respondents were further 

categorized in tenns of Age-Gender factors and accumulated in six tables Table 5.2-1, 

5.2-2,5.2-3,5.2-4,5.2-5, and 5.2-6 (see Appendix 4), respectively, and those from the 

total of non-architectural respondents and architectural students are presented in Table 

5.2-7 and Table 5.2-8 below. 

Table 5.2-7 Ranking of Convergent Dynamics Felt by Non-architectural Respondents 

4 
1 
4 

3 3 
2 11 
1 10 
5 4 
I 4 (; 

I 2 1 
14 39 32 

6.4% 18.9"10 17.8% 18.3% 14.6% 10.5% 100% 
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Table 5.2-8 Ranking of Convergent Dynamics Felt by Architectural Students 
Ranking of Conve rgent Dvnamics 

~ 0 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) Total Percentage 
Space 1 I 4 2 3 10 12.7"/0 
SI)ace2 3 I 2 2 2 10 12.7% 
Soace3 I 3 I 3 2 10 12.7% 
Space 4 I 3 3 2 2 II 13.9% 
SpaceS 1 1 4 1 1 1 9 11.4% 
Space 6 3 3 4 10 12.7% 
Space 7 I 2 4 1 1 9 11.4% 
Space 8 7 1 1 1 \0 12.7% 
Total 1 8 10 14 18 10 7 11 79 

PercentaJl::e 1.3% 10.1% 12.7% 17.7% 22.8% 12.7"/0 8.90/0 13.9% 100% 

Variable II-Space Preferred Most 

The frequency distributions from the non-architectural respondents were further 

categorized in terms of Age-Gender factors and accumulated in six tables Table 5.3-1, 

5.3-2, 5.3-3, 5.34, 5.3-5, and 5.3-6 (see Appendix 4), respectively, and those from the 

total of non-architectural respondents and architectural students are presented in Table 

5.3-7 and Table 5.3-8 below. 

T bl 5 37Th M P fi bl S b N hi IR d a e . - e ost re era e >pace )y on-arc tectura espon ents 
Number of Space Frequency distribution Percentage (%) 

Space 1 6 20% 
Space 2 5 17% 
Space 3 4 13% 
Space 4 
Space 5 3 10% 
SI)ace6 3 \0% 
Soace7 1 3% 
Space 8 8 27% 
Total 30 100% 

Table 5.3-8 The Most Preferable Space by Architectural Students 

Number of Space Frequency distribution Percenta2e (%) 
1 1 \0% 

Space 2 
Space 3 I 10% 
Space 4 1 10% 
Space 5 5 50% 
Space 6 1 10% 
Space 7 1 1 (lOA. 

Space 8 
Total 10 100% 
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Variable III---Clarity of Center 

The frequency distributions from the non-architectural respondents were further 

categorized in terms of Age-Gender factors and accumulated in six tables Table 5.4-1, 

5.4-2,5.4-3,5.4-4,5.4-5, and 5.4-6 (see Appendix 4), respectively, and those from the 

total of non-architectural respondents and architectural students are presented in Table 

5.4-7 and Table 5.4-8 below. 

Table 5.4-7 Clarity of Center Felt by Non-architectural Respondents 

Least Clear 1 Total Percen e 
4 18 14% 
I 16 12.4% 
7 18 14% 
I 14 10.9% 
I 16 12.4% 
3 14 10.9% 
3 14 10.9% 
8 19 14.7% 
28 129 

Percentage 34.9% 43.4% 21.7% 100% 

Table 5.4-8 Clarity of Center by Architectural Students 

Number of Space Very Clear (3) Clear (2) Least Clear (1) Total Percenta~e 

Space 1 7 1 1 9 14.3% 
Space 2 3 6 9 14.3% 
Space 3 1 3 4 8 12.7% 
Space 4 5 4 9 14.3% 
SpaceS I 7 1 9 14.3% 
Space 6 1 3 4 8 12.7% 
Space 7 4 6 10 I 15.~;" 
Space 8 1 7 8 12.7% 
Total 11 26 26 63 I 

Percen~e 17.5% 41.3% 41.3% 100% 

5.2.2 METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

There are two main purposes for choosing the analysis method in this study. The first 

one is for the testing of the hypotheses and the other method is to explore any significant 

relationships. This chapter will hopefully gain insight into data by means of statistical 

methods and techniques - the exploratory data analysis, summary analysis (arithmetic 

mean), confidence interval and chi-square. 
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For the first purpose, that of hypothesis testing, there is basically one analysis 

technique involved and that is the confidence interval (referred to as Col.). For the second 

purpose of exploring possibly significant relationships, the arithmetic mean and chi

square is applied. In this way the survey should be adequately analyzed. Statistical terms 

and formula need to be explained, as well as a description of how the formulae have been 

practically applied. 

The confidence interval method73
, specifically the use of the confidence interval for 

testing hypotheses about proportion, has been used as the instrument for testing the 

hypotheses. When there is a C. I., it is highly likely that the interval will contain a 

"parameter", the particular mean of the relevant variable. Any way of viewing it is to say 

that any number outside the C. I. is not likely to be the value of a "parameter". Any 

hypothesis that proposes a value outside the confidence interval as the mean of the 

population is rejected (Figure 5.1). For example, it was predicted that ten percent of high 

school students wear glasses. After a proper survey and an analysis of the data, the Co I. 

is calculated at about 3%-6%, which tells the factual percentage of high school students 

wearing glasses. The ten percentage prediction is outside the C. I. Thus, the prediction is 

unjustified. 

I Confidence Interval I 

\ 

A 'parameter' is likely to be 1 
in the interval 

Any number outside the 
interval is not likely to be a 'parameter' 

Figure 5.1 

SE = ([px( l-p) ]/n} 1/2 

C. I. = (p - z '" SE, P + z '" SE) 

73 Goteti Bala Krlshnamurty, Patricia Kasovia-Schmitt, David J. Ostroff, Statistics (An Interactive Text For The Health 

And Life Science, Jones and Bartlett Publishers International, 7 One Exeter Plaza, Boston, MA 02116, 1995, pp.23, 

464-22,465) 
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SE: standard error of the population 

p: proportion 

z: cumulative standard normal distribution 

Besides testing the hypotheses, it was interesting to fmd out whether there were any 

relationships between the relevant variables when the average respondents commented on 

the spaces in response to certain variables. In this process, the arithmetic mean was 

applied as well as the exploratory data analysis. The particular graphic techniques 

employed in EDA, such as mean plots, were used to maximize the natural pattem

recognition abilities. 

A summary analysis is simply a numeric reduction of a historical data set. Quite 

commonly, its purpose is to simply arrive at a few key statistics (for example, mean and 

standard deviation), which may then either replace the data set or be added to the data set 

in the form of a summary table. The arithmetic mean shows the measure of the central 

tendency of the respondents' replies. This measure produces the preferred evaluation in 

response to the relevant variables from the architectonic spaces. 

LXi: summing of all observations 

n: the total number of observations 

Graphic techniques have been used as the platform to analyze the historical data. The 

reason for the heavy reliance on graphics is that by its very nature the main role of ED A 

is to open-mindedly explore, and graphics gives the analysts the ability to do so, 

encouraging the data to show structural ideas and gain new, often unsuspected, insight 

into the data. When this is used in combination with the human being's natural pattem

recognition capabilities, it is all the more able to fulfill its purpose. 

Moreover it is also interesting to explore whether there are any relationships between 

the relevant variables in terms of the responses from the average respondents and the 

architectural students. The chi-square statistic, often used to test categorical data in 
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tables, is used to measure the strength of association. Moreover, it is used to test whether 

the frequency distribution of a variable measured on a categorical scale fits a certain 

known theoretical distribution. For example, here it was used to examine possible 

differences in response between non-architectural students and architectural students. 

k 

X2 = r (fi - eilei 
i=1 

fi: the observed frequencies of the variable for each category 

ei: expected values for that variable predicted by the theoretical distribution 

5.2.3 HYPOTHESIS TESTING 

The hypotheses were tested using the confidence interval for proportion. Any hypothesis 

that postulates a proportion outside the confidence interval was rejected, and any 

hypothesis postulating a proportion inside the confidence interval was accepted. In this 

study, there are specific values hypothesized about the three independent variables 

presumably echoing the majority of people. Thus, it can be directly interpreted - that if 

the proportion of the hypothesized variable is inside the confidence interval, the 

hypothesis will be accepted; otherwise not. 

The necessary data distributions were traced from the relevant samples. The relevant 

terms in calculating the c.1. can be calculated such as "p", the proportion of the sample 

having the property in question. The sample should look at the data distribution from the 

total average respondents. "z" can be found from the standard table called Normal 

Distribution. Thus, the confidence interval can be worked out. Moreover, the confidence 

interval should be compared with the proportion range in terms of the hypothesized 

variables. If this proportion is outside the confidence interval, the hypothesis will be 

rejected; otherwise it will not. Thus, it is possible for the hypotheses to be tested. 

Each of the three variables is examined respectively as follows. 
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Variable I-Convergent Dynamics 

One can start by calculating the confidence interval. The relevant data can be traced from 

Table 5.2-7. It is assumed that the sixth (6) level of the convergent dynamics is 

preferable by most people. 

SE = ([0.03x(1-0.03)]/219}112 = 0.01 

C.1. = [0.03-(2xO.0 1), 0.03+(2xO.0 1)] 
= (0.01, 0.05) 

The confidence interval calculated is too narrow. In fact, the hypothesis postulating a/the 

proportion is outside of this confidence interval. It follows that its range is outside of the 

confidence interval and, therefore, this assumption of convergent dynamics at 6-7 level 

for the space one is rejected. 

Variable II---Most Preferred Space 

The relevant data can be traced from Table 5.3-7. The most preferable space is the space 

eight responded from the none-architectural respondents (27% of this population). 

However, it is assumed that space one is the most favored (This space is constructed in 

Chapter Three). 

The confidence interval for Space Eight is the most preferable: 

SE = {[0.27x(I-0.27)]/30} 112 = 0.08 

C.1. = [0.27-(2xO.08), 0.27+(2xO.08)] 
= (0.11, 0.43) 

The confidence interval for Space One is the most preferable: 

SE = {[0.20x(1-0.20)]/30} 112 = 0.07 

C.1. = [0.20-(2xO.07), 0.20+(2xO.07)] 
= (0.06, 0.34) 

Firstly, the space that was most favored was not, in fact, the one assumed. Secondly, 

though a number of the respondents favored the eighth space, its confidence interval was 

still quite narrow. Thus, the assumption about Space One being the preferred space is 
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rejected. However, the architectural students seem to overwhelmingly enjoy Space Five. 

This is compared to the responses from the non-architectural respondents. 

Variable III--Clarity of Center 

The relevant data can be traced from Table 5.4-7. It is assumed that most respondents 

would choose the level of clarity of the third (3) level of the spatial center of the space 

one. 

SE = {[0.07x(l-0.07)]/129} 112 = 0.02 

C.I. = [0.07-(2xO.02), 0.07+(2xO.02)] 
= (0.03, 0.11) 

The confidence interval calculated is narrow and its range is outside of the confidence 

interval and so the assumption of clarity of the level of the center of the space at the level 

3 is rejected. 

In summary, the variables of the proposed Space One could not deliver what was 

predicted. However, the data comparison may summarize suggestive regular patterns. 

5.2.4 DATA COMPARISON 

The intention of this section is to find out whether there are any possible relationships 

among the variables under the three types of independent variables. The comparisons 

were carried out in two levels in terms of the relevant subjects, that is, between the 

average respondents themselves and between the average respondents and the 

architectural students. This is specified in the following section. 

Arithmetic mean and chi-square were used to analyze the data. Arithmetic mean 

gives a typical "central" value. The technique of mean-plot in association with the mean 

can give great graphic insight into the relationships of the variables. Chi-square tests 

were held in an attempt to explore whether there are any significant relationships of the 

variables between the average respondents and the architectural students. 

The comparisons were carried out with three independent variables, A, B and C in 

terms of the different subjects. 
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Subject 

In this study there are two main types of subjects - the non-architectural respondents, and 

the non-architectural respondents and the architectural students. Within the former 

group, this research is only interested in finding out possible relationships of the variables 

in certain groups of people. Consequently, the former one can be further classified into 

two types, different age, same gender and same age, different gender. The table indicates 

the number of the subjects. Thus, the five subject groups are listed in the table plus the 

group comparing the non-architectural respondents and the architectural students. The 

three variables were analyzed in terms of the six certain subjects, respectively. 

Table 5.5 Subjects Combined within Non-architectural Respondents 

L 5-24 Male & 25-44 Male' 5-24 Male & 45-64 Male' 25-44 Male &45·64 Male 
2 5·24 Male & 5-24 Female 
3 25·24 Male & 25-44 Female 
4 45-64 Male &45·64 Female 
5 5·24 Female & 25-44 Female' 5-24 Female & 45·64 Female' 25-44 Female &45·64 Female 

Variable I-Convergent Dynamics 

The mean examined whether there are any links between the dynamic variables 

distributed by different people. The mean levels of the convergent dynamics are tabled 

as below. 

Table 5.6 Mean level of Convergent Dynamics 
SpaceL Soace2 Soace3 Soace4 Soace5 Soace6 Space 7 Soace8 

5·24 M 2 4.5 4.6 4 3.6 3 4 3.6 
5-24 F 2.6 3 4 3.5 4.4 2.8 4.8 5 
25-44 M 5.7 5 5.3 5.7 S.3 5 2.8 3.8 
25-44 F 4 4.4 3.5 3.8 4.9 4.4 3.9 3.4 
45-64 M 4.3 4.3 4 4 3.7 4 3.7 3.3 
45-64 F 4.8 3.3 1.8 4. 3 3 2.3 2.5 

Mean plots were used to see if the mean varies and they are formed by vertical and 

horizontal axes. The numerical marks on the vertical axis represent the level of mean of 

the convergent dynamics 0, 1,2,3,4,5,6, and 7 (refer to Table 4.6). The marks SJ, 

S2. .. . .. S8 on the horizontal axis represent the ordinal of the architectonic spaces. A 

reference line is plotted at the overall mean. 

From a broad point of view, the overall convergent dynamic tendency may somehow 

appear to have a pattern. It, however, only shows a figure, because it is not a contingent 
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process. Further investigation will compare the deviations of the levels of the convergent 

dynamics. 

Male: 5-24 years, 25-44 years and 45-64 years 

There is no obvious pattern of the overall convergent dynamic tendency of the three sets 

of means. However, the fragments of spaces four and five seem to have a similar slope 

rate. There seems to be a common perception about the level of the convergent dynamics 

of space eight. The overall distribution ofthe means between the ages 5-24 and 45-64 

for males is quite close. 

25-44, Male 6 
5.5 
5 
4.5 
4 
3.5 
3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 

------:=----=-------~----Ref(25-44):4.8 

==-.:::/::.==~~~~~~~~~;;::s~ Ref.( 45-65):3.9 

5-24, Male 

Horizontal Axis: the ordinal number of spaces 
Vertical Axis: the level of the convergent dynamics 

(a) 

45-64, Male 

Ref. : the reference line 

Female: 5-24 years, 25-44 years and 45-64 years 

Ref.(5-24):3.7 

There is no obvious pattern of the overall convergent dynamic tendency of the three sets 

of means. There are quite big fluctuations during each course. There seems to be a 

common perception about the level of the convergent dynamics of space four though 

there are a few deviations among them. The overall distribution of the means of the 
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level of the convergent dynamics between the ages of 5-24 and 25-44 for females is quite 

close. 

6 
5.5 
5 
4.5 
4 
3.5 
3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 

Ref.(25-44): 4 
~~~~~=:;;;/::A~~~=:::=:;z~~= Ref.(5-24): 3.8 

--=~r--~/~~;:::::~r-----IIL Ref.(45-64):3.2 

5-24, Female 

Horizontal Axis: the ordinal number of spaces 
Vertical Axis: the level of the convergent dynamics 

Male and Female: 5 - 24 years 

(b) 

45-64, Female 

S7 S8 

Ref. : the reference line 

There is no obvious pattern to the overall convergent dynamic tendency of these sets of 

means. However, the fragments of spaces three and four seem to have a similar negative 
J 

gradient. Spaces one and two and space six and seven both have similar sharp gradients. 

Spaces five and six both have negative gradients. Therefore, there seems to be a common 

perception about the level of the convergent dynamics of space six. The overall 

distribution of the means is quite close. The tendency of these two courses share more 

similarities than differences. 
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6 
5.5 
5 
4.5 
4 
3.5 
3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 5-24 Male 

5-24, Female 

Horizontal Axis: the ordinal number of spaces 
Vertical Axis: the level of the convergent dynamics 

(c) 

Male and Female: 25-44 years 

Ref. : the reference line 

Ref.(5-24F):3.8 
Ref.(5-24M):3.7 

There is no obvious pattern here. There seems to be a similar perception about the level 

of the convergent dynamics of space eight, though there are few deviations between 

them. The overall distribution of the means of the level of the convergent dynamics is 

quite different. 

25-44, Male 25_44, Female 
6 
5.5 
5 
4.5 
4 
3.5 
3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 

--...:..-------tlll--..,..-~---Alef.(25-44M):4.8 

Horizontal Axis: the ordinal number of spaces 
Vertical Axis: the level of the convergent dynamics 

(d) 

Ref. (25-44F):4 

Ref. : the reference line 
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Male and Female: 45-64 years 

There is no obvious pattern of the overall convergent dynamic tendency of the three sets 

of means. However, the fragments of space five to space eight seem to have a similar 

negative gradient despite the difference of tendency between spaces seven and eight. 

There seems to be a similar perception about the level of the convergent dynamics of 

spaces one and four though there are a few deviations. The overall distribution of the 

means of the level of the convergent dynamics is also quite different. 

45-64, Male 
6 
5.5 
5 
4.5 
4 
3.5 
3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 

---=~-'::::::::=-==1~~?-.....c::::!~~iii::"""""--Ref.( 45-64M):3.9 

Horizontal Axis: the ordinal number of spaces 
Vertical Axis: the level of the convergent dynamics 

(e) 

45-64, Female 

Ref. : the reference line 

Non-architectural Respondent and Architectural Student 

Table 5.7 Mean level of Convergent Dynamics (Non-architectural Respondents & Arch. 

Students) 

Mt(St) M2(Sz) M3(S3) ~(s..) M~~ M6l:~) Mi~L Mg(Sg) 
non-arch. 

Resoondent 4.2 4.3 4 4.1 4.4 3.9 3.9 3.5 
Architectural 

Student 5.6 4.1 5.1 4.3 4.2 3.1 2.7 2.1 

There is no obvious pattern of the overall convergent dynamic tendency of the three sets 

of means. However, the fragments of space four to eight seem to have a similar negative 
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gradient. There seems to be a similar perception about the level of the convergent 

dynamics of spaces two, four and five, though there are a few deviations among them. 

The overall distribution of the means of the level of the convergent dynamics is slightly 

different. 

6 
5.5 
5 
4.5 
4 
3.5 
3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 

Horizontal Axis: the ordinal number of spaces 
Vertical Axis: the level of the convergent dynamics 

(f) 

Architectural Student 

one-architectural Respondent 

Ref. : the reference line 

Figure 5.2 a, b, c, d, e, and f 

The convergent dynamic tendency figure of the set of the eight spaces can be drawn in 

this way. Two figures have been presented and categorized by the non-architectural 

respondents and the architectural students, respectively (Figure 5.2). Two reference 

lines, reference line 1 and reference line 2, have been plotted at the overall mean plots. 

The reference lines accompanies each of these two figures, reference lines 1 and 2 to the 

architectural students curves and the non-architectural respondents curves, respectively. 

The values of the overall means of the reference lines are 4 and 3.5. 

Chi-square Test 

The calculations should indicate whether there is any relationship between the non

architectural respondents and the architectural students. As already stated this calculation 
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can be performed by the use of the calculator. Chi-square tests were calculated for the 

eight spaces. There is a statistical significance in Space Seven (Table 5.8-5) and no 

statistical significance in the other spaces. (Tables 5.8-1, 5.8-2, 5.8-3, 5.8-4, 5.8-6 (see 

Appendix 5). 

Table 5.8-5 Space Seven 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 

Non-an:h Respondent 0 5 1 5 4 4 6 7 32 
Architectura1 Student 1 0 2 4 1 0 1 0 9 

Total 1 5 3 9 5 4 7 7 41 
Degrees of freedom: 7 
Chi-square = 14.46569664903 
P is less than or equal to 0.05. 
The distribution is sl&niftcant. 

Variable II-Most Preferred Space 

Table 5.3-1 indicates that thirty-three percent (33%) of this age-gender group favored 

spaces two and three respectively and seventeen percent (17%) enjoyed spaces one and 

seven. No other preference was indicated. 

Non-architectural Respondent and Architectural Student 

Again, there appears to be a significant difference in the appreciation of the spaces 

between the non-architectural respondents and the architectural students. There was a 

decrease in response to the most preferable architectural space by the average 

respondents from space eight, space one, space two, space three, space five and space six, 

to space seven as can be viewed in Figure 5.3 below. There was no response to space 

four. Space eight was the most appreciated, space one the second most and space two 

was in third place. 

However, all spaces were responded to, and the results seem quite even, except for 

space five as can been seen in Figure 5.3 below. Architectural students showed a distinct 

preference for space five. 
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(8I)20%-~

(82) 17% 

(85) 10% 
(88) 27% ---'~-

10%(86) 
3% (87) 

Non-architectural Respondents 
(a) 

(85) 50%--/--

(81)10% 10%(87) 
(83)1O%,-~ -'--10%(86) 

.""..~-

'----10%(84) 
Architectural 8tudents 

(b) 

Figure 5.3 a, b 

Chi-square Test 

Chi-square Tests were perfonned for the eight spaces as follows. There was no 

significant statistical appearance in the spaces at all in Table 5.9-1, 5.9-2, 5.9-3, 5.9-4, 

5.9-5 (see Appendix 5). . 

Variable III-Clarity of Center 

This examines whether there are any links between the dynamic variables distributed by 

different people. The mean levels of the convergent dynamics are tabled below. 

Table 5.10 Mean of Level of Clarity of the Center 

Space 1 Space 2 Space 3 Space 4 Space 5 Space 6 Space 7 Space 8 
5-24 M 1.5 2 3 3 1.7 1.3 2.3 1.8 
5-24, F 3 2.5 1 2 2.3 1 
25-44 M 2.6 2.5 1.3 1.5 2.5 3 2.7 1.8 
25-44 F 2.2 2.2 2.2 2 2.3 2.7 1.8 2.3 
45-64, M 2.3 2 2.5 2 2 1.5 1.5 1.7 
45-64, F 1.5 2 1.5 2.3 2 2.3 2 2.3 

Mean plots are fonned by the vertical and horizontal axis. The numerical marks on the 

vertical axis represent the level of means of clarity of centers 1, 2 and 3. The marks 81, 

82 ...... 88 on the horizontal axis represent the ordinal of the architectonic spaces. 

5-24 Male/25-44 Male/45-64 Male 

There is no obvious pattern of the overall convergent dynamic tendency of the three sets 

of means. The two sets of means share more similarities than differences. There seems 

to be a common perception about the level of the convergent dynamics of space eight. 
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The overall distribution of the means of the level of the convergent dynamics between 

females aged 5-24 and 25-44 is quite close. 

45-64 Male 

3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 

~~~~==~F~F====~~~Ref.(5-24): 2.1 

Horizontal Axis: the ordinal number of spaces 
Vertical Axis: the level of c larity of the center 

Females: 5-24, 25-44 and 45-64 years 

(a) 

Ref. : the reference line 

Ref.(25-44): 2.2 
Ref.(45-64): 1.9 

There is no obvious pattern of the overall convergent dynamic tendency of these three 

sets of means. The two sets of means also share more similarities than differences. There 

seems to be a common perception about the level of the convergent dynamics of spaces 

four, five and seven though there are a few deviations. The overall distribution of the 

means of the level of the convergent dynamics is quite close between females aged 5-24 

and 25-44. 

5-24 Female 
25-44 Female 3 

2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ref.(25-44F):2.2 
-- Ref.(5-24F): 2 

Horizontal Axis: the ordinal number of spaces 

Vertical Axis: the level of clarity of the center 

" 45-64 Female 

Ref. : the reference line 

(b) 

Ref. ( 45-64F): 2 
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Males and Females: 5-24 years 

There is no obvious pattern here. There are quite big fluctuations in each course. There 

seems to be a similar perception about the level of the convergent dynamics of space five 

though there are a few deviations between them. 

5-24 Female 
5-24 Male 

3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 

Ref.(5-24M): 2.1 
===:::;~=====ii;;::z::QI~==~~~Ref.(5-24F): 2 

Horizontal Axis: the ordinal number of spaces 
Vertical Axis: the level of clarity of the center 

Male and Female: 25-44 years 

Ref. : the reference line 

(c) 

There is no obvious pattern here. The two sets of the means have more in common than 

any differences. There seems to be a similar perception about the level of the convergent 

dynamics of spaces five, six and eight though there are a few deviations. The overall 

distribution of the means of the level of the convergent dynamics is quite close. 

3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 

/25-44Male 

:~-.Ql:< ~ Ref.(25-44M):2.2 
~Ref.(25-44F):2.2 

Horizontal Axis: the ordinal number ofspaces 
Vertical Axis: the level of clarity of the center 

(d) 

25-44 Female 

Ref. : the reference line 
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Male and Female: 45-64 years 

There is no obvious pattern of the overall convergent dynamic tendency of these three 

sets of means. The two sets of means almost mirror each other. There seems to be the 

same perception about the level of the convergent dynamics of spaces two and five. The 

overall distribution of the means of the level of the convergent dynamics is quite close. 

3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 
~

45-64Female 

~=~;:t(;;::===~j;;;;;;I===-clIII!!!!JQ1:~d=:=====::'::::;;:&:=o-~:::=Ref.( 45-64F): 2 

~ '" ~ sr"" Ref.(45-64M):1.9 
45-64 Male 

Horizontal Axis: the ordinal number of spaces 
Vertical Axis: the level of clarity of the center 

(e) 

Non-architectural and Architectural Student 

Ref. : the reference line 

Table 5.11 Mean of Clarity of the Center (Non-architectural Respondents and Arch. 

Students) 

Space} Space 2 Space 3 Space 4 Space 5 Space 6 Space 7 Space 8 
Non-arch 

Respondent 2.3 2.3 1.9 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.4 
Architectulal 

Student 2.7 1.3 1.5 1.6 2 1.5 1.4 1.3 

There is no obvious pattern here. However, the fragments of spaces three to five seem to 

have a similar positive gradient. There seems to be a similar perception about the level of 

the convergent dynamics of spaces one and five though there are a few deviations. The 

overall distribution of the means of the level of the convergent dynamics is quite 

different. 
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3 

2 

1 

Architectural Student 
Non-architectural Respondent 

,_=,,:::,,~ __ ""@-""""'-==e=~""""--...ij~ __ ~_ef.(N. arch.):2.2 

Ref.(Arch.): 1.7 
--& 

Horizontal Axis: the ordinal number of spaces 
Vertical Axis: the level of clarity of the center 

Ref. : the reference line 

(f) 

Figure 5.4 a, b, c, d, e, and f 

By these means, the levels of the clarity of the special center tendency figure of the set of 

the eight spaces can be drawn as well. Two figures have been presented and are 

categorized by the Non-architectural respondents and the architectural students, 

respectively (Figure 5.7). Two reference lines have been plotted at the overall means for 

these two plots. There is a reference line plotted accompanying each of these two figures, 

for the architectural students curves and the non-architectural respondents curves, 

respectively. The values of the overall means of reference lines are 2.2 and 1.7. 

The course of the tendency is quite different. The overall course either increases or 

decreases the levels of clarity of the center of this set of eight spaces is being gently 

changed. Adversely, the change of such a course from the architectural students is quite 

violent, especially from space one to space two sharply decreased. However, these two 

different groups of people share something in common. Both space one and two have a 

sense of declination of the clarity of the center, despite this sense from the architectural 

students decreased sharply. From space three to space four and then to space five, the 

sense of this clarity increases at a similar rate. Moreover, the responses to the level of 

clarity of the center from both the non-architectural respondents and the architectural 

students almost overlap. 
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Chi-square Test 

The calculations should indicate whether there is any relationship of the relevant 

variables between the non-architectural respondents and the architectural students. Chi

square tests were performed on the eight spaces. There is a statistical significant in two 

spaces the space two and the space seven (Table 5.8-5) and no statistical significant for 

the other spaces in Table 5.12-1,5.12-3,5.12-4,5.12-5,5.12-6,5.12-8 (see Appendix 5). 

For Spaces Two and Seven, differences in response to the clarity of the center exist 

between non-architectural students and the architectural students. 

Table 5.12-2 Space Two 
I (least clear) 2 (median clear) 3(verv clear) Total 

Non-arch Respondent I 9 6 16 
Architectural Student 6 3 0 9 

Total 7 12 6 25 
Degree of freedom: 2 
Chi-square 11.5141369047619 
P is less than or equal to 0.01. 
The disttibution is _lIniflent. 

Table 5.12-7 Space Seven 
I (least clear) 2 (median clear) 3(very clear) Total 

Non-arch Respondent 3 5 6 14 
Architectural Student 6 4 0 10 

Total 9 9 6 24 
Degree of freedom: 2 
Chi-square '" 6.62857142857143 
P is less than or equal to 0.05. 
The distlibution is sloifleant. 

5.3 FINDINGS FROM THE ANALYSIS 

The originally assumed independent variables have been rejected by the hypothesis 

testing process. 

In respect of the convergent dynamic variables, there is no obvious overall tendency 

of the set of means of the eight spaces. From the overall tendency of the flow, the ability 

of young respondents to perceive the levels of the convergent dynamics of these spaces 

seems to be keener than that of the elderly group. The overall frequency distribution of 

the levels of the convergent dynamics falls in the 3.5-5.5 range. The curve from the 
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female group fluctuates more than that of the male group. In space four, the level of the 

convergent dynamics seems to be relatively consistent around the 35-5.5 level regarding 

the defined scale range. From analyzing the overall tendency of the flow, the 

architectural students seem to have a greater ability to perceive the levels of the 

convergent dynamics than that of the non-architectural respondents. They also have a 

similar declining tendency of their curves, despite their difference in the rate of the 

declination. 

In choosing the most preferable space, the non-architectural respondents and the 

architectural students react in a significantly different mood. The most favored space for 

the architectural students is space five (50%). There is no particularly overwhelming 

space favored by the non-architectural respondents but the first three ranks are given to 

space eight (27%), space one (20%), and space two (17%). 

In respect of the level of clarity of the center of these spaces, it seems that no matter 

how the levels of the convergent dynamics change, it does not generally affect the 

perception of identifying the spatial center and are around the second level of clarity. 

The level of clarity of space five is commonly shared between the non-architectural 

respondents and the architectural students, as well as within the average respondents at 

2.3 regarding the defined scale range. Following the overall flow the tendency shows 

that architectural students are able to perceive the levels of clarity of the spatial center 

more keenly than that of the non-architectural respondents. This ability seems to be less 

keen as the age increases. The clarity of the center of space eight is at the level 1.5-2.5 

regarding the scale range, except for the female group between ages five to twenty-four. 

The chi-square test for space seven indicated a statistically significant distribution 

from both the non-architectural respondents and the architectural students in respect of 

the convergent dynamics. There is also a statistically significant distribution from both 

the average respondents and the architectural students for space two and seven in respect 

of the clarity of the center of the space. There is no statistical significance in the most 

preferable space between the non-architectural respondents and the architectural students. 
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5.4 SUMMARY 

In this section, the survey data were gathered and statistically analyzed. The hypotheses 

were tested, the data were longitudinally compared and the findings were made. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section argues the impact of the results of the analysis on the hypotheses of this 

study - in attempt to establish a relatively suitable built environment with the defined 

dynamics. It takes two separate approaches to draw the conclusion of this study. 

Firstly, the variables between the average respondents' and the predicted responses 

were compared. An adjustment to the hypotheses will be made. The hypotheses were 

tested in a routine, logical way. This is basically that null hypotheses were made by each 

of the original hypotheses. If a null hypothesis is rejected in terms of the findings of the 

variables in Chapter Five, the hypothesis can be accepted. Otherwise, the contrary will 

occur. Finally, a general conclusion ofthis study can be drawn. 

Secondly, the variables among the three: the predicted responses, the average 

respondents', and the architectural students' responses were compared. Effort has been 

invested on how differently the opinion of the dynamics is between the average 

respondents and the architectural students. It might be worthwhile to know how 

differently the average respondents and the architectural students evaluate their 

surroundings. It is useful for the practitioner, with their architectural training, to 

consciously be aware of their clients' feeling in this regard. A further adjustment of these 

hypotheses might be more useful. A recommendation can eventually be made. 

This chapter looks at the interpretation of the analysis finding and hypotheses 

adjustment, the general conclusion of the study, and the recommendation. 

6.2 FINDINGS: INTERPRETATION AND HYPOTHESES TESTING 

The hypotheses were tested by assessing whether each of the relevant null hypotheses 

will be accepted or rejected. The rejection of a null hypothesis means the confirmation of 

the relevant alternative hypothesis. The hypothesis testing was carried out from the 

hypothesis one to six. 

The null hypothesis about hypothesis one: the dynamics of a shape is not an 

assembly of the dynamics of its visible planes in direct proportion and that the dynamics 

of its visible planes can not be calculated by the ratio of its two dimensions within the 

defined spatial framework. Though the overall tendency of the curve is to decrease 
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(Figure 5.3 f) from the highest level to the lowest and two peaks appear on space two and 

the five, the ratio of decay or increase is really small compared with the proportional 

changes of those modules composing the two pairs of the axes from the space one to 

eight. Thus, the null hypothesis seems to be accepted. Consequently, hypothesis one 

does make some sense but is rejected from the overall point of view. 

The null hypothesis about hypothesis two: the dynamics of each plane of each 

module can not be calculated from the ratio of the two dimensions to those of the 

reference cube, simulating the space occupied by a human body, within the spatial 

framework. One needs to look at the eight perspectives in Appendix 3 and Figure 5.3 (f) 

and then how the proportional changes of the modules affect the level of clarity from 

space one to three and then from space three to eight. 

There are only proportional changes to module C and D and they are identical in 

spaces one, two and three, respectively. As modules C and D decrease threeM 

dimensionally in space one to those of modules C and D in space two, then horizontally 

significantly increase the length of the modules to those of modules C and D in space 

three, intuitively the level of clarity of the center declines and this can be seen in Figure 

5.7 (f). Analogously, the levels of convergent dynamics of the spaces change 

proportionally as the planes of the modules change. Thus, the dynamics of each of the 

planes can be calculated by the ratio of the two dimensions to those of the reference cube. 

The null hypothesis is rejected. Consequently, hypothesis two is accepted. 

The null hypothesis about hypothesis three: the sense of weight only functions when 

the vertical dynamics are dominant within the defined spatial framework and 

consequently it can not be eliminated from any scale. Spaces one, two and three will be 

examined by means of the null hypothesis (see Appendix 3) since they have a vertically 

dominant dynamics and in module A, these dynamics equal each other respectively. 

Thus, the impact of the sense of weight on modules C and D can be investigated. 

Moreover, the variables to be examined are both the convergent dynamics and the clarity 

of the center. 

Firstly, how the sense of weight of modules C and D affect the convergent dynamics 

in spaces one, two and three. The level of the convergent dynamics of these spaces 

increases to a peak at a relatively high level of about 4.2 then declines to the lower level 
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of about 3.9 as the size of the modules at points C and D change (see Appendix 3 and 

Figure 5.3 f). This implies that the weight sense does not have much impact on the 

changes of the convergent dynamics. Thus, the null hypothesis seems to be rejected in 

this regard. 

Secondly, how the sense of weight of modules C and D affects the level of clarity of 

the center of the spaces one, two and three need to be examined. The level of clarity of 

the center of these spaces declines as the size of the modules at points C and D decreases 

(see Appendix 3 and Figure 5.7 f). The module at points C and D in space two is much 

smaller than those of space three. This implies that the weight of sense dose not have 

much impact on the level of the convergent dynamics. Thus, the null hypothesis is 

rejected in this regard as well. Consequently, hypothesis three is accepted. 

The null hypothesis about the hypothesis four: Personal experience and background 

will affect the ability to be critical of the emotion evoked from the defined architectonic 

space. There is no absolute prevailing percentage of average respondents choosing a 

preferred space. The overall percentage distribution from the top three reveals space 

eight (27%), space one (20%) and space two (17%) (Figure 5.3). The overall frequency 

distribution of the level of the clarity of the center of these spaces is at level 2.2 

(Figure5.4 f) regarding the defined scale range. The null hypothesis four is accepted. 

Thus, this hypothesis is rejected. 

The null hypothesis about hypothesis five: There is no center in the proposed 

architectonic space at which point the dynamic variable of this space can be perceived as 

the touring of this space is completed. Surprisingly, on the scale of 1,2 and 3, the 

average respondents responded at level 2.5. This is above the average level (2.2) of the 

average respondents. The average respondents perceived a center quite clearly. Thus, 

this null hypothesis is rejected. Thus, the hypothesis five is accepted. 

The null hypothesis about the hypothesis six: The dynamic variable of the 

architectural theme for the proposed architectonic space should not demonstrate a 

relatively stronger concentrated dynamics than the others that are built based on the same 

available shapes in the same condition and this dynamic variable is seen as the more 

appropriate dynamic variable. 
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From the previous argument, a relatively suitable built environmental space might be 

set up by the six hypotheses and the relevant hypotheses can be reinterpreted by the 

defined dynamics. It is assumed that space one is a relatively suitable space among the 

eight spaces and its convergent variable is assumed to be at the 6-7level (between very 

strong and extremely strong) and the level of clarity of the center around 2.5-3 (between 

quite clear and very clear). It implies that the level of the convergent dynamics and 

clarity of the center increase in a direct rate and the more suitable a space is, the stronger 

the level of the convergent dynamics and clarity of center are. The assumptions of the 

three independent variables are rejected. This means that these variables have been 

inappropriately assumed. Space eight is most preferred by the average respondents and 

there is an obvious contradiction between the level of the convergent dynamics at 4-

4.5(strong) and clarity of the center of the spaces at 2.4(quite clear). It is, therefore, 

inferred that the level of clarity of the spatial center does not necessarily mean that the 

space is more suitable. Thus, the null hypothesis is accepted. Consequently, hypothesis 

six is rejected. 

6.3 CONCLUSION 

Hypotheses two, three and five seem to be accepted and hypotheses one, four and six are 

rejected. 

There is no conclusive evidence as to which the preferable space is in terms of the 

level of the convergent dynamics and clarity of the center of the spaces. 

It was found that the unpredictable factors are too complicated to be used in the 

designing of a relatively suitable built environmental space, in terms of the dynamics as 

used in this study 
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Hypotbesls 1: 

~ ~ 
Hypotbesls 4: 

Defmition of Dynamic Pe~onalExperience 
Quality 

Hypothesis 2: (Yes) .... Relatively Suitable .".. (Yes) Hypothesis 5: 
Dynamic Measurement 

" Architectonic ..... Modules Organized 
Scale Space Proposed Around Center 

~/ ~ Hypothesis 3: Hypotbesls 6: 
Gravity Sense Dynamic Variable of 

Proposed Space 

Figure 6.1 

6.4 RECOMMENDATION 

From this study it seems that the interests of architectural professionals do not coincide 

with that of the average person. It suggests, with the convergent dynamics, that there is a 

gap between the average person and architectural students. In this respect, the 

architectural students seem to have a greater ability to perceive the levels of the 

convergent dynamics than that of the average respondents. The perception of the center 

of the space is identified quite differently in terms of the mean. Architectural 

professional training has, indeed, assisted them to be keener when identifying the center 

than that of the average person. This perceptual ability along with the clarity of the 

center seems to be less keen as ones age increases. With this realization, if an architect 

designs an exterior space in terms of the dynamics, in satisfying his clients he should 

consciously soften his professional sense, generally. Moreover, his design may be more 

appreciated by young females. Furthermore, his design may be far less appreciated by 

those people older than forty-five. In summarizing this point of view, it seems to be a 

good idea to plan a design strategy in terms of different people's groupings. 

Although there is no conclusive evidence to indicate a close relationship between the 

most preferable architectonic space and the level of the convergent dynamics and the 

clarity of the center, space eight is the most preferable space by the average respondents, 

and these variables are quite close to those of space seven. The variables for both the 

average respondents and the architectural students have statistical significant. This space 
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is therefore recommended as an ideal design stance to consciously satisfy clients. It is 

also recommended that further investigation in this regard may need to be conducted. 

6.S ADDITION 

Although there is no strong evidence there are indications that need to be studied further. 

The researcher feels that there were factors that came into play that were outside the 

parameters of this study but could be investigated in further studies. 

As far as this study is concerned the researcher feels that it was an extremely difficult 

task to attempt to isolate the factors but for the purposes of this study there was no choice 

but to identify one or two factors and work with them. It is also expedient to attempt to 

verify the general feeling there is about dynamics. This study has also highlighted some 

interesting results in term of how the client sees the environment and this has some 

practical use. 
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APPENDIX 1 

A DEMONSTRATION: VALUE AND EXERCISES 
VALUE 

The limitless numerical values: 

Table 3.1 VALUES EXPRESSED IN METRES 

RED SERIES: RO BLUE SERIES: BL 

em m em m 

95,280.7 959.80 
58,886.7 588.86 117,773.5 1,177.73 
36,394.0 363.94 72,788.0 727.88 
22,492.7 224.92 44,985.5 449.85 
13,901. 3 139.01 27,802.5 278.02 
8,591. 4 85.91 17,182.9 171. 82 
5,309.8 53.10 10,619.6 106. 19 
3,281. 6 32.81 6,563.3 65.63 
2,028.2 20.28 4,056.3 40.56 
1,253.5 12.53 2,506.9 25.07 

774. 7 7. 74 1,549.4 15.49 
478.8 4. 79 957.6 9.57 
295.9 2.96 591.8 5.92 
182.9 1. 83 365.8 3.66 
113.0 1.13 226.0 2.26 

69.8 O. 70 139.7 1. 40 
43.2 0.43 86.3 0.86 
26. 7 0.26 53.4 0.53 
16.5 O. 16 33.0 0.33 
10.2 0.10 20.4 0.20 
6.3 0.06 12.6 O. 12 
3.9 0.04 7.8 0.08 
2.4 0.02 4.8 0.04 
1.5 0.01 3.0 0.03 
0.9 1.8 0.01 
0.6 1.1 

etc. etc. 
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APPENDIX 2 

THE SURVEY PERFORMANCE 

INSTRUCTION 
Before proceeding, please spend some time reading through this brief description of this 
survey. 

This survey is about the concentrated emotion evoked by a number of architectonic 
spaces. These will be presented from different perspectives and shown to you. 

This survey consists of two major steps. Firstly, you should carefully look through all 
these perspectives and bear these eight spatial imaginations··· in mind. Secondly, a 
number of questions will be asked and answers should please be completed in the tables 
provided. The answers to these questions are based on the comparisons of these spaces. 
The scale of comparison of the concentrated emotion of these spaces is presented in 
Figure I below. 

(1) Please start by completing Table 4.5. 
(2) Please make sure you understand exactly what is expected and how you should 

proceed. 
(3) If there are any questions, please ask the interviewer. 
(4) The answer to the questions must be based on the comparison of the concentrated 

emotion of these spaces. 
(5) Only use the scale provided. 

ARCHITECTURAL PERSPECTIVES 
Eight perspectives will be presented to you, the respondent. In order for each of these 
spaces to be more comprehensible, two perspectives of each space will be shown: one is 
perceived at a viewing height slightly higher than the normal height and the other at a 
much higher viewing height. You are asked to imagine yourself wandering in the space 
and to follow from one space to the next, consecutively. There is a human-scaled figure 
showing you wandering around. 

The perspectives are attached: 

QUESTIONS 
After carefully looking through each of these architectural spaces, please proceed to the 
next question. The answers can be completed by simply ticking one of the spaces in the 
table (Table 4.6, 4.7, 4.8). Please bear in mind that the ranking must be based on the 
comparison of these spaces. 
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(1) Do you feel any convergent visual dynamics from these architectonic spaces? 
YIN 

(2) If yes, please carry on with Table 4.6 by referring to the measurement scale in 
Figure 1. 

(3) Which one out of these eight architectonic spaces do you find the most suitable? 
Please indicate this in Table 4.7. 

(4) Do you feel is a center in these architectonic spaces? YI N 
(5) If so, which center do you most identify with? Please complete Table 4.8. 

TABLE 
The questions will be answered by filling in these tables. Please do so by crossing the 
relevant space in each table. 

Table 4.5 needs to be completed in the very beginning of this survey and Table 4.6, 4.7, 
and 4.8 only after viewing the spaces and in the process of answering the questions. 

Table 4.5 General Personal Information 

Socio-demOlmlphic Characteristics 
Age Gender Occupation 

5 - 24 I 25 - 44 I 45 - 64 Female I Male General I Profession 

I I I I 

Table 4.6 Ranking of Convergent Dynamics Felt 

Rankin2 of Eccentric Dynamics 

~ None Weakest Weaker Weak Less Strong More 
(1) (2) (3) stron2 (4) (5) stron2 (6) 

Space I 
Space 2 
Space 3 
Space 4 
Space 5 
Space 6 
Space 7 
Space 8 

• The ranking could be referred to the measurement scale following (figure 1) 

Measurement Scale 
The levels of the concentrated dynamics evoked is scaled from the weakest to the 
strongest by means of digital numbers 1 to 6, respectively. '0' represents no such 
emotion felt at all. 

6 5 4 3 2 1 o 
strongest ...... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ......... : ...... weakest ... . 

Concentrated Dynamic scale 

(figure 1) 

Extremely 
stron2 (7) 
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Table 4.7 Select the Most Preferable Space 

Space 1 Spacer 2 S]:lace 3 Suace 4 Space S Spacer 6 Space 7 Space 8 
The most suitable 
emotion 

Table 4.8 Indicate the Clarity of the Center of these Spaces 

Space 1 Suacer 2 Space 3 Sooce4 Suace S Spacer 6 Suace 7 Space 8 
Very Clear 

Clear 
Less Clear 

Thank you for your time. 
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APPENDIX THREE (SPACE ONE-SPACE EIGHT) 

Aero-perspective for Architectonic SpQce (1) 
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Aero-perspective for Architectoni Spo.ce (2) 
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Aero-perspective for Architectonic Spo.ce (3) 
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Aero-perspective for Architectonic Spo.ce (4) 
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Aero-perspective for Architectonic Space (5) 
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Aero-perspective for Architectonic Spo.ce (6) 
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Aero-perspective for Architectonic Space (7) 
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Aero-perspective for Architectonic Spo.ce (8) 
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APPENDIX 4 (Independent Variable) 

T bl 5 2 1 Rankin f C a e - 19O tD onvergen 'ynamICS FIb M I e t )y a es age d524 -
Ranking of Convergent Dynamics 

~ Nurnberof 
0 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) People Percentage(%) 

Space 1 I 1 I I 2 
SJ)aCe 2 2 2 
Space 3 I I I I I 
Space 4 1 2 I 
Space 5 1 1 1 I I 
Space 6 1 I 1 1 
Space 7 I 1 I 2 
Space 8 I 2 1 1 
Total 6 100 

Table 5.2-2 Ranking of Convergent Dynamics Felt by Females aged 5-24 
Ranking of Convergent Dvnamics 

~ Nurnberof 
No. 0 (l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) People Percentage(%) 
Space 1 2 I 1 1 
Space 2 1 1 1 1 
Space 3 2 2 
Space 4 2 2 
Space 5 2 1 2 
Space 6 1 I 1 1 
Space 7 2 I I 
Space 8 1 I I 
Total 5 100 

T bl 5 2 3 Ranki f C a e - ngo D onvergent JynamlCs FIb M I e t )y a es age d 25-44 
Ranking of Convergent Dynamics 

.~ Nurnberof 
No. 0 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) People Percent8ge(%) 
Space 1 1 2 
Space 2 1 2 I 
Space 3 2 1 1 
Space 4 I 1 1 
Space 5 1 2 1 
Space 6 I 2 1 
Space 7 1 1 1 1 
Space 8 1 I I I 
Total 4 100 

Table 5.2-4 Ranking of Convergent Dynamics Felt by Females aged 25-44 
Ranking of Convergent Dynamics 

~ Nurnberof 
No. 0 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) People Percentage(%) 

Space I 1 1 2 3 1 
Space 2 1 2 1 1 2 
Space 3 1 1 3 2 I 
Soace4 1 3 3 1 
Space 5 1 3 1 2 1 
Space 6 2 2 3 1 1 
Space 7 2 1 3 1 
Space 8 2 I 1 1 I 2 
Total 8 100 
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T bi 5 2 5 Ranki a e - ngo fC D onvergent )ynamlcs FIb M I e t )y a es aged 456 - 4 
Rankinl{ of Conv ment Dvm mics 

~ Number of 
0 (l) (2) (4) (5) (6) (7) People Percentage(%) 

Space 1 1 I 1 
Space 2 1 2 
Space 3 2 
Space 4 I I 
Space 5 I I I 
Space 6 1 1 I 
Space 7 I 1 1 
Space 8 I 1 1 
Total 3 100 

T bi 5 2 6 Ranki f C D FIb F I a e - ngo onvergent 1ynamlcs e t)y ema es age d4564 -

~ 
Ranking of Convergent Dynamics 

1\ 1) (2) (3) (4) @ (§) ~ I 2 
Space 2 I 1 1 
Space 3 1 I 2 
Space 4 3 I 
SpaceS 1 2 1 
SJ)ace 6 1 2 1 
Space 7 1 2 
Space 8 3 1 
Total 4 100 

T bi 5 31Th M P £ bi S b Mid t a e - e ost re era e ,pace )y a e respon en sage d524 -
Number of SJ)ace Frequency distribution Percentage (%) 

Space 1 1 17 
Space 2 2 33 
Space 3 2 33 
Space 4 
Space S 
Space 6 
Space 7 I 17 
Space 8 
Total 6 100 
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T bI 5 33Th M Pr fi bI S b M I d t a e - e ost e era e space 'Y a e respon en sage d 25-44 
Nwnber ofSvace Frequency distribution Percentage (%) 

Snace I 
Space 2 I 25 
Space 3 I 25 
Svace4 
Snace 5 
Snace6 1 25 
SIlace 7 
Space 8 1 25 
Total 4 100 

T bI 5 34Th M P fi bI S b F a e - e ost re era e ~pace 'Y I ema e respon d ents age d 25-44 
Nwnber ofSJ)ace Nwnber of People (nersons) Percentage (%) 

SPace 1 2 25 
Space 2 1 12.5 
Space 3 I 12.5 
Space 4 
Space 5 1 12.5 
Space 6 1 12.5 
Space 7 
Snace 8 2 25 
Total 8 100 

bI 35Th M P fi bi S b Mal Ta e 5. - e ost re era e )pace >y d e respon ents age d4564 -
Nwnber of Space F~uencY distribution Percellta2e (%) 

Space 1 2 67 

Space 3 
Snace4 
SJ)ace5 
Space 6 
Space 7 
Space 8 I 33 
Total 3 100 

T bI 5 36Th M P fi bI S b F al a e - e ost re era e space )y em e respon d t en s ae;e d4564 -
Nwnber of Space Frequency distribution Percentalte (%) 

Space 1 
Space 1 25 
Space 3 
Space 4 
SJ)ace 5 
Space 6 
SJ)ace7 
Space 8 3 75 
Total 4 100 
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Table5.4-1 Clarity of Center Felt by Male Respondents between 5 and 24 years 
Number of Space Very Clear (3) Clear (2) Least Clear (I) Number of People Percentage (%) 

Space I I I 
Space 2 I I 
Space 3 2 
Space 4 I 
Space 5 2 I 
Space 6 I 2 
Space 7 2 I I 
Space 8 2 I I 
Total 6 100 

fIb Table 5.4-2 Clarity 0 Center Fe t ,y Female Respondents between 5 and 24 years 
Number of Space Very Clear (3) Clear (2) Least Clear (1) Number ofPeoJ)le Percentage (%) 

Space I 3 
Space 2 I I 
Space 3 3 
Space 4 2 
Space 5 I 2 
Space 6 
Space 7 
Space 8 I 
Total 5 100 

bl Ta e 5.4-3C f I b lanty 0 Center Fe t 'y Male Respondents b etween 25 and 44 years 
Number of Space Very Clear (3) Clear (2) Least Clear (1) Number of People Percentage (%) 

Space I 2 I 
Space 2 2 2 
Space 3 I 2 
Space 4 I I 
Space 5 I I 
Space 6 3 
Space 7 2 I 
Space 8 I I 2 
Total 4 100 

Table 5.4-4 Clarity of Center Felt by Female Respondents from 25 to 44 years 
Number of Space Very Clear (3) Clear (2) Least Clear (1) Number of People Percentage (%) 

Space I 2 2 I 
Space 2 2 3 
Space 3 2 3 I 
Space 4 4 
Space 5 I 3 
Space 6 2 I 
Space 7 2 I I 
Space 8 2 1 1 
Total 8 100 
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Table 5.4-5 Clarity of Center Felt by Male Respondents between 45 and 64 years 
Number of Space Very Clear (3) ClearG) Least Clear (I) Number of People Percentage (%) 

Space I 2 I 
Space 2 3 
Space 3 I I 
Space 4 2 
Space 5 2 
Space 6 I I 
Space 7 I I 
Space 8 I 2 
Total 3 100 

Table 5.4-6 Clarity of Center Felt by Female Respondents between 45 and 64 years 
NumberofS~ace Very Clear (3) Clear (2) Least Clear (1) Number of People Percentage ("At) 

Space I I I 
Space 2 I 
Space 3 I I 
Space 4 I 2 
Space 5 2 
Space 6 I 2 
Space 7 I 
Space 8 2 I 
Total 4 100 
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APPENDIX 5 (Chi-square calculation) 

T bI 58 1 S 0 a e - space ne 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 

Avera2e Respondent 4 3 I 3 I 5 6 6 29 
Architectural Student 0 0 0 I 0 4 2 3 10 

Total 4 3 I 4 I 9 8 9 39 
Degrees of freedom: 7 
Chi-square = 5.05431034482759 
For significance at the 0.05 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 14.07. 
The distribution is not significant. 
p is less than or equal to I. 

T bI 582 S T a e - space wo 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 

Avera2e Respondent I 3 0 5 4 4 6 2 25 
Architectural Student 0 0 3 I 2 2 0 2 10 

Total I 3 3 6 6 6 6 4 35 
Degrees of freedom: 7 
Chi-square = 12.95 
For significance at the 0.05 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 14.07. 
The distribution is not significant 
p is less than or equal to 0.1. 

T bI 58 3 S F" a e - space Ive 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 

Avera2e Respondent I 0 I 5 10 7 5 2 31 
Architectural Student 0 I 0 I 4 I I I 9 

Total I I I 6 14 8 6 2 40 
Degrees of freedom: 7 
Chi-square = 5.2159075139102 
For significance at the 0.05 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 14.07. 
The distribution is not significant. 
p is less than or equal to I. 

T bI 584 S S" a e - space IX 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 

Average Respondent I I 5 5 4 8 2 2 28 
Architectural Student 0 0 3 3 4 0 0 0 10 

Total I I 8 8 8 8 2 2 38 
Degrees of freedom: 7 
Chi-square = 8.34642857142857 
For Significance at the 0.05 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 14.07. 
The distribution is not significant. 
p is less than or equal to 1. 
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T hi 58 5 S S a e - space even 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 

Average Respondent 0 5 1 5 4 4 I 6 7 31 
Architectural Student 1 0 1 4 1 0 1 0 I) 

Total 1 5 3 I) 5 4 7 7 41 
Degrees of freedom: 7 
Chi-square = 14.46569664903 
P is less than or equal to 0.05. 
The distribution is !l&:n1ftc:ant. 

Table 5.8-6 Space Eight 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 

Average Respondent 4 5 1 5 1 1 1 7 17 
Architectural Student 0 7 0 1 1 0 0 1 10 

Total 4 II 1 6 3 1 1 8 37 
Degrees of freedom: 7 
Chi-square = 10.169290 1234568 
For significance at the 0.05 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 14.07. 
The distribution is not significant. 
p is less than or equal to 0.20. 

T hi 59 1 S 0 a e - ,pace ne 
Total 

Non-arch Respondent 6 6 
Architectural Student 1 1 

Total 7 7 
Degrees of freedom: 0 
Chi-squarc - 0 
For significance at the 0.5 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 0.05. 
The distribution is not significant 
D is less than or equal to I. 

T bl 592 S T a e - ,pace wo 
Total 

Non-arch Respondent 4 4 
Architectural Student 1 1 

Total 5 5 
Degrees of freedom: 0 
Chi-square = 0 
For significance at the 0.5 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 0.05. 
The distribution is not significant. 
D is less than or equal to I. 

T bi 593 S F' a e - space lye 
Total 

Non- 3 3 
Architectural Student 5 5 

Total 8 8 
Degreesof~dom:O 
Chi-square "" 0 
For significance at the 0.5 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 0.05. 
The distribution is not significant. 
D is less than or equal to I. 
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T bi 594 S S' a e - ipace IX 
Total 

Non-arch Respondent 3 3 
Architectural Student 1 1 

Total 4 4 
Degrees of freedom: 0 
Chi-square = 0 
For significance at the 0.5 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 0.05. 
The distribution is not significant. 
J) is less than or eQual to 1. 

bi 595 S S Ta e - ipace even 
Total 

Non-arch Respondent 1 1 
Architectural Student 1 1 

Total 2 2 
Degrees of freedom: 0 
Chi-square = 0 
For significance at the 0.5 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 0.05. 
The disttibution is not significant. 
p is less than or equal to L 

T bi 5 12 1 S 0 a e - ipace De 
Weast clear) 2 (median clear) 3(very clear) Total 

Non-arch ResJ)ondent 4 5 9 18 
Architectural Student 1 1 7 9 

Total 5 6 16 27 
Degree of freedom: 2 
Chi-square = 1.93125 
For significance at the 0.5 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 5.99. 
The distribution is not Significant. 
p is less than or equal to I. 

T bi 5 2 S a e .1 -2 ipace Two 
l(Ieast clear) 2 (median clear) 3(very clear) Total 

Non-arch Respondent 1 9 6 16 
Architectural Student 6 3 0 9 

Total 7 12 6 25 
Degree of freedom: 2 
Chi-square '" 11.5141369047619 
p is less than or equal to 0.01. 
The distribution is slenlOeant. 

bi Ta e 5. 123 S - ipace Tb ree 
I (least clear) 2 (median clear) 3(very clear) Total 

Non-arch Respondent 7 6 5 18 
Architectural Student 4 3 1 8 

Total 11 9 6 26 
Degree of freedom: 2 
Chi-square '" 0.749579124579124 
For significance at the 0.5 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 5.99. 
The distribution is not significant. 
p is less than or equal to 1. 
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T bi 5 124 S F a e - ,pace our 

F Weast clear) 2 (median clear) 3(very clear) Total 
N 1 11 2 14 
Architectural Student 4 5 0 9 

Total I 5 16 2 23 
Degree of freedom: 2 
Chi-square = 5.20922619047619 
For significance at the 0.5 leve~ chi-square should be greater than or equal to 5.99. 
The distribution is not significant 
p is less than or equal to I. 

T bi 5 125 S a e - space Fi ve 
I (least clear) 2 (median clear) 3(very clear) Total 

Non-arch Respondent 1 12 3 16 
Architectural Student 1 7 1 9 

Total 2 19 4 25 
Degree of freedom: 2 
Chi-square = 0.386056286549708 
For significance at the 0.5 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 5.99. 
The distribution is not significant. 
p is less than or equal to 1. 

T bi 5 12 6 S a e - ,pace S' IX 
I (least clear) 2 (median clear) 3( very clear) Total 

Non-arch Respondent 3 5 6 14 
Architectural Student 4 3 I 8 

Total 7 8 7 22 
Degree of freedom: 2 
Chi-square = 2.78507653061224 
For significance at the 0.5 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 5.99. 
The distribution is not significant. 
p is less than or equal to I. 

T hI 5 12 7 S a e - ;pace S even 
1 (least clear) 2 (median clear) 3(verv clear) Total 

Non-arch Respondent 3 5 6 14 
Architectural Student 6 4 0 10 

Total 9 9 6 24 
Degree of freedom: 2 
Chi-square '" 6.62857142857143 
p is less than or equal to 0.05. 
The distribution is s!JnlOeant. 

T bi 5 12 8 S a e - space E' h IgI t 
1 3(very clear) Total 

Non-arch Respondent 8 I 3 8 19 
Architectural Student 7 I 0 1 8 

Total 15 I 3 9 27 
Degree of freedom: 2 
Chi-square '" 4.8157894736842 
For significance at the 0.5 level, chi-square should be greater than or equal to 5.99. 
The distribution is not significant 
p is less than or equal to 0.10. 
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